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.Prefa.

I. ' -.

The Sex Equity in Educational Leader-ship Project
(SEEL) vas funded by the Women's Edaational Equity
Act Prolgrain, Office of Education, from.1976 to 8 1979 to
testd,several strategies for increasing the number of
N..,, wo ien in public school sarniniAtration in Orego

1 . This
hook is a duscripition of tie various tactivities arPfefi

4 Tout and their results.
.,. Wu have some shoot -term evidence of th SEEL

,... .I Proects asuccess in Oregon. There were more women
.1', adinitiistrators anc.Fmore women preparing to becOme

adhlinistrators in .1979 than ,thexe- Were in .1976: We
have helped lo change some people's atti/udes andex-
pectAtions regarding women 'in administraton and ye-
have helped to change aspects of a few organizations to
make hiring more' equitable, We have also tried to build
d iegacy for c ia

(he'
nge so that Oregon will continue,reform

efforts upon c mpletion of EEL Project. Aldo ugh
we report evidence of the SEEL Project's successes and
failures in. Ili& years, its ultimate 'effectiveness in

/ achieving .quity can only he measured in the future.^-
Equity is both a political and personal issue, involv-

ing ti-; interplay of politically sensitive' situations and
.individual values. Change is a 4ifficult process. People...
who,ase involved in Social change are always dependent
on others; change is a politictil, soda', . and inter-
personal process. Although the SEEL, staff members
lip-e been the. primary actors in the scen ario 'described
in this bOtik, there are many individuals who played
'key roles) Theyi;helped in. many ways and we wish to.1-..

acknowledge them. ,
Jane Arends helped write the proposal and eventually

became our boss as Administrptive Associate ofphe
Center for Edugational -Policy and Management. Her

, streI?'gth was once described as being able to knit with
17'different cofors and keep the strands,straight. She is
an 3cemplary,strategist. '.. , ,

,-Lloyd DuVall, former Directot ,of the' Center for
' Edttcgtional PoliCy and Manaement,,provided institu-

tienar support, personal support, and political adva' n-
tagejiy,accompanying us to.meeting9 and presiding ,at
programs when an influential male was needed. We

.P.sincerely thank him. J s,

Plane Reinhard, Kssistan Dean, College of Educa-
tion, University of Oregon, consulted on our evaluation
design, served on our advisory boYid and -provided
expertise, criticism, support, and acc6Ss to political
channels during the course of 'our project. -

F.

)

- ,

Joanne carlsonc Assistant to the ProvostikUniversity
of Oregon, taught us about the, labyrinth of federal
funding. Skip.. provided criticism, hard questions and
support as ntede.

Larry Mylnechut, Equal Employment Speciese; Ore-
.

gon Department of Educhtion,and George Russell, for-
mer Affirmative Action 011ibei. r the Eugene Public
Schools, were niembers of the. §EEL ii:dvisory, board,
legal consultants, resouice,,people, and special friends.

Other SEEL advisory board members inclu:iled Syl via'
Tucker, Dean, College of Education, Oregon State Uni-
versity; Mary Hall, now Vice Ptesident, Weyerhaeuser
Foundation;. Shirley Kennedy, Anthropc;logist; and
Edith MaddrOn, Educational Coordinating Commission,
They were4lielpful advisors.

Tom'Payiant, the former superinterfaent of Eugene
Public Schools, now in.,Walioma City, providecrmany
'kinds of help and was //a ntentor forgoduate'studePts.
Bev Melugin, InstructiOnal Materials Analyst for Eu-
enej)uhitc Schools, was helpful in numerous ways.
Molly Fox and Colin Fox were our staff consultants
who heltyd us identify our strengths and weaknesses.1

And there were women and men who told us that we'
helped them: Carolyn Kelly, Gail Kaufman, Nailcy-
Cross, Margaret Trachsel, Sara Isenberg, Gafy Gehleit,
Diane Dunlap and Donnise Brown. They are special:to
us because they reaffirmed that our work was important.

,,The first steering committee merribetrs of Oregon Women
in Educational AdministAtion were important beeausb'
they helped realize the 1pgacy of social change. They
were Lynne George, Dorothy Juve, Diane Warrick;
Paulie Brading, Ardis Christensen, Carol Clanfield,

°Elaine Hopson, Diana Mepdenhall, Paula Radich, fkolly
Endersby and Bev Hamnips. We also appreciate 'thq
help and support of Richrd Schmuck, Cheryl Kempner,
Tolar Edson, Ruth Palmerlee, Bill Starling'', Walt Wood,
and Jeff Meyer.

It must be remembered that the SEEL Project repre-
sents 'only three years work in a field established for
more than a hundred years. Consequently, it is im-
portant to place our w'ork in an historical context. We
ad4ress that issue in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, we
pi...esent an overview of the SEEL Project. It was an
activities - oriented project; 12 different people were
enga ed i about 30 different' activities over threeyears.
We ri ourselves and what we did so that you can
determine h at is unique to the SEEL Project and what

V1
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is capable of being repliaedH-We think the success and
failure of different activitiess were,.in part dependent
upon the pe4,sonalitiA involved, the social climate of
Oregon and other. idiosyncratic variables. The SEEL
strategy.ftir cingge isdescribed iif Chapters 3, 4, and Sp
At the outset of the yroject we believed sex.inequity was.
an effect of many causes and that Aye needed a multi-
level change strate'gy. Our efforts were aimed at a
diverse set 'of targets ipcludifig practicing educators;
educators in !raining, school lio.ards., degree and creden-
tial programs, and other educational agenCies. We.

-viewed. all targets as interdependently related1and the
relationships among them as changing continuou-sly. Iq
Chapter 3 we describe our efforts to change individual'
attitudes, behaviors, and understandings. In Chapter 4 -

we summarize our ott.Tipts to change organizational
policies and practices, notably those prAtices that IPV,e
been- labeled as "insjtutional sexism." In Chapter 5,
we present the naxus rf all our. change efforts Jocql
school .digtrict 'hiring practices. Hiring as a result of ty

individual attitudes and behaviors as welt& trialtional
and sexist policies concerning recruitment and screen-
ing. In Chapt:T 6 we evaluMe our specific activities,
and attempt to asses3 the relative worth of various
activitit...,11n1 !I-Chapter. 7 we synthesizeour work to
advie plople in other. states. Our advice t s-,xlerived
from a vibination of our objective evidence -Ind our
subjective impressions. An appendix includes copieSof
forms, several."how-tO' descriptions, and mother mate-,

rials we believe may be relevant to others attempting to
achieve sex equity in educational leadership..

This book represents a cooperative endeavor involv-
ing all members of the SEEL Project staff. Diffect
people had resronsibi,lities for collecting datMnd
summariing the Various activities in each section. The
following peoplewere responsible for the original,'Oap-.
ter drafts: `Cliaptiir r- by Rita Pougiales and P:fitriieia
Schmuck, Chapter 17, by Mary Ann Smith and Rita

i

Pou-.
galte, Chapter 3.by Patricia Schmuck Sakre Edson,
Chapter 4' by Ken Kempiterfr*Peg Williams,' and Joan
KaNclage, Chapter 5 by Patricia Schmuck and Spencer

"E ult y
is both a p mcal

and a personal.,
*issue

J

k4,

1.1

nJea
apr
and

it,_Cliailter--(5-lay-' Ken-Kempner, Rine-Pougialcs and
Stoekd, and,,,,Chapter 7 by -Jean Stockard. The,

:radix was organized and c,eThpiled 1.4 Nancy Gubka
Carole, Starlihg. -

1

1

This 1honk was written
other S_li, prodiicts,
ership:. Women Ge ing
by Mary' Ann Smith

-
..,

Leadership:. An Arina'ysis
Project by Jean Stock

e

as a compji iorf piecelto two
SexEpiity in Educational Lead-

Togefher and Getting Ahead)
and S6: Equity in Educational

of a Pclanned Socidj2]/iange
rd.
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Women always have nm important pzirlicipints in
the education of our nation's gout `4. At hone" and within

r schools, tvcmum LaKe played a- intlltiutcic of educational
roles. Indeed, it is historical ircaly,-that' n 1976 a-project
should he funded by the (Nice of - Education to trf
fin the number of female sclii of administratints.rft
was onl. 50 years 'ago thaVthe saint agency...puldislfed
an- artigle, called, aliciNfinanPrincipac. A Fixture-in
American Schools.. Thite has proved that she was not
a fixture. In this cl4Pkr, women's role a..,educational

revieweil. Their decline in rules such as
eleitieni Principal will described and a sinnthary
provide& of the historical, social:and eomotnic vari-
ables vhili appear to hi. related to %%omen's participii-

thin in piddle school.

1 1.

%

.Clu ging Sex Coniposition:
, .-- .

. A 'Descriprjon .

Since the-Inner part of the Nine eentri Century, women
hays: predominated as elemental.: sehOol teachers. Fe.,
male teachers represented 66Nrcep1 of the teaching
force, in 1870_ and their represeniation grew to 85 per.
cent In the I 930s.' Todromen's proportional repre-
sentation is back again at the level it was in 'the latter
part ofothe Nineteenth Centrtry----.60. percent. These data

*0
concerning the relative pro'jrortions of male to fernnle

teachers are repprtetl by niany historians and they agree
about the -Shifting sex coRip7iijon -of public school..,..

teachers ifQbe U.S. , I ',

The data about- women's participation in. adirfinis-
trative roles, however, are not so clear.2 One source,
reported in 1910 that the category of `.`supervisory A-

, cers" included-14,392 posilions in the nation's public
schools and 7,605 of them (53 per\cent) were filled by
women.3 Because this category does not 4ifferentiate
between(different educational roles, one cannot discern

C3

y

1D6novan,_Frances__The Sehool_Nream. New York: Fred
rick Stockes Company. 1938. Reprinted New York: A-610 Press,

1974. 'Strobel., Myra and Tyack, David. "Sexual Asymmetry in

Educational Employment: Male Manager and Female Teachers."
Unpublished paper. Palo Alto, CA: Stanfojd University, 1977.

WIercas,,Iiistiirical data on (he sex .ofC.administrators is (M.
eult.40 find-,1be fact is that many state departments of education
still do not compile rcords by sex. Oregon has done so only since
1975. Manfiother Akides currently do not compile dida on ad-
ministratoe4s, by .6e;x. Furthermore, national statistics about sex
distrihntions arelliot compiled regularly. Eder tors are urged to

request %state figures on/professimpl employees be categorized
by sex for three' A'asobs. First, Ws" itimortant for affirmative
action required by law. Second, it will help historians and social
scientists analyze the sex structuring of educational institutions.
And finally, an assessment of the current situation is imperative
as a firs! step toward sex equity in school administration. '

U.S. Commission of Education. 1910 geport, pp. 688.689;
'Washington, DC: U.S, WovernmentPrintink Office, 1911. Cited

in Gribsko,,., Margaret. "Feminism and the .Woman Adminis-
trator." In Women and Erlat:ational Lew/ersltip: A Reader.
(Sari Knopp- Biklen and Marilyn Brannigan, Eds.).'New York:
Lcxjngton Books. 1980.

1

sk. 1
. .01- 4.

what smecific pOsitionsAvere.1101 wviien. Presumably/

most of the titillate adtninifdra tors CLeirin 1,91() were
-elementary princiIVIA because in 192 women held 55

per tit of those positions:'
In 1926 worsen field other administrative roles as welt.

About 25 percent of all.-Collay superintendents. were
wometr5_ The posi.gon ofccotety superintendent should;

be- differeifttitdd from local school district Suyerinten-
dent. in the.192(1, inostilocal'digtricts yer%sb small 'they

did not have 'ilistript,-superintvidents.; the' major
administrator; was tlie superintendent in the county unit
%110 adniniiAcred. schools in. several ,lawns. As schools
nnd districtsgreW,,t14 hired their own superintenilent;.
Ceriliii115. the role of the county superintendent has
changed draliVtieuily o,er, the tit, half ot.a century.
Although women often occupier l Tie role of county
snperintendeht ip the past, giey never fared- very well

as local district superiwendents. There lito,:e Ween some
notabOexeetrtions, such as 'Ella Flaggi.i'ounA, whowas
district suptrintendent of Chicago Schools at the iegin-
iiing of the Twentieth (..erttur,:y. Her exceptional stat12,
is indicated its a 1909 editorial in a Chicago paper:"

The' elect ion of a woman to be superintendent of
sqbools in .the second largest,sity in the United
Slates is violation of precedent. If any man
aiming the candidates had possessed Oldie quali-
fications recognized in Mrs. Young, her sernight
have been again»! her.1

Yet. in the lost prestigious managerialipositions nt

education women were .reprcsemed only in theminor-
ity: in 1926 women comprised 8 percent of university
and college presidents,. 14 percent of 11:941s of depart-

ments of education, and 8 percent of the members of thtt,
National Aiisociation of Secondary School Principals."

Changing.. Sex Composition:

&Case of Economics

riaTiT; aro not al-together clear-abou\t the renisOns
teaching\_cianged from a position occupied primarily
by males to a;position occupied primarily by females.
Some assert die "feminization" of the teaching force

=occurred for primarily economic' reasons; %omen were
cheaper to hire than men!' Economic considerations
clearly entered the i3icture: schooling was becoming
imperative for an industrial society, and die cost. of

'National Education Association; Bulletin of the Department
of Elementary School Principals. Washingtoti, 41C: National
Education Association, October 1924

Gribskov. Feminism, 1980. ,

°I MeManis, John T. Ella Flagg Koons. Chicago : A. C. Me-

:lurg. 1916.
7 C. rThskOV. Feminism, 1980.

8 Snakier:. Myra and Tyack, David. Sexual Asymmetry, 1977.

Tyack: David. Th'i, One Best System. -Cambridge, MA: Ilarvard
University Press: 1974:61.2.
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school trig, was-spiraling tij)i ar1..A1905r-Natinnal Edit.
riition!Association survey of 167 cihI school systems
,revealed that tlie average annual,salary of male ele
mentary teachers was $1,116, while the salary of female

-elementary teachers was s650.qk A male elernentary.
' Iprioeipal was paid $1.51.2 and a, TeiAle elementary prin.

cipal S970.00. Therefore. it seems that when copfron tty
%Nitli a choice helween a less expensive female applicant
dial ttiore expenslvi; male. SII001 hoards opted
for cutting costs and hiring. females. They had a clear
ee.o.notnic incentive for !tiring women in the elemental)`
schools and negative attitudes towards women's
bilities were apparently. overridden fQr the sake of ex
pediency. e

This Mt-idiot's pay Jlifierentbd betwe'en the sexes Was
not unique to education. Ilv 1930:ten state; passed laws
providhig equal pay for equal work and iyy l Q63.Ndaries

.(iifferentiated bv "sex finally, crutabled.. at least in law,
with the Equal l'aj Act. This mu entent`toward equal
liar within johc:.atei.mries ..emoved one adKantage,--al.
though dubiousfor women's representationjm the e'dtt
ati'on profession. They were no longer cheaper than
men. Thus. the early pay differentials which prompted
women's ertury. into school-teaching and. admini;tration
virtually disappeared- and the number of Men teacheis
and eletnettiary principals-rose steadily.

In Biblical times, the worth of an adult male was 50
shekels oLsilver ;.a female was worth 30 shekel's of silver,
or 60perckt as 1stated 41ritieus. Although it is now
illegal. to pay different salaries for the sil-rne work, tile
fact is that in the lahor force generally women's aye/age.

(7,

stilleearnings 'aie about 60 percent -of M)en s averagj
earningS.9 Presnnably, ongreason to Liccountior men s
higher median salary is that men as a group, compared

. to wonien as a 'group-, have had more years f f emploY-
ment.:1:igures holding education, and :t.Aperience cdtr-
stant, however,Aill-inilicaie pay discrepancies. 1:4/...is it1`.
berause,the labor mat ket and` the edtwatiim profession
are segregated by sex. Tliose positions whickre.tradi-
.

tionally Icy %4onten teiiil. to be lower 111. tray than
those positions traditionally held by men.

Changing Sex Camposirion`
L

A Case Forninisr---Ideology

Milli). people, have ;inaccurately typified the.'earlier
American istninists as_primarily .ccheerned with'.the
suffrage issue. .1,p truth, the fleminist;fuovetnent of the
Life' Nineteenth' (:entury and early Twentieth Century
was very diverse. The first feminist convention, held in
Seneca,Falls, New Yo-rk, in 1848, denounced,all forms .

of inequality: '1.110 convention upanitriously resolved that
%Zottlen should have "equal participation. with wen in .
the va irides.. professions. and commerce.'' Thr, 1,4

convent on was. however. divided.ckaei.iting stiff .

.(Al Campus With Women. W in terl!)79, 22:3.
Milder, Keith. Byginnits of Sisteihood. New .Yryrk:Selin-?

lien Books. 1977:147.
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There continuedlo 1w much debate about ideas of equal
rights for women. In 1891 Alice Stone BlaNwell
addressed a concern that is-often raised today:"

°a t .

The same fearful prediction, that women would be
turned into men, has.been made.before each successive
step of ,the equal rights movement. It was made before
in regard to higher education, in regard to the opening
of colleges and of the professionsrbut hitherto it has
proved groAdless. In Wyoming and in England where
women have been voting since 1869, they are not per-
ceptibly less womanly than. before. Experience is the
best of tests; and experience thus far has borne out
Whittier's predietion,lnade years agok.441..have no fear
that men''will be less manly or woman less womanly,

d when men and women have equal rights before the law."

l)uting the late \1800; and early 1900s the wom(Vs
rights'mOvement attracted women interested in a variety
of educational reform issnesisuch as kindergartens, vo-
c-fional education. and sometimes even sex education.
At the turn of the century. in the newly developing west-
ern states, women created and ran schools. They were
not only 11w originators of ,many eommunity.Schools,
they also bet:ame the teachers'and the adminigtrators
and they were active in other community .affairs. Mat)!
gaeet GilbskOv's research from original documents from

f.)
l t Blackwell. Alice Stone. "Making. Women into Men." In

The Women's Journal. Bosion, January 4, 1893. Cited in The
American Sisterhood. Wendy Martin (Ed.). New York: Harper
and How, 1972.

state department, community, and state archives has
uncovered inforniation about women's participa as
educational administrators in the west. Her data I di-

Cate iv omen were very visible in a number of rol, in

western schools, including administration.' .2
Gribskov argues that women's active participation in

schools was connected to a network of women active in
all aspects of the community. Women were active in
school administration because they. were also'active in
community governance, the practice of medicine and
other service activities. They exercised their options as
citizens, as leaders, and as educators. For, instance, al-
though universal suffrage was not granted until 1920,
by 1910 there were 24 states ( mainly in the West and

'Midwest I in which women voted in school elections. In
most of these states, women could and did hold elective
offices.

Ironically, the frustration Ol" suffilkettes, at the fed-
eral level may have helped feminists at the state level

win unprecedented victories.in education. From the late
1800s to. 1920, the attention of feminists was focused

upon school elections with an intensity that has rarely,
if ever, been equalled. However, the movement was
eventually swallowed into thesingleissue of suffrage and
the feminist movement lay dormant for several decades
after the passage of thefl9th Amendment. Women's de-
mise as school administrators occurred during this dor-
mant period: Can today's feminists equal and surpass
the achievements of then-sisters of a half a century ago?

tx GribtikOV. Feminism, 1980.

;
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'y\s in, the past,. perhaps the key. to women's increased.
",participation in educational governa

,'
e is the awaken-

in of a feminist consciousness.

/
Changing Sex Composition:

A ease of Hierarchy and Stratification

The Cresting of the first wave of feminism Paralleled
the cresting of another major social and economic move-
ment. "the cult of efficiency.""! In the late Nineteenth
Century schools began to undergo massive reorganiza-
tion. Schools were modeled after the ideal of an efficient
business. They were to'be cost effective. A hierarchy
of administrative positions was created; each position
was designed to carry out specific functions, unlike the
more traditional ope-room schoolhouse, where the
teacher

/performed
all the functions. Schools then, as

now, were accused of not processing students quickly
enough or cheaply enough. Without tenure, clearly de-

/ fined authority or professional status, educators were
ytilherable to this alack. Educators were' also .hard-
pressed to keep up with the rapid growth of public
Schools. The number of schools grew, the size of schools
grew and a complex administrative hierarchy was cre-
ated to coordinate all the people and buildings. From
1900 to 1928, compulsory education laws were enforced
more consistently and consequently, public demand for
secondary education also increased dramatically. The
influx of immigrants placed new demands upon teachers
and despite the rhetoric of "efficiency," cost per pupi
rose steadily.'1 In 1 870, the Quincy Grammar School
found one solution to the costly problem of organizing
schools efficiently*"

As schools become larger the best results will be
obtained at the least expense :..,... One man could be
placed in charge of an entire graded school of 500
students. Under his direction could be placed a number
of female assistants. ,Females are not only adaptable but
carefully trained to fill such positions ... excepting the
master's place vvhich/SiPmetimes requires a man's force
y.. and the competition is so great' that their services
command less than one half the wages. of male teachers.

The one-room schAlhouse which had dominated the
American landscape evolved into an efficient, age-
graded, crowded, urban school, accommodating the edu-
cational needs of a diverse population. SchoolS required..
coordination. control, and even more specified role as-
,, v.

b 1:I Callahan, Raymond E. Education and the Cult of Effi-
ciency. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962.

Spring. Joel. Education and the Rise of the Corporate State.
Boston: Beacon Press, 1972.

Tyack. The One Hest S3ste44,1971.
I Katz. :Michael. "The New Departure in Quincy, 1873.81:

The Nature of 19th Century Educational Reform." In Education
in American flistorl. M. Katz (Ed.). New York: Prague Purl).
fishers. 1973.
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signments. This increased hierarchical structuring of
school roles blended with the ideology of women's_and
men's place in the society -Men became the managers of
the women;

The increased bureaucratization of schools suppoited
and further differentiated the sex segregatioi alrehdy
apparent in the society. Men's work and womenl,i's work
were differentiated by ['vie creation of specified;edilca-
tional roles. The stratification of the sexes in the society
was mirrored in the educational institution; the work
defined as men's work was gi,ien greater prestige and
pay than the work defined as women's work. The ihsti-
tutioh perpetuated sexsegregation and stratification.

/
Changing.. Sex Composition:

A C se of Societal Changes

The G.I. ill of post-World War II contributed dra-
matically to the increased representation of men as
teachers. In 1938 men represented-20 percent of public
school teachers and in 1974 they represented 35 per-
cent of teachers. (Th2se figures do n9t include admin-
istrative positions which are primarily held by men.")
Many veterans of World War II, who otherwise would
not have attended normal schools, colleges, and univert
sales, did so with the support of the G.I. Bill.

Thus, after the 'war, there were many men with col-
lege degrees and many of them entered public school
teaching. At the same time, it was'a-dormant period for
a feminist consciousness. Many women who served as
breadwinners for their families (luring the war returned
to their more traditiot"I roles as wives and mothers.
Although women's labor force participation was never
as low as pre-war levels, participation rates did not re-
gain their 1945 level until 1961.17 O'Connor presents it
as simply a supply and demand issue. When there is a
surplus of men for traditionally male fields, men move
into fields predominated by women."

World. War 11 also prompted many school districts
to change their restrictions regarding married women.
Married lonien joined the ranks Of educators and be-
came administrars. However, they have since retired'
and there was no other significant female cohort Itthich
took over administrative roles.

The influx of men supported by the G.1. Bill led not
only to more men in education, but also to a social class
difference between women and men in the field. Com-
parisons between male and female educators indicate

Nridig. Marqn. "The Rise and Decline of Women Ad-
ministrators." American School Board Journal, June, 1976.

17 Blau, Francine. "Women in the Labor Force: An Over-
view." In Women: A Feminist Perspective. J. Freeman (Ed).
Palo Alto, CA: Mayfield Publishing Company, 1975.

Is O'Connor, James F. "Changes in the Sex Composition of
high Status Female Occupations: An Analysis of Teaching. 1950-
1970." Unpublished paper, University of. Illinois at Urliana-
Champaign, 1977. WP 7619.
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that men more often come from lower social classes and
rural areas tlian do women, who tend to come from po-
fessional families and urban centers.'" Education be-
came a mobility ladder for men; but for women it was
simply one of the few occupations open to them.

Another societal change was the increased status and

benefits of public school education: it became possible
to support a family with the wages of a schoNI teacher.
One woman said :"11

We have to give men their quarter. It was when

men finally came into education--after World
War II---that they were militant enough to get
pay raises and make it a respectable profession.

The presence of men in a field is usually'related to its
prestige and value in the society. An occupation or pro-
fession that is mostly female does not have the same
prestige as a field predominately male. As Frances Dono-
van predicted in 1938, the increased importance of
schooling has resulted in "the school ma'am I having)
more / tale competition in the classroom."2'

19 (;)-0,.. Na!,) and Trask, A nm:. The Sex hzjor and the
.1tranagement'of .Sc/u New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1976.

2" Schmuck. Patricia. Sex Differentiation in Public School
Administration. Arlington, Virginia: NCA \VE, 1976.

2J Donovan. The School Ma'am, 1938. 1974.

- Another post-World War 11 change has facilitated
men's entry into 'ililministrationschool consolidation.

.The number of school districts has fallen 20 percent
every decade sihce 1945.- Whereas in 1945 there were
101,382 school districts, today there are 16;211 school
districtsonly 16 percent of the 1945 figure.22 As
schools and-districts became consolidated, women prin-
cipals or head teachers of local schools were placed
under the direction ):4 a male. principal. The advice of
the Quincy Griuhmar School Committee was finally fol-
lowedone man was placed, in charge of the women

teachers.,
As we have shown, there were several social forces

at work which influenced women's- participatioh in
management. They were:

o the increased number of students to be educated
the increased number of men in the profession

o 'decreasing numbers of school districts'.
ts.)

o the increased hierarchy of offices and sex differen-
tiated roles

o , laws mandating equal pay for erl work
o the rising salaries and benefitf
o the increased numbers of married women teachers

o the dormant feminist ideology of women

o the presumption that schools should be modeled
after business

All of these forces have interacted to affect the gen-
erally declining participation of women in education.
Tb7- is illustrated in'4'igure 1.

Department of HEW. Digest of Educational Statistics
1977-1078. U.S. Government Printing Office. 1979.
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The Changing Role

of the
Elementary Principal

The elementary school principalship offers a case in
point to illustrate how the.variousAsocial forces influ-
enced the changing sex composition of public school

.admirtistration. Since 19?..p,`-she percentage of women
elementary principals has steadily declined; whereas in

'1928, 55 percent of elementary princirls were women,
that figure dwindled to 41 percent in 194$, 22 percent
in 1968, and 20 percent in 1973. The decline of. ivomen
elementary' school principals h1s been more draMatic
than the..decline of women in all other aThiinistrative
Positions.

It should be noted hat the elementary.schOolprinci-
palship is also a- fairly unique administrathe PositionV
if is not a step on a' career ladder for higher administra-
tive posts. Superintendents, for instance, are almost
universally drawn from secondary schools, The e men-
tary principal position is usually a path t owhere.

*A'

Figure 1: The Representation of Worneit in Sub-Areas of The Education ,Profession,
1928-1974.23
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23 Sources:. Grant, W. V. ancltinil, C. G., 1977; Digest of
Educational Statistics, 1976; National Center for Education
Statistics, HEW; and Fishel, Andrew and Pottker,,Janice, 1974,
"Wothen in Educational Governance: A Statistical Portrait,",
Educational Researcher, 4-7. These figures should he read with"
some caution. After examining the original sources of 'these
figures, Charters concluded that the statistics may have over-
estimated women's representation in earlier years. The general
trend of a decline in women's reprrentation in elementary prin.
cipalships is undouVedly true but this figure may overestimate
the degree of that decline, at least for the year 1928. W. W.
Charters, Jr. "The Decline of Female Principals: A Problem in
the Data.' Unpublished paper. CEPM, University of Oregon,
1979.
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lemntar principals retire as elemenutry principals.
Although the elementary principal is indisputably iihi

portant and valuable. there. are severai,questions- re-
garding this role. Is the elementary principal role not
an upward routt-inuitadministration because it has been
historically female? Or. does the role of elementary
prinipal more often attract women because it does not
lea f! to hifilieriositions of reponsibility and authority?

Karen. GaertiWr has.' studied the !nobility laddey:d.
administrative positions ill oue state; she observidCtlitst
the elementary principalship tentWto be a termil).al posi-
tion for people in that role.'" Aen, mere frequently than
women, however, move from that position into second-
ary....Oucat,;ion. While it should not be implied that
Women should not seek this role, Gaertner's advice iA
perlilips worth following. It is questionable whether in-
t-Teasing the number, of women elementary principals
will he au effective strategy to increase the number of
women in other administrative positions. ,,

As the sex composition of the elementary principal-
ship changed. so did the role change. Eletnentar.); icrinci.

,..pals increasingly have beconn; middle. manageti, super-
vising staffs of primarily Semale ( but increasingly male)
teachers under the direction of superintendents (usually.
male.). The,role of instructional leader has givetr way
to dig/ role of manager: the coordinator orclassroom
activities ha,Pbecome a cog betwr'en the school and the
central -offict.:: the organizer of leachers now sits across
ttii bargaining taide..

.It is interesting to note that these 'changes in role
definition parallel changes in tht.;"-Sex composition. When
women occupied the role, the requirements and expected
functions were different than today, when"men occupy
the role. The parallel change- of function and sex com-
p4ition also has happened in other areas. Bank tellers,
for instance'. fortperly(requimd mathematical abilities
and at that time they were men. Today, bank tellers use
machines am-'are .important for public relations, and
now the.c. are primarily women. Tyack refers to the in-
Yeiltion of the typewriter as an impetus for the change
from male to female in ch. ical positions. Males used to
be secretaries and clerks.. oday these roles-are almost
inva-riably female.

'Mere are some MU) suggest the' role of the principal
-is again Changing and is becoming more characteristic

eofthose attributes- which are steredtyped as
t:

f .female.'
Listening, being supj$ortive of teachers, running effec-
tive meetings without -dominaling, and nurturing chit-.
dren are some characteristics of the `` leader."-

' Of course, not. all women and not al men are what the
stereotypes impute they are. TIke effective e leader exhibits

t

-.behavior which is 'Loth stereVypieally feminine and
masculine. The effective leadecr is both tough and tender.

Ultimately-se of course, sex:typing must be- elimize
1.

2'1 Gaertner, Karen N. "Organizational Careers in Public
School Administratioo"7,Paper presented to the Annual Meeting/
of American Sociological : ssociation, San Francisco, 1978.

Sizemore, Mahar A. "Will the Woman AdMinistrat'or
Make A Difference?" Paper present at the American AssoCim
lion of School Administrators Annual Convention, AtlantkCity,

r
New Jersey, February 1973.
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so that all individuals will be Eve to pursue their occu-
pational interesoi. Some people becoming inereas-
inky aware of sex inequities. Yet sigtKcant ccupa
tional changes and increased opportunities for women
must be implemented tbrougbouf-society before our
cultural practices keep pace with changing values. The
following chapters describe one project's attempt to
change women's opportunities in 0,,regeiti?-,

A
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Sex Ecitiity
EducationA Leadership:

A Project Description



The SEA' Project was funded to test Strtegieg that
cotad`be replicated elsewhere to incre e le number of

women in educational. administration. Although the
. strategies Can be replicated, the activitiesicarried out in

Oregon cannot be divorced from thweople invtlfved,
the social context, and the variety°. f idiosygeratic char-
cteristics that uniquely brotid-anx single change effort.
This chapter is included so readers Might understand the
so to and psy'chologicarcontekt of the SEEL Project.

It is

, ,

Possible'that a description of three years' work,
written in hindsight and compacted into a book; 'might
appear as if all efforts and plans had been systematically
diagnosed, effectively carried out, and impartially,
juked. This was not the case for the.SEEL Project, for.
chattge does not \happen in such a 'systematic or linear
fashion..DEvents happen simultaneously. People learn
and move in uncharted directions. The same plan works .
ivell one day'and fails miserably the next. Social change .
is a complex piocedure involving intricate relationships
between'goals, values, personalities, and situations. This
chapter was written with these considerations in mind.
it paints a pictureof the 'SEEL staff and their enViron-

'limt. It includes four sections: (a I an overv,iew of
the project goals and setting, (1)1 staff members and
working norms, (cl selected project activities, and
(d) crucial 'changes in the project's development.

An Overview of Hoject

Goals and Setting

In Spring 1976, a proposal 'Iltled "developing a
Model for Sex quay in Oregon's/Public School 'Admin-
istration" was ubmitted to the Newly formed_Womdii's
Educational Eq ity Act Program (WEEAP) g thejJ.S.
Department of 'ducation.1 This proposal evotied from
the 1974 field r -earch by'Patricia SchMuck, Sex Dif-

' ferentiation in School Administration, which examined
women's absence in educational administration in Ore-
gon.'-' Schmuck noted three primary occupational bar-
riers to women: 'I I ) limited occupational choices due
to sex role assumptions and behaviors, (21 lack of suffi-
cient advanced training in administrati&. and (3i for-
mal and informal discriminatory recruitment and Aelec--
lion processes. The phiposal offered concrete and \spe-

. - I

rifle activities to counteract these identified harmers
In the proposal six major goals were identified. Fi st,

b cause the data showed that admigstration was sot
e iiilv sextyped. disseminating information about the
problem was an itnportant initial step. Thus, the first
goal was to build awareness of this-I-sue. Second, ad-
ministrative,preparation programs gnored sex role is-

1 For a history of WEEA and relattil federal legislation see
Nisbet, Andrew and Pottker, Janice, Sex Disc'riwination Law
and Federal Policy. New York: Lexington Books, 1917,

Schmuck, Patricia A. Sex Differentiatiort,in Public School ,
Administration. Arlington, Virginia: NCAWE, 1976.

. ,

sues, and women often encountered problems because
of theirATinority status. So, the next goal was to change
the content of administrative training programs to in-
elude sex role issues. Third, the literature clearly showed
that administration was often not a career choice of./females.. Therefore, another goal was to- train and re-
cruit women to fill such positions. Those three goals
were the spbstance of the action program. In addition,
therewq-e;goals to ethic) jet research, to assure continu-

--imofvettvities in Oregon, and to disseminate findings.
SEEL was' an activities oriented Project. Staff members
carried out about 30 different activities; each activity
was part of the overall-strategy for reaching a particular
goal. . .

Admittedly, this variety of activities was a "shot gun"
approach intended to reach diverse audiences, including

. students in administrative training programsd+fernales
in education, career counselors, personnel directors, and
people in administrative positions. In addition, the staff ,.
thought that groups and agencies such as school boardsi

f-administrative teams, school faculties,'universities; the
,...e' Y ,

state department of, education, and administrators' or:
ganizations were importantt audiences.

Moreover, staff members thought efforts directed at a
wide variety of audiences w`opld produce a mere inte-
grated change. They believed ilormation could be .ob-
tained from various populations regarding those areas
holding most promise for otherrstates to bring about
change. Figure 2 summarizes the purposes, activities;
target audiences and progress of SEEL strategies.

l'he Setting: Center for Educational
Policy and Management

,

The SEEL Project was housed at tip University of
Oregon, co-sponsmftd by the Center -for Educational
Policy and Management (CEPM I and Center for the
Sociological Study of Waimea ( CSSW I: The project was
located in CEPrVI which is a .federally-funded research
and development center:

In addition to about six research projects, CEPM in-
cludes a iihraduate degree program, and an educational
resources information center (ERIC). It employs a
small staff of about 25: professionals. Two of the SEEL
proposal develdpers were the only female professional
staff in CEPM. During the Center's history there. had
been only five female professionals on the staff, and in
1975 it was cited in a sex discrimination complaint.
This experience no doubt raised a great many people's
sensitivity to the political and legal aspects of sex dis-
crimination. Perhaps it also. contributed to creating ad-
ministrative support fora ,project on equity issues.

The Center for the Sociological Study of 'Women
ICSSW) had an excellent library oil women's issues,
and a\small paid staff and a volunteer staff of. faculty
committed to a.feminist ideology. One co-investigator
of the SEEL Project'Was a member of CSSW. Because



SEEL was located in CEPM, virtually all institutional
contact was with CEPM personnel.

The Setting: The State of Oregon

It is important ti; note the larqr setting of theSEEL
4 Priijej.9 in the state, particularly because the problems

t addressed by the SEEL prckpasal were.baseit'an research
in Oi`egai. This initial research provided baseline
to build an action plan as well as evaluate the project's
effectiveness, While people in other states can replicate
activities, they/ must remember that SEEL strategies
werehased on particular problems. The degree to which
states differ will affect the results of any replication of
activities. For example, Oregon bad-only two state uni-
versities offering the administrative credential. In some
states, such as Illinois, there are numerous institutions
&rantin., the administrative credential. Strategies to
ckange administrative- training programs, therefore,
would have to be designed differently in the two states.

There are a number pf characteriStics that are relevant

1

q

to the -setting of such a project in Orealts people,
politics, and geography no doubt affected project activi-
ties. Most people probak know, Oregon as the gtate
where the "Governor_ of Oregon cordially invites you'
to visit California, Arizoira or Afghanistan," or "where
'lien you fall off youbike, you drown."*These Oregon
`4".ungreethig card" phrasesiate typical ; Oregonians are
independent, iconoclastic and idealistic. The Oregon
Trail beckoned thousands of hardy pioneers in the`111,40s
and, as Oregonians joke, those who could read the signs
came to Oregon. Theyestablished a territorial govern-

'Thient in 1849 and became the 33rd state in 1859.
Oregon is politically a populist state and has been

heavk OemocraticnTie two senators are Republican,
however, and for the last 30 y'Ors Oregonians also have

. voted for the Republican presidential candidate in every
election except the Jo nson landslide in 1964. Eugene,
Organ was the home f Wayne'Marse who typified the
independent spirit m ny Oregonians admire. Senator
Morse switched po tical parties in the midsCof his

. political career a , with only one other senator, voted
against the Tot in Resolution supporting the contra.
,,versial Vietnam conflict.

Figure 2
An Overview of the SEEL Project

What's the problem?
.' Women are inequitably represerfted as educational leaders in Oregon's.pubbc schools,

What causes sex inequity in educationaHeadership?
Individuals cause inequity. Women and men creatt barriers to women's preparation, entry and advancement in
leadership.
Organizations cause inequity. Formal and informal policies and practices create barriers to women's preparation, entry,-kd
advanceineni in educationakieadership.

So what can be done?
'Fry to change individuals.
Try to change-organizations.

This is what SEEL did:
SEEL tried to learn more about the problem and the solutions by:

finding out about public attitudes toward female administrators (completed)
documenting the screening l'oce1s of an administrative hirce (partially completed)
describing those women whparf currently administrators (completed)
documenting the advertisedent, recruitment, screening and selection of every administratil opening in Oregon for one
year (coMpleted)

educational

SEEL tried to I:hahge individuals by:
publishing the SEEL Report quarterly (completed)
organizing yearly state conferences (completed)
providing consultation on male-female working relationships (completed, changed from original idea)
making presentations to local, state and national groups (conipleted)
directing efforts toward persons in career counseling (not completed. changed)
providing career counseling to women (completed)
preparing materials, books, research reports (completed)
recruiting women to educatidlit I administration programs (completed)
providing service to individual seeking administrative positions (completed)

SEEL tried to change organt Lions by:
forming a state-wide advisory group (completed)
Changing administrative requirements to include sex role issues (completed)
organizing Oregon Women in Edifcational-Administration (completed)
recruiting women into intern programs (not completed)
investigating and creating part-time and job-sharing positions (not completed)
providing services to school districts in sex fair and affirmative action hiring (completed)
teaching classes on a regular basis (completed)
persuading organizations to give high priority to equity issues (not Vompleted)
making materials available to organizations (partially completed)

20
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Oregon' is the.. second largest Pacific Coast state. It
has four tiaturld geographical regions. First is the heac-

' ily populated Willamette Valley which includes Port -
laud and Eugene, plus mosti.Of the industry and agri-

c.
culture. Second' is the less populated coastal area that
relies on tourism. Third is the southern i -ea which is
oriented toward the lumber industry and s politically
conservatiVe. Fourth i5 the relatively'unii habited east-
ern Oregoirregion; covering more than half the state,
and tending to be politically cOns?rvativ4.

Ale geography' and politics were important in plan-
ning project activities. For instance, one SEEL em-
ployee visitingochools in the eastern section of the state
traveled_ 10,090. miles in six months. In 1711, there
were 12 counties out of 36 that had no women in an ad-
ministrative position in the public schools. All of those
12 counties were in eastern Oregon. When administra-

tors in the area were asked why there were no women in
management positions in schools, the immediate jesting
reply was, "Well, here we still believe men-are men, and
women are women.'"' .-

The SEEL Project, as a state-wide change effort, had
to consider such geographical variation. Yet Eugene, in
tre center valley region, was the location of tlie SEEL
Project, where many activities were carried out. Eugene,
as the home of the University of Oregon, tends to ly,
more progressive in political and sdcial concerns... .

In 1976, there were already some consciousness activi--
ties about sex inequities; there had been a few statewide
conferences on education and sexism. For example, in
Eugene, Warren Farrell, thetuthor o'f The Liberated
Man, had been a keynote speaker at a well-attedded con-
ference where a superintendent of schools had partici;
p d in a parody of a beauty contest. In 1976, some ..

stn ewide resou -ces were also available. There were in-
dividuals who w, :re aware of and !rained in the issue of 4,
sex roles. There %-astsome understandingwf the political
nature of the issue /so a few organizations were willing

' to
'.

iliclude tcics of sexism on their programs. There
were other jocations, however, where SEEL members.
learned to avoid terms like '"sexism" or "sex-bias" or
"sex,-fair Materials"; one person thought "sex-fair" in-
(heated an event. In other places, sexigin was thought to
mean sex 'education. By 1976, some progres's had been
made' throughout the state and the climate was ready for
increased activity' regarding sex role issues. Yet 'there.
was much work to be done. .

t,
4*. It is important to note the SEEL Pc.roje.ct began with
a staff who had an extended family of profegional and
personal contacts in Orego,n. Althou'gh only one native
Oregonian was on the project, most of the staff had lived
there for many years. This liimiliarity perhaps was to
their'advantage. Someone on the staff was familiar with
leaders in most relevant institiitions and many had nu-
merous contacts in the universities, state agencies, and
local school 'districts. Others knew researchers, consult-
ants,, and politically active feministssiially at least ',
one staff member knew solueone who cold serve as an
Airy point to almost every significanrperson or power

k -
1r.) .

3 Schmuck. Sex Differentiation, 1976.
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structure with which SEEL needed to Although.
this Tamiliarity might have limited gm kinds of contacts
that were nvide, most members bell it was a valu- c.

able asset. Staffs without such -familiarity must, often
take years to build uj..quch a network of contacts.

A Description of PToject Staff

Members and Working Norms

,

Action projects depend heavily on the individuals in-
volved. Not only ,ar6. individual skills and capabilities
ini iortant, but personality characteristics, behaviors

.- am values are equally important. Thb SEEL staff Mem-
bers were decisive ingredients in the success or failure
of the activities carried out.

There was a general division of labor because most
people worked only part -time. The following list de-
scribes the staff positions, general full-time equivalent
(FTE), and major responsibilities:

t

Director (1:0 FTE)general project
teaching, writing and field Work.

Senior Irdestielltor (.3 FTE)writinlg,
pervising, research and evaluation.

ResearchAssociate .(.2 FTE)Writing, teaching and
staff consultant.

Research Associate; (.5 FTE)coordination of Ore:
gon Network.

2 Graduate osearth Assistants (.3 FTgeach) eval-
nation an ocumentation.

3 Graduate Research Assistants (.3 FTE each)writ(*-1
ing, teaching and field work.

1 Research Assistant (.5 FTE) editor of SEEL Re-
port and staff support.

1 Research Assistant (.5 FTE) first year only.

1 Secretary (.5 FTE).general project codrdination
and cleacal support. t

coordination,

teaching, su-

IThe staff's prof ess ernal, ackgrounds varied; some
areas included law, special Mi./cation, sociology, coun-
seling, publit, school. teaching, consulting, communica-
tions and anthrepoloA. The two' seritr staff people
were a soclologlist and an educator. There were many
complementary attributes of the two imary investiga-
tors. One was employed within CEPM, t le other within
the Sociology Department. One was trained primarily
in research methodology and statistical procedures; the
othe'r was a practicing educator who had condu
school consultation and training in grOup proce§see.
The ag4 of the staff spanned approximately two decades
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ADorn late 20s Co early 50s; some were married, others
divorced or single. Somehad children. All were while,
except a black woman who jolishared t1 Research
Assistant position the.first year. Two were male.

Staff Skills

At the first retreat in 1976 the staff noted how peo-,,
plc's strengths; Skills, and other qualities complemented
one ,another. There were people who had skills in public
speaking, teaching, consulting, writing, editing, graph.
ics. curriculum development, evaluation, and research
design. Equally important as the variety of talents was
the variety of personalities. There were people who were
charismatic leaders and people who were Concerned
about group processes;There were planners and organ-
izers who could chart out future directions.' There were
detail people who could follow through on activities.
There were people who would always question the value
or the validity of tasks. And there were people to talk t!,,
to about problems ani feelings. At the end of the Ar'st

meting in 1976, a staff member sumo arized, "The
group seemed terribly impressed w the variety o
talents and skills ,,no ag,e seemed to get stuck 4,y,itlf,
anything xrscut workall seemed to kfeel
quite positive.

In 1977 an outsifle case evaluator wrote about th
project staff:-'

The project staff works as a,yiable team with a
divemkty of approaches and personalities but with .

a oneness in its enthusiasm and commitment to
the project. Each staff member. is e couiaged ri
take on responsibility as well as to'. legate au-.

.4 Fernandels, Kathy. ReportCon First Site Visit. Washington,
DC: American Mstitute of Research, 1977.

./Y

ihority with comfort. I was,impreeddiy the will.
ingness of each staff itentbevo take the initiative
in all of the project activities whether large or
small; at the staff meeting, for example,/arleast

(Qv() people volunteered (one with primary respon
sibility and one to-. provide backog. assistance) ,

for each of the many tasks involved in planning
the upcoming conference. The staff has evaluated
its own strengths' and weaknesses lig a working .

Unit.
r

N iy

Working Relationships

A particularly strong SEEL work norm was the eotta.
value given to professional. an. d personal goals; most
staff members believed it was important to know and
understand each other personally and professionally.
This norm, comliined with the dedication to the 9ission
of increasing the number of wom ©n in educational ad-
ministration in Oregoq, 'made SEEL a highly charged
project. The norm of personal and professional life in
tegration was established immediately during the first
stalk meeting, a two-day retreat 'at a membef? home to
bring everyone "aboard:: HoW the staff, worked to-
gether %;;Is just as important as what work got done.
They were committed to improving the quality of their
work life, asliwIl as to breaking down the barriers that
inhibited women from seeking adminip,rative carvers.

Some .staff members had. s?.ctensive hpckground girt
group dynamics and organizationabdevelopment. These
people weie.consistently fOrceful in persuading others
that staff retr were criti 4143 so retreats were held
every six months. In some instances, outside consultants
were used; at other timeSaistaff members took on re-
sponsibilityqor designing and convening the retreats.
Weekly staff meetings bacludul both task and 'emotional
coverns.,These weekly meetings had three designated
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roles a convener, a recorder, and a process person. The,
convener outlined agenda items, kept the group on tar-,
get, and kept time. The recorder took minines,and the
process person -conducted an evaluation of the meeting.
The roles .were rotated each week. Perhaps because of
the number of people trained in consultation, they fol.;
lowed. the basic tenet of social psychology that groups
have formal and informal aspects, as well.as work is-. ,
sues and eralimPul issues. SEEL menibers tried to dela,
with all pf these issues periodically, so that tasks were
not inhibited 'because of unresolved conflicts. In gen-
eral, they were successful., SEEL was an ideal work
setting for most people: they-were working on an issue
they cared about deeply, they, respected th4r collea ues,
they believed i?-democracy anc they felt the qualit of
work relationships was important. For several sta em
hers, the SEEP, Project was a high point of, th it per-
sonaland professional lives.

liespite the general] y-ppsitive working relationsh
there were some problems. A major weakness was tha
some individuals were too fearful of hurting others'
feelings. Although metnIkrs were supportive, they were
not eager to confront others; people were hesitant to say
sorgething that might hurt-somebody.

A second weakness involved the 'different perpnal
and professional styles aof two senior staff members.
Whereas one liked to work;qujckly and to confront dif-

"ferences head on, the otilir disliked direct -confronta-
tions. V'hereas one liked to gather data, think carefully,.
and arrive at her, conclusions systematically, the other
sometimes grew impittient with this style. Although both
understood their different styles, they never became
comfortable working together. This unresolyed con-
flict took its toll on other staff members, especially
graduate students,; whojelt close to both people and
who were often dependent on both of -them.It. was re-
solved primarily by expliCitly stetTcCuring work loads
anif assignments so that the two people were not highly
interdependent.

ft
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This conflict illustrates the importance of. having
working relationships that support, rather than detract
from, the tasks of a group. Although SEEL Project staff
was a T-Inctionally effective group, the emotional under-
tones undoubtedly interfered with some productive
work.

In the following section, three examples are pre-
sented to illustrate' how the staff worked,and the kinds
of problems that- arose. The illustrations include (1)
project changes in staffing, (2) the agenda and results
of the first staff retreat, and)(3) a prototype of a weekly
staff mating. In the last major section, crucial ideologi-
cal and strategy changes in _the project }sill be dis-
cussedThe illustrations are to provide a picture of the
project at different timF periods. Frequently, a project
description indicates that if people diagnose carefully,
plan systematically and work effectively, their efforts
will be successful. In reality, as noted earlier, all change
efforts are influenced by a mirnber of uncpntrollable
variables: plans change, people learn and external
forces intervene. This is the reality of action projects
attempting to change the social order.

A ID, scription of Selected

Project Activities

Although most of the activitie§ designated in the
original -proposal were carried out, some important
changes occurred during the life of the project. Notably,
SEEL members changed plans regarding.staff and ques-
tioned or changed their stance on a major substantive
Area. Also,' during the first year events occurred which

.1
dramatically changed the course of the project.
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The original plan was to hire two graduate research
assistal". Eventiillv, five were hired. This in one major
fact of a nnivertty4ised project that may' not be true
elsewhere. A pool off iglaq capable people is available

'to work iins gadniite research 'as'sistants. In the first
case, job iresyiptionS Ivere sent out to graduate students
and the screening committee could, not decide among
three, so all were hired at approximately the snipe F.T.E.
In the hiring of the other two graduale assistants,' an
unfulfilled need became 'quickly apkarent. In January
1977,, the SEEL staff became concerned that - data were
"slipping. through the cracks." They could not plan
strategy, develop programs, be out in the_ field, and si-
multvwously keep track of what.'they did. A project
docanentoe was needed. This, need was indicated in a
February' 1977 memo entitled, "PhIgging the Docu-
mentation !toles, or How to Nail Jello to the Wall, or
Answers to the Question, `What, the Hell Does a Docu-
mentor Do ?' They again advertised for a graduate
assistant.' Again, there were two finalists between whotn
the staff could not decide and again, the staff split the
one job into two with reduced F.T.E.s so that bOth appli-
cants cduldbe hired.

It also became vparent (hat an-alflemale staff might
present some problems. Within cErm there }lad been
jokes about "reverse discrimination" and one CEPM
staff person noted, "You must be discriminating because
you have only hired women." TWO males joined the staff,
one in the first year as a graduate research assistant and
one in the second year as a research. associate. It must
be noted that (trey added to the credibility of SEEL with
certain pred4inantly male audiences.

.SEEL also changed in regard to the role of the secre-
tary. Staff members were sensitive to the fact that the
secretary's job is typically regarded as a demeaning and
low-status position. At first they agreed not to hire a
secretary and to share secretarial chores' among them-
selves. By January this utopian dream had fallen by the
wayside becange essential work was not being accom-
plished. SEEL. staff members had 'confused the low
status generally accorded thepsecreturial role with the
actual demands of knowledge, expertgedand continuity
of attention that the position required: secretary was
hired, and shequickly became an indispensable resource
for the staff.

44'

,-=------
TheFirst Retreat : A Cas Example

The -retreat is described in some detail because norms
get set very early in interdeyendent work groups, This
description can give a flavor of the processes used and
the work norms established.
e The first retreat was held Ottober 14-15, 1978, at the

home of a research associate. It had three purposes:
(1) to become acquainted, (2) to understand the project

was designed slithat the first day was primarily for get;
ling acquainted and the second was for getting the tasks
underway. An outside consultaiii.:vas hired to convene
the group, and she planned the design with the help of
some project members.

Personal and peaesgional
The consultant formed,people in pairs to talk about
themselves with every other person on the project. Next,
the writers of the proposal discussed their vision of the
project, and the work ,it would require. Staff members

_ next shared their professional and personal interests
and skills by answering the following questions:

What, are your personal concerns, fears, misgiv-
ings, and hopes aboui being in this project?

6 Share your backgrAmd including education, job
experiences, marital history, interests, etc, or whatever
you think will give us an insight into how your will inter-
act on this project.

What sorts of resources do you bring to the group?
What kinds of skills, resources and information would
you like to gain from people in this group?

The staff members sat in a large circle and ecch per-
son took five minutes to answer the questions. Inavid-,
uals varied in their answers; some responded in very -if.?

personal ways about painful memories such as the trau-
mas of divorce or separatiL and a daughter's recent
mental breakdown and suicide. Others shared in less
specific ways about anxieties . and fears. For some, it.
was a unique and new work situation; for others it was
an accepted pattern of woing. This sharing early set
the 'tone that opentriss abut ape's personal life was
legitimate in the workplace. The degree to which people
were public or private about their personal life remained
varied throughout the project. Some people shared, a
lot of personal concerns; some only related work issues..

Working Agreements Thetonsultant present-
ed ed a problem-solving design and the staff was asked to
brainstorm ideas for "How are we Aing to work to-
gether as a group?" They listed 28 d i) fferent working
concerns and agreed to check periodica ly on how they
were working. Sorrie of the agreements about working
together. were that there would be discussions of how
each meeting went which whs led by a process person,
that convener and recorder roles would be rotated, that

it would be OK to 'ask for htlp, that some tasks didn't
. have to be perfect, that individuals should be free tOrsay
"no" to tasks they didn't wapt to.do, and that the direc-
tor was to initiate ideas and provide direction.

A second round of questions focused on the personal
work styles and feelings about ferriinism. The quegtioiN

were:

Share with us your personal strengths .and weak-
nesses. What sorts.of responses do you want or not wantt
to these strengths and weaknesses?

. .,
. .
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o 117 itt-ltre the personal roots of your feelings about
feminism and/or work?

o What kinds of things do you see yourself doing in
two. five. and ten years?

This round of questions gave staff members iitas
about personal styles in working [(Tether. For examOle,
one person said, "I don't care if y,,ou say you cati't or
won't do a job, but if you say yok.6.bill do one by a cer-
tain (late and don't produce, consider it a personol
betrayal.'? People learned not to miss'deadlines ,rhern
that person was involved. Although such an exercise did

1- not guarantee that' all problems would be avoided, staff
me jbers believed it helped develop shared expectations.

They also learned of differences in each other's com-
mitment to ferdinism,'which ranged fromathy to ar-
dent support. Generally, they thought it was valuable to
have' such dive'rsity represented, although most became
increasingly militant +(ring the three years. They dis-
cussed the group'A iraicess (luring the day, evaluated the

(:

Ineeting,, and adjourned to the director's home for a pot-
luck dinner.

One staff member wrote, "Was a long and tiring ses-
sion because of the emotional energy involvedbut was
worthwhilefelt I really got to know the people in
volved. The gtoup members seemed soewhat shy with
each other bui are getting looser, All are very open and
honest people no abrasive personalities. All are very
bright."

A division of labor The proposal writers give
an overview of the 22 activities and immediate tasks
were starred. People volunteere(I for those tasks in which
they were most intetestedy Fortunately, someone was
interested every task. The total group divided into
three ta§k grouvand brainstorined tasks and deadlines
for an hour; Aeir solutions were then reported, to the
Ittq group: Phis processlwas.repeated and people signed
rtp,. for three more tasks, brainstormed solutions, and
agaillWported to the total group. By the end of the

First SEEL Staff Meeting Agenda

Thursday, October 14
9:00- 9:30 Warm -hp by consultan

Overview by consultor)
9:30-10:30 The project conceptuyiization by co-investigators

\10 :30 -10 :45 Break il

10:45-1.2:15 Round I : Get twit ointed
.A

_ouestions, led by staff members-..----
12:15- 1:00 Lunch

1 :00- 1 :15 Minilectus r A problem-solving strategy, situation target, proposal, by,consUltant
1:15- 2:15 Targets: hqw would you like to see this group operate? Briinstorm
2:15- 2:30, Input: PERT: a task and timeline by research associate
2:30- 2:45 Break.
2:45- 4:30 Roun42:i Get acquainted questions, led by three staff members

Friday, October 1.5
9:00- 9:30
9:30-10:30

10:30-11:30
11:30-12:00
12:00- 1:00
1:00- 2:00
2:00- 2:30
2:30- 2:45';'
2:45- ??

Warm-up, by consultant
PERT: overview of the 22 activities, by co-investigators

job-sharing, advisory board, 'maintenance
to total group

Three task groups:
Task groups report
Lunch
Three task groups:
Task groups report
. Break
Debrief: how d it

newsletter, conference, courses
to total group

go, by consultant
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first ddy, six niajor tasks. had been outlined and .work
assiv,-nments made. )

.
Debrief in,' . IrS most work sessions, debriefing was

the final activity. Debriefing, Was a simple process de-
signed to find out how members felt about the meeting
and what 'could lie done to make it more. effective.
The debriefing for the first retreat indicated the high task
orientation and that members began to identify with

.
the work, One member said, "I don't feel the' project is
theirs (the proposal writers') anymore; I am part of it."

.The group had beL,Ton:-. This first . staff retreat was
descsribed in detail because it was typical of how the
staff worked throughout most of the projects The norms
were beginning to be set. Nine months,later, the resident--
ethnographer described the working )norrns, jvhich
looked fairly 'similar to the initial list of agreements.

A Weekly Staff Meeting

Throughout the three years SEEL established a weekly
meeting time, although meetings were often cancelled
if the agenda was not fuliNnce most people worked/
only part-time, schedules were difficult. At each staff
meeting, there was a different convener, recordentind
process person.

2-6

The agenda tvaskept on a bulletin hoard and anyone
added to it. Usually the director had the most vontrilm-
Lions, since she was the only full-titne ,persiroi ;and had
the larger vision of all project,activities. The, convener
began the meetings (they ntally started On lime) by
determinit how Much time each item would take.
teach ineethig began with ail "updilte"-La chance-heir
every person to say something. following is a samide
staff- meeting agenda fro 1 January 1971I.

Item ,

I. staff update
2. Reevaluation of

consult ant role
3.I'Atlininistrators'

Confe'renee,
4. Oata coilection at

conference

'ype
Information

Discus, ion

Decision

Information

Person
1:veryone

Director

Director

Evalmitors

Tim0-
15 min;

10 min.

15 min.

2 min.
5. Summer SEEL Report Decision Res. Asst 10 inin.
0. Ii:lephotie interviews Information. 1ON Com . 10 min.
7. Stiply for'class Information Res. Ass e. 10min.
8. U of 0 Faculty'A ward Information GRA 2 min.
9. Questionnaire/

meeting effectiveness Di,.,cus,..,ion )ircctor 30 mig.

Later nornis Itt January-1.97Q. the sta IT sumnta-
rirecL their working relationships in retrospect. It shOuld
he noted that this survey war; informal and conducted
in an open meeting.)It has been previously noted thilt
one weakness was staff members' inability to confront
others ,directly; thus, negative views might not hive
been voiced.

Clint ate They agreed the climate was generally
Warm, supportive, personal And open. They also men-
,tioned that it 'Was collaborative and'that there was room
for initiative and humor. All agreed that occasionallyo
the atmosphere was charged.

Communication The staff agreed communication
was usually good. Staff members thought the director_
was interested in their ideas and listened Icell,Problems
arose most frequently because of part-time work; people
would occasionally miss what was happening.

Leadership style All staff members agreed. the di-
rector led in a participatory manner. They said she had
charisniA, was action-oriented, effective, concerned with
individual's needs, allowed considerable initiative and
helped the group coalesce.

Problem- solving Staff members thought they were
poor problem'identifiers and very competent problem-
solvers. They said they brainstormed for a complex
problem, that they thought well "on th'eir feet," that
they could. -build quickly and easily-on other's ideas,,and
that the problem-solving was usually; although not al-
ways,,a group process.

Decision-making Most staff members felt that de-
cision-making was usually democrf tic and that 4here
was a nice balance between group and individual deci-

Most believed decisions were based on ex-
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pertise and sensitivity. Two thought, in- retrospect, that
consensus decisions had been used more often than was
necessary or efficient. All said that the co-investigators
had veto power, which they used when appropriate
and necessary.

Conflict resolution. Most felt that a conflict was re-
solved well when it was job related or about content.
Yet the unresolved conflict between the two staff mem-
bers was often apparent.

Differences between the SEEL Project staff and
other work groups Members noted that the ope
ness of emotions and the level of cooperation were
higher than those of previous groups they had.worked
in. They also noted that humor was never used as
a put-down, and it was easier to admit mistakes and to
ask for help than in most groups. These differences
were particularly striking to those who had worked in
other groups which were male dominated.

Crucial Project Changes

Although the issues of sex inequity had been syste-
matically documented and the original proposal based
on reasonable plans for what would work, two major

changes occurred. One was a shift in ideology, the other
in strategy.

A Shift in Ideology: SEE s Position
Regarding Less Than Fu) -Time Work

t Originally several people on the SEEL Project enthu-
siastically embraced the idea that there should be al-
ternatives to'patterns of permanent full-time work. In
fact, a position on the SEEL Project for a research as-
sistant was designated as a job-sharing position for
underemployed people. (An underemployed person ,g
one who has skills and capabilities that are underused,
usually in a low-status and low-paying job.) There was
a gieat deal of interest in the job-sharing position; 135
people applied (89 women and 46 men) and 14 were
interviewed. Two were chosen, though one left in the
second year and was not replaced.

Some members on the staff attempted to change their
previous ideological positions regarding job-sharing.
Some people began research with strong values regard-
ing job sharing. One person said, "My personal reasons
for wanting to job-share blinded my vision of other
people's reasons." With partisan views, some staff
eagerly attacked a study of alternative work patterns
which took a strong advocacy position. This eagerness
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and partisanship were evident in the original proposal;
a job-sharing position within a school district was to be
created. This event never happened.

After a hastily prepared paper advocating the use of
alternative patterns to meet affirmative action guide-
lines5 and a more thoughtful' search of the literature,'"
some of the impassioned fever changed to reflective
scepticism. One staff member pointed out that use of
nontraditional work patterns could "be an actual cir-
cumvention of the intent of affirmative action regula-
tions. Job sharing also might divert attention from the
need for full employment and for 1)oth men and women
to share equally in family tasks because too often it is
seen as a way to help women work and raise a family
too.'

For instance, affirmative action statistics could easily
be "padded". by splitting one job into two half-time pO-
sitions and ("minting two new women incumbents, us two
new employees. Some staff membe'rs also feared that
promotion of job sharing as a Wily40 allow women "to
work and care for a fain dy too" would simply perpetuate
sex-role division in the family. Finally, given the low
salaries most women earn and the act that most work-
ing women work because their in«nes are needed to
support their families, job - sharing was seen as a real-
istic alternative for only a minority of women. Although
some staff people continued to believe that less than
full-time work was a worthy goal for men and women,
they feared it could backfire as a strategy for change.
Perhaps attention to job sharing could divert attention
from the even more important needs of full employment
in well-paying jobs for women.

A Shift in Strategy:
An Audience Change \

In February of 1977. what should have been a rela-
tiv'ely minor event in the chronology of the project, the
"Las Vegas Trip," became a major change point in the
direction of the project.

The director was asked to speak at the convention of
a national group of administrative women in Las Vegas
on February 23.21, 1977, and to make a presentation at
the annual convention of the -American Association of
School Administrators I A ASA I . This was a major pres-
entation before a national audience of administrators.

The director and three staff members agreed to make
the presentation and wrote a careful, well-documented

5 Sehnillek, Patricia; Kalvelage, Joan; and Arends, Jane.
"Reductions in Force and Affirmative Action." Educational
Economics, January/February, 1978.

Stockard. Jean and Kalvelage, Joan. "A Selected Annotated
Bibliography on Job Staring.- Unpublished paper, CEPM, Uni-
versity of Oregon, 1977.

7 Kempner, Ken; Pougiales, Rita; and Stockard, Jean. "ideo-
logical Development in Planned Social Change Projects." Un-
published paper, CEPM, University of Oregon, 1979.

.speech on the position of, women in administration
today. They practiced the speech with the SEEL state
advisory board and were told, "The audience will walk
out. it was agreed the speech was inappropriate and
would have to he "jaized up." One '.4peech*was scrapped
and another version prepared. A Media person was in-
vited to hear the new talk and help prepare a flip chart.
His feedback was quick and direct: "That's tacky." He
suggested preparing zt slide-tape show: To objections
that most SEEL members didn't even know how to
operate a projector, he replied, "Don't play intoT, the
stereotyped image of helpless women!" That; of course,
was an irresistible challenge. After ten days of picture-
taking, script-writing and editing, they had prepared
a slide-tape show and headed for Las Vegas.

The director later wrote about the reception of the
slide show with the women's group. "The slide show
was very well received and the empathy of the women
and the energy they generated around the issue was ex-
citing to us." At the women's meeting, a male speaker
focuSed on the issue of women not using their power.
He accused the women of being "pussy cats," and de-
clared that women's representation in school manage.
ment was women's problemnot the problem of the ad-
ministrative organization. He pointed out the adminis-
trators' organiiation was helping but it was not a prior-
ity issue and said his organization would respond only
if women demanded a response. His statements should
have prepared the SEEL representatives for what they
would find.

The SEEL group had anticipated presenting infor-
'ination to the national group of administrators. One
graduate assistant wrote, "I was just a wide-eyed little
girl who was sure all sorts of wonderful people would
conic and be impressed by. our message." The space
allocated at the convention center was in a very large
room with four groups making separate presentations.
Each group had a corner with a circle of 16 chairs. The
.SEELstaff was in a far corner. When the room filled up,
-they found they were very conspicuous becaluse they
were-f6Male. They were also conspicuous because of the
absenee of participants; a black man, a few women, and
several friends made up their token audience. One man
said he didn't need to hear about sex equity in educa-
tional leader-Ship; he already had his Title IX officer
who was "a cute little girl who's really doing all right."

Of the 20,000 administrators in.:Las Vegas, only two
men came to the SEEL presentation. Staff members had
a variety of reactions. The graduate students were very
disappointed, and-one said they had "worked for no h.
ing." One staff member kept trying to lift their spirits
by saying, '94 that's data," and .the director noted,
"This just isn't going to work." No one at that national
meeting appeared concerned about women's participa-
tion in educational administration; even the women's
caucus was poorly attended.

As in most social change projects, events and plans
did not occur during what is considered "normal work-
ing hours." The director and a research associate shared
a room at a Las Vegas motel. They were frustrated and
convinced that presentations were not the way-to create
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awareness of the ,issuel Late at night, they decided the
key to change probably lay in the hiring proceiiitself.
The thinking that night became the impetus ftrirs' the
Oregon Network. It was focused at the crux of the prob-
lem, school district hiring practices, where institutional
policies and individual attitudes met. It seemed more
fruitful to apply pressure for behavioral change rather
than to rely upon changes in sexist attitudes. The di-
rector summarized, "We have begun. An elementary
principal in Portland is to send me a list of potential
women from all around the state to meet Sunday, April
17, 1977, in Eugene. Our hope is to get an organization
going that cannot be ignored." The SEEL staff changed
from an emphasis on raising awareness to changing
organizations by using The power of an organized net-
work. TI at change crystallized into two major activi-
ties, t Oregon Network and Oregon Women in Edu-
ca anal Administration, which are described in a later

IFiapter.
In both cases, the strategy change was toward more

aggressive and deliberate actions that did not depend
on the good will of those already in administration. The
SEEL (1. ,nenter wrote in 1978:

My chief impression of the project is the change in
strategy; this most obvious change can be linked to
other trends, most significantly to ideological change.
When I first came on the project, the staff was prepar-
ing for the conference. They spoke of the incidents at
Las Vegas where they had learned that the group of
male administrators wasn't interested in either listen-
ing about women in administration .or supporting get-
ting women into educational administration. This ex-
perience was very much like the antecedent experiences
that impelled women to push for a feminist movement.
They were denied in the 19th Century a visible role in
abolitionist movement and in the 20th Century in the
civil rights and studedt rights movement. They were
shouted down and ridiculed after their attempt to bring
up the issue of women's rights. The SEEL staff had
a similar experience. They gave a presentation and
nobody came. This was an important confrontation with
the reality of disinterest on the part of most admin.:
istrators. This event was the origin of the shift in
strategy: one that went from an emphasis on raising
awarenes to one of attempting to change social struc-
tures and organization within the profession of . edu-
cational administration.

Summary

This chapter has described the goals, the resources,
the environment, the personnel arid the major ideologi-
riIil shifts in the SEEL Project. While SEEL staff mem-
bers believe that many of the activities to be described
subsequently are suitable for adaptation in other set-
tings, they also believe change effort must be tailor-
made to suit the people and the setting. What worked
for SEEL may not work in all circumstances. On the
other hand, it is possible that in other situations SEEL's
failures can be turned into successes.

Others need to consider, for instance, whether their
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"Our hope
is to get
an organization
going
that cannot
he ignored"

resources depend on individuals who volunteer their
time, compared to a paid staff devoted to solving prob-
lems of inequity. People located in areas with limited
resources may have to adopt different strategies as com-
pared to people in places that have varied resources.
People in locations where there is a minimum of aware-
ness will need different plans from those in areas where
much work has already been done. People who work
within established settings, such as state departmentS of
education or school districts or universities, may have
to develop different plans than people working 'outside
the system. All of these factors must be considered in
any systematic attempt to change.

In the following chapters, SEEL activities are de-
scribed in some detail. They are evaluated and judged
so that others may benefit from SEEL's experiences. In
some instances prescriptive "how-to" worksheets have
been developed. A full appendix offers forms, bro-
chures and other materials that perhaps can be useful.
While SEEL was solvingtoward solvin some of Ore-
gon's problems, the staff did not forget they were to
provide resources and help to benefit others in the.
United States. Women's absence in school governance
is a national problem. Perhaps Oregon's story may assist
others.
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Achieving ,Sex Equity:
Changing
Individuals' Attitudes .

and Expectations



, A female junior high school vice principal filed a
grievance And questioned her district's hiring two white
males as vice principals. At a school board, hearing, she
testified:'

I have been told frequently and earnestly by sev
eral building principals that, "I'd hire a woman
if I cndil find one interested or qualified." I am
reminded of the Seattle School IlgarcT memo M
1948 which read, "Will hire a Negro if a compe-
tent Negri) can be found."

At that same meeting the only female high school vice
principal, a woman who had served in that capacity for
many years, also testified. Upon completion of her testi-
nionv. she was 'asked by a male board member if she

ahad ever applied for high school principalship. When
she said that she had not, the board member replied,
"Well, you certainly have not helped your cause.",
.' This school board hearing illustrates a common phe-
nomenon called "blaming the victim." The blame for
women's scarcity in school administration is laid at the
doorstep of women themselves. It is said that women are
not administrators because they are riot interested or
qualified or they do not apply:

This chapter is a review of the facts regarding worn.
en's absence in public school administration. Generally,

,.'...., I Eugene Register-Guard, Tuesday, November 7, 1979, p. 9A.
_____ Article appears in Apptt ix_

the facts indicate that barriers are created to some ex-
tent by women, but barriers are also created by the
"gatekeepers" to administrative jobs, those people who
hire administrators,

Women are the majority of clasSroom teachers. This
is the phol from which administrators are groomed and
selected. Even though women's proportional represen-.
tation has been reduced to its level in 1870, women are
still the majority of educational professionals. Research
on women's career aspirations does, in fact, indicate
that many women educators pursue. different career
.paths than their male counterparts .2 And, although
many women leave classrOom teaching to work on ad-
vanced degrees and certification for jobs other than
teaching, they often do not pursue degrees in adminis-
tration.. Although women educators' advanced training
is comparable to men's, women' have been ,a minority of
graduate students -in departments of educational ad-

/ministration. The facts are that women, more often than
( men, are not geographically mobile and they do not

move from school district to school district in upward
advancement. Women are also a distinct minority of ap-
plicants for administrdtive jobs. In 1974, women com-

2 For a comprehensive review of the literature on women's
aspirations, see Beck, Ililda Ness. "Attitudes Toward Women
Held by California'School Board Members, Superintendents,
and Personnel Directors, Including a Review of the Historical,
Psychological and Sociological 'Foundations." Unpublished dis
sertation, University of the Pacific, 1978.
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, prised only H. percent of the applicant pool for admin
.istrative positions in one urban Oregon school distriet.3
While all these .facts are supported by the evidence, it
cannot be simply concluded that women aCe solely to
blame for the sexual imbalance in adMinistration.

Why are women such ailninority'at the early stages
of preparation for a career and an entry-level position
in educational administration? Certainly women them-
selves are culpable. Yet, unlike men, women face a lack
of same-sex role models, a lack of encouragement, a
ljck of opportunities for leadership, as well as subtle
and blatent discrimination in hiring practices, and
attitudes which demean women's capability.

Thus, an,iitignpt was made by the .$EEL Project to
reach two major audienceS: Potential female aspirants
and those people in positions to encourage, provide op-
portunitiv, and hire women. The purpose of the project
was to increase the number of women who,prepare and
apply for administrative positions by changing people's
attitudes and expectations. The activities described in
this chapter were designed for "people change."' It
was assumed. however, that changing attitudes, aspira-
tions, and expectations of individuals would not be suffi-
cient. SEEL attempted to reach many different levels
and 'other activities were planned to change organiza-
tional processes.

Attitudes and Expectations

Regarding Women

,.. Six common bairiers to women in K-I2 administra-
tion are described in this section. The SEEL strategies
used to reduce these specific barriers follow.

Administration as a Male Sex-Typed
Role: The Extra Burden of Being a
Minority

Women's scarcity in administrative roles does not
necesAtrily indicate that women lack ambition, are fear-
ful .Kuceess or are incapable of assuming leadership.
Rather, work in schools is segregated by sex in the same
way as the labor market in general is segregated. Ad-
ministration has come to be &lei:1H as a male sex-typed
job. It is difficult for women to mpve into occupations
defined as "male." Women face difficulties in bringing
together the disparate stereotypes about being a female
and being a boss. It is also an extra burden for women
to be a minority. Just as women have difficulty in being

ti Schmuck, Patricia. Sex Differentiation in Public School
Administration. Arlington, Virginia: NCAWF, 1976.

'I Hornstein discusses four different chaniieriiiientations.'See
Hornstein, Harvey A. "Social Psychology as Social Intervention."
In Deutsch, M: and Hornstein, H. (Eds.). Applying Social Psy.
chology: Implications for
Hillsdale, New Jersey: Lal4rence ]laum Publishers, 1975.

,4tese ch, Practice and Training.
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admitted in administration, it is difficult for men who
niove into any traditionally female professions. Tran-
scending occupational stereotypes is an arduous process.
For instance, when the traditionally female role of nurse
is held. by a man he is referred to as a "male nurse," al-
though the term "nurse" has no sex label.- In schools the
expectations are that the leadership roles will be filled
by men. Consequently women who fill 'a role tradition-
ally defined as mate not ouly face the demanding ye-
quirements of the position, but the dissonance created
by being both a woman and a leader. A strategy for
change must address the problem of sex stereotyped
occupational roles.,,

Negative St6-eotypes About
Women's Capability

Administrative positions in the public schools are not
held by women partly because of negative stereotypes
about women's capability. The view is that women are
not emotionally stable, are not fiscally responsible, can-
not discipline boys, are not 4cisive and cannot exer-
cise leadership. Men ai'e usually the gatekeepers to the
sacrosanct chambers of administration and some of
them hold negative views of women's capability.

Society's views about women are 'sometimes held by
women themselves. Some women'believe they are not
capable of assuming leadership positions. They ques-
tion their ability by responding, "Who, me?" as illus-
trated in the following example. A woman teacher was
asked by her male superintendent to take on a special
assignment in the central office. He was sure that she
could do the job. Yet, when Approached about the posi-
tion, her immediate reaction was, "Who, me? I couldn't
do that jolt." The superintendent convinced her that
she could do, the jolt, and she was successful after she
learned to have confidence An her own strengths. A
strategy for change had to aim at reducing sex stereo-
types and at encouraging women to exercise their full
po tent in 1.

Same7Sex Role Models

The fact is, most administrators are male. A woman
who became a principal, talked abOut her initial .entry
into administration. SIN said, "I had earned my admin-
istrator's credential when I went back to school. But I
never thought about becoming an administrator. Ad-
ministrators are all men."5.11ole models are important
in public schools. In 1976 only 5 percent of the super-
intendents and assistant superintendents, and 13 per-
cent of the principals and assistant principals (most of
whom were elementary principals), were available as
same-sex role models for women.6

5 Schmuck. NC/1111E, 1976.
1; Foster, Betty and Carpenter, Judi. Statistics of Public Ele

mentary and Secondary DayiSchools. Washington, DC: Depart-
ment of HEW, 1976.
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Role models are also important in preparation pro-
grams. Professors of educational administration are role
models for potential administrators. As Fran Ces. Dono-
van pointed out in 1938, most of the professors are men.'
Today that is still true. The 1977 UCEA Directory of
Women Professors in Educational Administration lists
only 73 women for participating institutions in the
United States!'

Because there are so'few female ,role models as pro-
fessors or administrators, students, teachers, parents,
and other educators do 'not have'an opportunity_ to in-
teract with women in that role. Social learning theorists
point to the importance of role models of-the same sex.i7
One learns skills and behaviors by emulating others; in
edlicatiOnal administration women see only a few other
women. There is nobody .to,corifinunicate to female stu-
dents or teachers that they might become educational
managers. Consequently, the SEEL Pioject had-to coun-
ter the fact that there are only a few female role models
to serve as inspirations to other females.

Encouragement
p.

Women are a minority of administrators because sex
selective practices begin early in their careers. As al-
ready indicated, administration

are
a male sex-typed

position and the role models are 'ten. Thus; women
need more encouragement than men to aspire to admin-
istrative positions. Yet women receive less encourage-
ment than men.9 One male high school principal re-
ported that his growing awareness of sex inequities
caused him to actively encourage females who had
leadership potential. Yet he also realized that he ac-
cepted "no" from a woman more quickly than he ac-
cepted it from a man. Even with "raised consciousness,"
he approached males and females with a `different level

7 Donovan, Frances. The' School Ma'am. New York: Frederick
Stockes Company, 1938. Reprinted New York: Arno Press; 1974.

8 University Council for Educational Administration. Dire!:
tory of Women Professors of Educatiotal Administration. Co-
lumbus. Ohio, 1977.

9 Gross, Neal and Trask, Anne. The Sex Factor and the Man-
agement of Schook New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1976.
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of persistence. This fact is documented in one 'research
study; 38 percent of superintendents and personnel
directors in six western states repotted Ilia! they made
no efforts to recruit women for the elementary principal-
ships even after the impetus of affirmative action)° Thus
the SEEL Project had to actively encourage women to
prepare for careers in administration.

(Job -Information and Networking

The women teachers who potentially are qualified to
hold administrative positions have different experiences
than do men teachers. Even if a woman overcomes the
obstacles of male sex typing, fewer role models, and less
encouragement, she finds herself in a very different sitri-
ation than men when she is'ready to look for a job. "The
good'old boys' network" is a term applied to an informal
web of contacts that practioing administrators use to
recommend 'others for jobs, usually promoting them-
selves and their friends. As one high school principal
put it, "It is no evil liaison, it is just politics."" Because
very few women are practicing administrators pr in a
position to hire others, they most often are not part of
this network. Male professors and male administrators
serve as sponsors and help other men- find positions.12
Women do not get recommended for positions; further-
more, they often do 'not hear about available openings.
Therefore, efforts had to be made to provide women
with accesstto job informatio

Sexual )Politics: Being a Minority

Women who ,believe their sex makes no difference in
the performance of their jobs are Nylon... Being female
in our society is not only a biological phenomenon, it is
a political phenomenon. Consider, for example, the case
of a female superintendent. Community relationships
are an important function of a superintendent; This re-
lationship is expressed in formal and inforryal ways. In
many towns the informal ties between a superintendent
and a community are solidified through a superinten-
dent's active role in community organizations such as
Kiwanis, Elks, or Rotary. Of course, these are male or-
ganizations. Male groups may feel some strain and ac-
commodation in asking a woman to speak to their
group. Because so much of the community life is male
dominated, the fact of being female in an important
community relationship role makes the role more diffi-
cult.

10 Cobbley, L. "A Study of Attitudes for Women in Six West.
ern States to Become Elementary Principals." Doctoral disserta-
tion, Brigham Young University, 1970.

11 Schmuck. NCA WE, 197.6.

12 Rose, Robert. "Career Sponsorslii in the School Superin-
tendent." Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Universe of Ore.
gon, 1969.
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A woman roust be able to diagnose the situation when

being a female will he detrimental to her performance.
.good example of sexual politics happened at the

beginning of the SEEL Project. The female project di-
rector asked the male Associate Dean to attend the first
meeting of the leadership team of an important state
group; three then were on the team. She believed her
sex would work against her. The Associate Dean ob-
jected, -There. is no need for me to comeyou are an
articulate person..You can negotiate on your own -be-
half." However, he reluctantly agreed to attend and
thereby experienced' a clear demonstration in sexual
politics. While the female project director did all the
talking, the men-responded and made eye- contact with
the niale. The male committee heard the female, but
talked only to the male Associate Dean and negotiated
through him.

While all individuals need to develop their own styles
of access to information and attempts to influence, wom-
en need to consider the impact of their sex. Women:re-
main a minority 'in administration and need to learn
strategies to cope and to survive. A strategy for change
had to address the issue .of women's minority status in
administration.

riN

SEEL Strategies to Change

Individuals: Attitudes

and Expectations

The following sections report the various activities
carried out by the SEEL Project to change expectations
and attitudes. Information is provided about each ac-
tivity's purpose and proCedure, and its worth is judged.
In the appendix- specific information is prm/ided for
others who wish to adopt or adapt some SEEL
strategies for change.

Publishing the SEEL Report

The SEEL Report was a quarterly newsletter pub-
lished fortliThe years. Its pOrpOse was to inform people
of the issues'and increase their awareness. Each four-
to six-page issue cost: approximately 5370 (excluding
staff time / and required from three to four months to
brainstorm ideas, prepare the layout, and go through
the printing process. One issue' of the SEEL Report is

o.Included in the appendix.
Each issue included a lead article about current re-

search such as "The Vanishing Woman in Educational
Administration," "The Sally SyndrorneWomen's Ca-
reer Aspirations," "Attitudes Towarcl Women Adminis-
trators," "Female Graduates in Administration," and
"The Oregon Network." Issues also included recent

legislation, information about conferences, 'letters to
the editor, and curriculum resources. Because the pro:
duction and printing process took three months, the
SEEL Repurt was used to discuss content/ that would
not be quickly outdated.

As in any written product, identification of the target
population was essential. The SEEL Report was initially
sent to about 1,000 practicing educators. The list was
del,',eloped from the state school directory and included,
superintendents, personnel directors, school board
chairs, and names from women's groups. A return post-
card included in an early issue yielded about 100 addi-
tional people. Additimis were made from participants
at various conferences, classes at the University of Ore-
gon, and direct contact with interested people: In addi-
tion, about 300 copies were sent to people in 42 other
states and Washington, D.C. The mailing list ultimately
grew to 2,000.

Two yearly surveys were completed: a mail survey
and a telephone survey. Although the solicited evalu-

its provided little useful inforMation;-it-was- con
eluded by the staff that the SEEL Report was a cost-
efficient strategy for raising the issue of sex inequity in
school management. The report seemed to be most .
eagerly received by women who were in administrative
positions or thinking about such a career. Some com,
ments made were, "It's good to know others are in the
same position as me; its an emotional support," and
"The SEEL Report isitlevant to my future career plans."
Currently, no other report about women administrators
is exclusively devoted to the K-12 level. Information is
provided about how to publish a newsletter in the
appendix.

The SEEL Report, by itself, was not viewed as an
effective way to change attitudes and expectations. In-
creased knowledge does not 'automatically lead to be-
havior change. The SEEL Report was, however, only
one activity to help individuals change their expecta-
tions and attitudes regarding women in educatitbnal
administration.

Organizing Conferences

During each year of SEEL funding, a state conference
was held. In the first year SEEL was the major organ-
izer; in 1978 the conference was sponsored by Oregon
Women in Educational Administration (OW.EA was
formed in 1978) with stipport from the SEEL staff. And
in 1979, the final year of SEEL's funding, OWEA as-
sumed full responsibility for the conference (although
the SEEL director continued to serve on the steering
committee and the SEEL secretary provided staff
support).

The first-year conference was tine-consuming, anxiety
provoking and very expensive. It was hopea that a
large number of practicing male administrators would
attend, but they were notably absent. Despite these negat
tive features, the conference's structure, presentations
and opportunities for social contact received high praise
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, a
from the 150 participants. the conference brought visi- ,

bility to the project and an understanding of the SEEL
r ,Project goals)"

In the following two years, the conferences were
planned by OWEA. The OWEA conferences were de-
signed primarily to attract women administrators. They
were held in a coastal town immediately preceding the
annual meeting of the state admintOrators' group. The
OWEA conferences did not involve the time, money,
and energy of the first SEEL conference. OWEA's con-
ferences were self-supporting and put on at a regularly
specified time and place. People within the state led
ivorkshops and panels and were the speakers. The SEEL
staff believed that conferences were one effective way
'tot increase awareness, provide information, and build
state cohesiveness. petalled information, including
worksheets about organizing a conference, "ban be 4,
found in the appendices.

Making Presentations

do additiddn to utting on conferences, SEEL members/
made about 90 d fferent presentations to various local,/
state, regional, ul national groups. Although it was
difficult to assess heimpact of such presentations, it
was reported by several women who were in the audi-
ence of a presentation that they began to view their

slim, The Sex Equity in Educational Leadership iCon-
/ete4c/;,CEPNI, University of Oregon, 1977.

careers in a new light and search for new directidns. It
was also reported lay `some men that hearing about the
issue of educational inequities caused them, to reflect
on the encouragement they provided female teachers in
their buildings or districts. Public presentations were a
valuable activity. They helped reach people who might
not have been reached in other activities. Resources to
be used in presentations are in the appendix.

Providing Role Models and Mentors
. .

There are not many female professors of educationaliadministration or administrators in local school is-
tricts. Conseqhently there are only a few worien,t act
as same-sex role models or mentors to other females.

, Much of the current literature about women's absence in
/ administration points to the necessi,ty of having same-

sex role_models_and mentors. flow could SEEL provide__
female role models and mentors when they were not
available? The SEEL strategy incIuded:, (1) providing
information about how the lack of same,sele models
influenced .women's career decisions, (2) publicizing,
and making visible the few females who could serve
as role models and mentors, and (3) actively encour-
aging women to think about careers in educational
administration.

Providing information about the problem helped
some women act positively in the absence of same-sex
role models or mentors. One woman wrote, "It is time



for me to move upward and onward or stagnate where
I am . . . reading about your project in the newsfiliper
has, at long last, caused me to act." In another case, a
'woman called the SEEL office to report on her career

.developroent. She reported she attended a workshop at
1977 SEEL conference where the importance of

meptors was discussed. There were no females.' in her
district to assist her so he talked with her male sprinci-
.pal and. superintendept and asked them to help'her with
her career goals. 'ill ey did and she became Oregon's
sixth high school principal about 18 months later.

Publicity and visibility about the few women who
were administrators proved a useful strategy. Women
were often featured in the SEEL Report and women were
visible at conferences, making presentations. Names
and addresses of all female. administrators were dis-
tributed at conferences. One woman commented about
the SEEL Report, "it gives me an idea of Other women
ilkeducational administration." SEEL tried to make
women visible and encouraged women who were admin-
istrators to make themselves available for counseling
othen3.

Visibility of women is apparently a critical factor in
female enrollment in graduate school. Although female
participation in educational administration has in-
creased in many universities, CEPM's enrollment of
female students increased from two in 1975 to 32 in
1979. About 75'percent of the females currently en-
rolled in the program had personal contacts with either
the director of the SEEL Project or other staff mem-
bers. Even though only a few female role models and

mentors were available in the.preparationior practice of
educational administration, their visibility and accessi-
bility were important to 'other women.

Teachin ,i'University Class

Universities and college; are charged with training
future and praNicing teachers and administrators of the
public schools. Information about sex roles and sex
stereotypes is not yet,part of most students' prepara-
tory programs. W-oth' en's studies programs are filling
some of the void." Yit in 1976 there was no class about
sex roles for educators at the University of Oregon. The
SEEL staff created and taught Sex Equity in Education
as a joint offering in the College of Education and.
Women's Studies. It was taught five times in three years.

The class was designed 4o provide information on
the theories and research on sex roles related to sex
typing and sex inequities in classrooms and the occu-
pational structure of schools. Students included gradu-
ate students, a few undergraduates, and always a' vre-
dominance of women. It met in the evening to attract a
variety of peoplokand usually there was a good mix of
practicing educators as well as university students. Pre-
and post-attitude student measures were taken but no

14 A review and partial listing of women's studies programs is
included in Howe, Florence. Seven Years Later: Women's Studies
Programs in 1976. Washington, DC: National Advisory Council
on Women's Educational Programs, June 1977.
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significant differeiCeswere found. Most people enrolled
in the class already e sensitive about equity issues.
Yet situdents repo d. changes in'their attitudes and per-
ceptiOns of the problem. The class was rated in the top
10 percent of classes at the University of Oregon. Sonic
student comments were:

Filling out the required class survey sheet was
relatively intense forme. It brought back all kinds
of hitter memories of schoolfeelings of. inade.
quacy; feelings of rejection and.feelitigs of social
ineffectiveness. I still get real angry at the schools
back then. What makes me even angrier- is when

.schools today make the same mistakes. It seems
that we know. too much and have come too far to
repeat the same mistakes again.
From the beginning to the end of the class seemed
a very up and 'down emotional experience. I got
high when the answers seemed easy, simple,
basic; I got real low when the answers seemed
buried in socialization. My wife could tell when} I
returned home on Wednesday evening if the class
was concluded on an upbeat or a downbeat nate.

Writing a Textbook:
Sex Equity in Education

The first, claSs on Sex Equity .in Education was organ-
ized around a 'series of 35 reprinted articles. The articles
were used because there was no single source offering
description, theory, and explanation for inequities in
education.' 5 After teaching the class one j,ime the SEEL
staff decided to write, their own text, Sex Equity in Edu-
cation, published by Academic Press in 1980. One fe-
male student wrote:

Such literature was not available when I was in
grade and high school. Other than Sacajawea
and the Statue of Liberty, I had few women to

'revere. .My hope is, that this book. accompanied
by many others, finds..i.ts way into the clas'srooms
of our schools.

Providing Job Information
The Oregon Network was a research project investi-

7 gating the hiring of all administrators in 1977-78. It
provided services to individuals and districts. Although
the OregoNNetwork was essentially aimed at changing
district reg processes, rather than changing in-
dividuals, such a distinction may be semantic. The Ore-
gon Network also had an impact on individuals. One
service of the Network aided both individuals and dis.
tricts, The Directory of Administrative Candidates.

One intent of the Directory o/ Administrative Cam&

',15 The following books were in existence, but they did not
provide a theoretical orientation needed for a university class:

Ffsliel, Andrew and Pottker, Janice. Sex Ries in the Schools.
Rutherford, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1977.

Harrison, Barbara. Unlearning the Lie: Sexism in School.
New Yorktt Liveright, 1973.

Frazier, Nancy and Sadker, Myra. Sexism in School and So-
ciety. New. York: Harper and Row, 1973.
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dates was to answer the problem raised by maxi' school ---\;
administrator's, "Rut I can't find a woman to hire." The

'directory demonstrated that there were interested and
qbalified..w?men. The direCtory included males as well
as females because SEEL staff members believed that an
exclusively female list would not be used by adn'iinis-
trators who held negative stereotypes about females'
capability or who would hesitate to hire a woman as an
administrator. If it Were a totally female list, it might
not be used as much. The idea was to make the list as
useful as possible so administrators had a legitimate
recruitment source other than the "good old boys'

, network" alone.
The directory listed the names, some information, and

thd positions sought for 81 males (42 percent) aind 113
females (58 percent) in 1,977-78; in 1978-79 it listed
70 males'and 75 females. In addition, it prOvided expo-
sure fOr people seeking new ji0s. One user commented,
"My name has gotten around Eow more. I feel confident
that a job I want is forthcom'ing because of this direc-
tory." Others coniinentqd that it "-gave me a-better idea
of what the competition was," and "gave me a better

of.../4 openings and qualifications Of searching
candidates." The directory will be discussed more fully
in Chapter 5.

Providing Support Groups
Unique problems are faced by women because they

are a minority in administration. The isolated woman
administrator is (and remains) handicapped as long
as she is a token or minority. Women have leak access
to information and are less capable of wielding real ini
fluence than are men in comparable positions. Indeed,
it is often said by women teachers that they do not want
to be administrators because, they do not want to take
on the additional burdens ,of being a woman in a tradi-
tionally male job. The answer to this dilemma is that
women in such positions must "bond." They must help
and support each other. Support groups can be as simple
as regularly meeting for lunch or they can be formal.
ized "and hold regular meetings such as the Oregon
Women in Educational Administration. SEEL's efforts
are discussed more fully in Chapter 4 and in the com-
panion publication, "Sek Equity in Educational Leader-
ship: Women Getting Together and Getting Ahead."

ic)
Summary

Individuals create barriers to women's entrance and
advancement in educational administration. In the past
three years, SEEL has experimented with a variety of
strategies to change attitudes and expectations. Although
the different activities tried by SEEL were created to
meet the needs in Oregon, all strategies were believed to
be within the capacity of other agencies, individuals or
organizations. They can be adapted depending on budg-
et, personnel, and objectives. Resources; information,
and worksheets are included in the appendix.
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Achieving. Sex' Equity:
Changing Organizational
Training Practices .



Individuals who heroine administrators proceed
through a series of developmental stages including
grooming, formal training, socialization, and continu-
ing education. Administrators are, in part, products of
the formal and informal training they reCeive. At each
stage of administrator development, there are barriers
to women's entrance and advancement in educational
administration.

Who is Responsible . for
Training Administrators?

In most states there is a formal process of adminis-
trator preparation. Aspirants are required to become
'certified by taking classes at a university. Most if not

.\ all, the professors are male. In classes women are a dis-
\./tinct minority and textbooks are sex-biased.1 Much of

1 The sex bias in teacher trainin materials has been docu-

an administrator's training also happens informally, by
talking with peers about problems and solutions. Ad-
ministrative peers tend to be male and these informal
contacts often happen in places where women are ex-
cluded. There are also continuing education programs
through professional groups. Again, women are a dis-
tinct minority and often have to tolerate uncomfortable
situations. As one woman said:

3

I never really thought of myself belonging to a
. minority group until I went to a .principals'. meet-
ly . ,550 men and four 'women. I thought to
myself,

at
are you doing here?" It was like

being at an Elks Club {fleeting. When the master
of ceremonies said, "Will you guys please stand
for the flag," I was really annoyed. I was Very sen-
siti&to'that and I am not a militant.2

Thus, SEEL members believed change should be
made in the formal preparation progranis, informal
socialization procedures, and continuing. professional,
growth programs. In the following section, SEEL activ-

. g ._.. ,

mented by Sadker, Myra and David. Beyond Pictures and Words:
-----------

$existn in Teacher Education Textbooks. Washington, DC: The - - 2 Schinuck, Patricia. Sex Differentiation in Public School Ad-
.

American University, 1979. mit.'stration. Arlington, Virginia: NCAWE, 1976.
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ities designed to reach these training programs are
described.

ye

University Preparation Programs

o W hat universities or colleges in your state formally
prepare administrators?

o Do they have courses or content in courses that in-
clude issues of equity in employment?

o Do the administrator training programs provide
any female role models?.,

e Is there a women's studies program that includes
educational courses?

o Do the universities or colleges recruit women or
make their programs attractive to women?.

An administrator in an Oregon school district called
the SEEL Project director. He was angry that SEEL

would be investigatinc, school district hiring practices
without addressing the sexist nature of preparatory pro-
grams. His advice was, "Clean up your own shop before
you address school district problems." Of course, he was
correct. Preparation programs for administrators serve
as an important barrier to equal employment or affirma-
tive employment practices." Personnel, resources, and
student concerns perpetuate sex stereotyping and do
little to make programs attractive to women.

In Oregon, administrators were trained in only two
universities. One university offered a certificate and
degree in educational administration; the other offered
only the principal certificate. One goal of the SEEL
Project was to "add courses or provide content on sex
role socialization and stereotyping" in the two uniirersi-

3 There is an important distinction between the two. Whereas
equal employment is a neutrd process ensuring nondiscrimina-
tion, affirmative action is the process of exerting additional effort
to recruit, employ, and promote qualified members of groups
formerly excluded.

A Worksheet
Formal Preparation for Administrators

List of Universities
preparing administrators

What degree
does it offer?

What creden- Are equity
tial does courses
it offer? available?

Are there
female fac-
ulty? Who?

Contact
person;
Phone

What agency certifies administrators?

What is the process for changing administrative requirements?

Contact person

41
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ties. SEEI:s goal was to establish a policy that all stu-
dents enrolled in administrator training programs he
required to study' issues related to sex equity in educa-
tion. Although the goal was to change people, the
strategy was based on reaching the system that trains
administrators. The hope was that increased awareness
Might lead to behavioral changes for some people.

SEEL accomplished several of its objectives: the class
"Sex Equity in Education" was taught five times and a
textbook Was prepared.' A ney class addressing sex,
dace, and handicap in education became part of the
University of Oregon's offering, and SEEL members
were invited to many other classes to discuss sex equity
issues. SEEL members did not, however, teach a class
at the other university offering the certificate, although
presentations were made in at least three different
classes. Sat.'s inability to carry through the original
goal was, in part. due to the amount of time involved in
the production of materials. For other states, however,
materials for courses in universities have now been
developed and are available.''

In addition, two SEEL members were on committees
for a consortium of all state universities and colleges
that had teacher training programs. The committee de-
veloped guidelines for all institutions to review their
hiring practices, class offerings, and counseling pro
grams to assure they were equitable. At this writing, it is
uncriA;Wow the institutions will use the guidelines.''

Certification Boards
What agency certifies administrators?
What are the requirements for certification?
Is equity addressed in any requirements?
flow can requirements be changed?

Most states have certification requirements for admin-
istrators. One way to assure that,equity issues are ad-
dressed in all preparatory programs is to change the cer-
tification requirements. It has been changed in Oregon.
The standard principal and standard superintendent
endorsements now require knowledge about equal
opportunity and affirmative action. The testimony con-
cerning this requirement is included in the appendix as
a model for other states.

Further developments in Oregon occurred, however,
at the legislative level. Revised Statute 342.123 stated:

In addition to and not in lieu of any other law or
standard or rule by the Teacher Standards and
Practices Commission. the Commission shall re-
quire that after September ,l, 1978, an applicant
for a teaching certificate or any renewal thereof
demonstrate knowledge of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Education

4 Stockard, Jean; Schmuck, Patricia; Kcmpner, Kenneth;
Williams, Peg; Edson, Sakre; and Smith, Mary Ann. Scx
Equity in Education. New York: Academic Press, 1980.

See the resource list in the appendix.
Interinstitutional Consorti for Career Education. Sex

Role Stereotyping Guidelines for Teacher Educators, Marion
Education Service District, Salem. Oregon, 1978.
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Amendments of 1972, and federal statutes pertain-
ing thereto, as well as state statutes prohibiting
discrimination.

Consequently, in Oregon all professional employees in
education must "demonstrate competence in law pro-
hibiting discrimination." Although school districts and
other educational agencies are still reeling from the
implications of,this rule, a certification change of enor-
mous inipact has occurred at the legislative level.'

Informal Socialization Processes

flow do 1 ,achers become interested in administra-
Lion?

Wha. t opportunities are provided for women to
decide whether they wish to become administrators?

What kinds\ of encouragement do women receive'
:at the Imilding !eve or in the central office?

It is difficult to isolate and identify the various in-
formal socialization factors involved in a career .deci-
sion to become an administrator or to advance. The
previous chapter noted how encouragement is one in-
formal socializer. It also pointed out how encourage-
ment was provided differently to men and women teach.
ers. Because identification of these subtle processes is
so difficult, systematic intervention was virtually im-
possible. SEEL did not, in fact, attempt to intervene
other than by providing awareness activities at confer-
ences, by making presentations, or by distributing pub-
lications. Individuals, especially women, became in-
formed about the informal grooming process and were
provided strategies to understand the sexist implica-
tions of school or district policies and practices. Direct
interventions were up to the individuals involved.8
Through these practices, it was hoped that more atten
tion would be brought to bear on the subtle grooming
and sponsorship procedures that seem to favor men.

Continuing Education
for Administrators

What groups or agencies in your state provide
workshops,conferences,or seminars for administrators?

Do equity concerns appear regularly in those pro-
grams?

Do women appear oni the programs?
Hon) does a person get on a program?

Administrative training occurs in settings other than
universities. Usually states have provisions for system-
atic and continued administrative training such as

Caulfield, Barbara. Discrimination and the Oregon Educator.
Teacher Standards and Practices Commission, Salem, Oregon.
1979.

8 This topic is addressed more fully in Smith, Mary Ann, Sex
Equity in Educational Leadership: Women Getting Together and
Getting Ahead. Newton, Massachusetts: Education Development
Center, 1980.
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A Worksheet
Continuing Education Programs

Important Organizations
. r6 reach

School boards

Guidance counselors

Admin. groups:

state organization

elementary principals

superintendent's

Others
%,

Teacher groups:

state inservice days

special state confs.

Others

Women's groups:

NOW

AAUW

Women's Political
Caucus

Leligue of Women Voters

Others:

J

Who will assume
Contact Conference Who can be responsibility for
person dates on program? contact?

37,
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summer workshops, state programs, indistrict work-
shops, or provisions of technical assistance. Typically
these programs are male-dominated, but they should not
be overlooked as forums for equity issues.

SEEL had some successes and some failures in influ-
encing administrator groups to include equity issues in
their continuing education programs. One agency as-
sists new administrators. In 1976 this agency was con-
tacted and asked if they would include programs about
sex equity for their students. They did not. It was pri-
marily a male group. As women moved into the group,
there'was more interest; yet it never becaine a' formal-
ized part of the training. SEEL members did not pursue
providing training to this audience; perhaps reasoned
arguments, persistence, or confrontation might have
brought about a more favorable conclusion:

M-OsIarTimarstrators in' Oregon belong to one associ-
ation. The association conducts many workshops and
seminars around the State and holds an annual confer-
ence. Some progiess'is evident with the administrators'
association. Increasingly, more women appear on the
program at the 1;early conference: It has sponsored
workshops on Title IX. ( It should be noted they often
sponsor workshops on new legislation. E In addition, the
administrators' association co-sponsored a workshop on
"Male-Female Working Relationships" with the Oregon
Women in Educational Administration (OWEA). The
workshop was attended by about 25.men and 35 women.
Perhaps there will be more collaboration in the future
between the association and OWEA. This association
and similar associations in other states provide most
of the continuing education programs.

Other Organizations

Administrators or potential administrators attend
many conferences and workshops. Conferences of school
boards, athletic directors, supervisors, and other con),

>
rnunity groups often have administrators present. .1 hese
organizations should not be ignored. In fact, these
forums are more likely to reach females who may con-
sider administration as a career choice. SEEL members
made about 90 presentations to various groups and be-
lieved this was a successful strategy in informing people.

Fair employment practices, affirmative action issues,
Title IX regulations, and the more subtle forms of
discrimination should be studied as part of the full
developmental stages of becoming an administrator.
The worksheets enclosed in this chapter may be of
assistance in assuring equity issues are addressed.

Who Will Adopt Educational
Equity Issues as a Priority?

Federally funded projects are often criticized because
new programs get started and remain dependent on
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extra funding. Projects Um often fail to consider how
new ideas can become a regular part of ongoing pro-
grams. They do little to create a legacy of change. SEEL
members did not believe that three years' work could dra-
matically change individual attitudes and expectations,
administrative training, school district hiring practices,
or the/umber of women administrators. Yet in three
years/there was a noticeable increase in the number of
wonlen preparing to become administrators, applying

,ror administrative jobs, and becoming administrators.
Yet for such changes to be enduring, certain elements in
the system need to be changed so women will be
received and retained in the system. How long would
women continue to prepare and apply for jobs if they
were discriminated against and rejected? School
boards, administrative teams, faculties; and work
groups within districts have to be continually f2cused
on issues of equity. Without continuing state s6pport,
whatever impact the SEEL Project may have had
would soon wither.

The problem facing SEEL staff members was to build
statewide capacity for the project efforts to endure be-
yond the funding contract .°

This section is a description of the SEEL Project's
attempt to create a legacy of change in Oregon. Four
different approaches will be described: negotiating with
an existing administrator organization, developing a
special interest group in an existing women's organiza-
tion, establishing a linking organization, and creating a
new organization.

Negotiating with an
Administrators' Organization

At the beginning of the SEEL Project, an immediate
priority was to meet with representatives of the state
administrators' association. The purpose was to find ways

'to collaborate. The first informal meeting between two
SEEL staff members and a staff person in the admin-
istrators' association centered on whether women could
be high school principals, because they had trouble
disciplininn. boys! After that first and negative, contact,
SEEL members developed a more deliberate strategy to
work with the association. The second contact was a
formal meeting with the association's executive director,
assistant director and president (all males). The SEEL
project director invited the male associate dean of
CEPM at the University to accompany her. She as-
sumed she would have more credibility if accompanied
by an influential male. Evideritly her assumption was
correct because all the eye contact of the association's

^s,representatives was with the male associate dean, even
though she did most of the talking. An important step
had been taken, however. Several ideas for collaboration
were agreed upon.

rn 9 Schmuck, Patricia, and Stockard, Jean. "A Model for Sex
Equity in Public School Administration." CEPM, University
of Oregon, 1976.



"Iimpayers do not fund
public schools, universities

and state departments
to provide opportunities

for womeiz
to enter administration."

N.

In January 1977, SEEL was still hopeful that the as-
sociation would take an active role in advocating equal
employment. The funding proposal read:1"

We plan to make a more direct attempt to involve
the major organization in adopting equal employ-
tnent opportunities as a priority issue. Some prog-
ress has been Made. We are formbr a women's
caucus at the state meeting. We\.cannot state
specifically how or what activities will occur; we
will seize or create opportunities to create a
stronger political alliance.

By June 1977, SEEL staff had reasons to hope the
administrators' association would assume some respon-
sibility. SEEL's progress report stated:11

We are making some progress in our political life
with the adtninistrator's association. The women's
caucus drew about 40 people and a resolution was
idopted that the organization recognize, identify,
and pr,qmote women in administrative positions.

That hope led to little.
Of course, different administrator associations have

leadership with varying levels of awareness about equity
issues and different attitude:thward women's role as
educational leaders. Whether or not the leadership of
the group is "sensitive" or "aware," the fact is that
equity issues will probably never become a major ob-
jective of such groups. Legislative concerns, transporta-
tion issues, budget issues, declining enrollment, and
other important educational pi-`0,,,,cams remain pressing
concerns for administrators. Judy Adkinson, Coordi-
nator of Project ICES, a Project of Internships, Certifi-
cation, Equity-Leadership and Support, pointed out:12

Th
ing
strut

Participation in ICES is not a central activity for mem-
ber organizations. Increasing women's participation in
educational administration is not a major goal for any
of these units. Taxpayers do not fund public schools,
universities, and state departments to provide oppor-
tunities for uomen to enter administration. Members
of administrator organization do not pay du'. in order
to add women to the ranksand individual members of
the component organizations may even oppose that
objective.

statement echoed the sentiments of the SEEL staff.
association did make significant progress by include

ore women on its programs;tin the committee
ure of the association and providing workshops

amuck and Stockard, 1976.
11 S 'muck, Patricia. "Progress Report of the Project for

Sex quty in Educational Leadership for the'Period of April,
Ma , and une, 1977." CEPM, University of Oregon, June 1977,
p. 1. The esolution,is included in the appendix.

12 Adki son, Judy. "Ambiguity, Structure and Organizational
Stress in tl e ICES Structure: Linking Organizations for Educa-
tional Equ ty." The University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
1979:4.8.
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on equity issues. 14,,wever, it appeared that "women's
issues," at best, would remain a marginal interest of the

'association.
It was SEEL members' opinion that administrator

associations are primarily composed of men and will
not adopt equity; issues as a major goal. Perhaps it is
because their members fear female competition.'3 Per-
haps it is because other educational concerns yaie Press-.;
ing. Or perhaps it is because members hoblifraditional
views about "women's place." Certainly in Oregon it
was concluded the association Would not be the legacy

change:

Establishing a Linking Organization

The State Advisory Board on Educational Equity
was created by SEEL as a method to intervene in the
educational system. It was called a linking organization
because each board member was a "link" to an already
existing' organization. It was composed of prominent
individuals within the education system suciras a Dean
of Education, Assistant Dean of Education from another
university, a superintendent, a district affirmative action
officer, a department chair at a third university, the
legal specialist in the state department of education, a
member of a state educational commission, and the di-
rector of the administrators' association. The board
was one attempt to create a legacy of change. It was to
assume leadership and economic responsibility and to
continue activities to achieve sex equity in education
beyond the funding of the SEEL Project.

The board members were ,selected because of their
evident commitment to the goals of the project or be-
cause of their position. As individuals, most were re-
sourceful, creative, and eager to share information and
resources. They were also very busy people. In addition,

13 For a review of this idea see Stoekard, Jean, and Johnson,
Miriam. "The Social Origins of Male Dominance," Sex koles:
4 Journal of Research, 5, 2, April 1979: 199.218.
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SEEL members were not clear about how the board
could ultimately assume leadership and economic re-
sponsibility. The State Advisory Board proved an in-
effective mechanism to further the long-range goals of
the project.

In some states, however, an advisory board may be
useful for meeting equity objectives. The ICES Project
in Kansas used an "interorganizational structure" to
link organized units. Adkinson points out:

ICES is not a rational hierdrchy of authority
A desighed to accomplish a clear task most effec.
rtivelytInstead it is a structure created by a tem-

porary coalignment of efforts and elements of
several organizations. It exemplifies the 'loosely
coupled system'.

Statewide coalitions or linking boards among existing
organizations can be one way to insure that the system
stays attuned to equity issues.

Women's Organizations and
Educational Issues

In many states and communities, there are already
established groups devoted to improving women's con-
dition. Organizations may be national or local. Some
are relatively new national groups such as the National
Organiiation of Women, or the Women's Political Cau-
cus. Others may be longer established national groups
such as the League of Women Voters, American Associ-
ation of Univergity Women or business and educationa
sororities. The programs and the 'degree of activis
of any national organization vary by state and commu-
nity. For instance, early in the SEEL Project the director
made a presentation at a local meeting of a national
group and the members were appalled by such "mili-
tancy." Yet the same presentation to the same group in
another community was enthusiastically received.

Many of these groups do not concentrate on edUca-
tional issues. They may have a political focus or be\di-
rected toward women in other fields such as the trades
or business.

SEEL members cooperated actively with other wom-
en's groups in Oregon by making preseniations, collabo,-
rating with planning conferences and workshops,, byhY

individually belonging to groups, or in other ways sup-;
porting and helping with organizational goals. PerhapS
SEEL could have been more active in tryi4 to develop
a special interest group or a caucus in an existing'wom-
en's group that would'address problems facing women
in educational administration. Using local or state wom-
en's organizations that already exist may be a Successful
strategy for people in other communities or states.

14 Aclkinson. ICES Structures, 1979.
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ICreating.a New Organization

Organizations are twined because there are objec-
tives to meet. If objectives are met by other organiza-
tions or by other components in a system, a new organi-
zation may superfluous. SEEL was not suvessful in
establishing a "linker organization"' to carry out the
equity goals, nor was the project successful in integrat-
ing program goals or practices in existing orgrrtMzations.
Another alternative was the creation of an outside pres-
sure group that would continue to advochte, apply pres-

sure, and confront practices that created barriers to
women's involvement in edAtional administration. By.
June 1978, a SEEL brochure stated:1'

Oregon Women in Educational, Administration
(OWEA) was formed on June 21, 1978 in Sea-
side. Oregon, when 200 people met for the first
annual conference-This conference grew Out of a
women's caucus held at the 1977 conference of
the administrators' association. The women's cierk,,,
eus identified a need to provide informatiiM, sOp-

port and encouragement for women administra-
tors and those seeking to become administrators.

Oregon Women in Educational Administration
(OWEA) evolved as the major strategy for a legacy of
change in Oregon. In this section, a brief history of
OWEA is presented.

In 1977 three events occurred which spur d the for-
mation of OWEA.

(1) The women's caucus was held at the state
addliinistrators' conference and identified a need
for continued focus on women.

(2) The state of Washington formed a Coun6i1
of Administrative Women and the SEEL project
director made a presentation. She saw the excite-
ment generated by this conference. ,

(3) A chance meeting occurred between the
SEEL project director and a long-time female
principal active in the administrators' association
and with women's issues. This chance meeting

16 Schmuck, Patrjcia. "Oregon' Women in Educational Ad-
ministration:: CEPNI, University of Oregon, 1978.

occurred at the administrators' association offices
and the two women discussed the prospect of a
one-day conference for women, with the associa-
tion's executive director. He agreed to cooperate.

The tasks were to put on the conference and to be-
come an organization. Two meetings were held,which
resulted in a small steering committee of five women to
plan the conference. They represented different posi-
lions: a superintendent, a high school principal, a high
school vice principal, a state department specialist, and
a teacher aspiring to become an administrator. The
conference was planned and carried out by this steering
committee with support from SEEL.

The First Ant ual Conference of Oregon Women in
.)Educational Adn 'nistration attracted approximately

200 people. Works} ps and speakers provided the major
agendaa-business eting was held ;.tentative bylaws
were passed and grou who met by geographical re-
gions elected 11 steerin r'cc umittee members. (The con-
ference brochures aq bqaws are included in the
appendix.) The firstuofficia elected steering committee
meeting was held in July 1978, with an invitation from
the SEEL pr'oject director. It stated:16

I think there is unanimity that our first annual
conference was a smashing success. We have
People, talent and energy to build a strong and
effective organization. Now we must get organ-
ized.

Through the 1978.79 school year, steeringcommittee
members met monthly on a week day from 10:00-4:00
( only the one nonadministrator steering committee
member had difficulty in getting released time) at a
different location each time. Together, they:

accomplished "nitty gritty" organizational chores
such as designing a brochure, choosing a logo for
stationery, preparing budgets, reports, etc.,

held a meeting in each of the five regions. SoMe
regions met regularly, had a full agenda, and many
participants. Some regions met only infrequently
and had only it feiv participants,

o developed a collaborative relationship with the
administrators' association in the state (e.g., the
association mailed all OWEA matt fials under its
bulk postage permit),
wrote a monthly newsletter to all me ers (a sam-
ple is enclosed in the appendix), ,/

® organized a membership list, r\f,-
provided wine and cheese hospitality rooms at
state meetings of elementary principals, secondary
principals, persorinel and guidanc' association
members; and had brochures and steering com-
mittee members available to talk about OWEA,
made presentations about OWEA to diffferent state
educator groups, such as those organized for ele-
inenta`ry principals-and school boards,

16 Letter from Pat Schmuck to Steering Comittee, June 28,
1978.-



supported a grievant who questioned the hiring of
two vice principals in a school district ; OWEA
provided a letter and presented testimony at the
hearing (letter and materials included in the ap-
pendix),

o co-sponsored with -the administrators". group a
day-long workshOp, "Male-Female Working Rela-
tionships," a fundraiser,

o attended meetings of the administrators' associa-
tion,

o joined the Women's Rights Coalition, a linking
state organization of women's groups that hired a
legislative lobbyist,

o planned and carried out the Second Annual Con-
ference of OWEA (brochure and program in-
cluded in the appendix).

The governance of the steering committee was a
co-chair ; meetings were convened by one of the chairs,
and decisions were made by consensus.

Temporary organizations formed around a specific
function, such as OWEA, may be powerful mechanisms
to effect change in more lasting organizations. How-
ever, there are liabilities. Organizations such as OWEA
rely on volunteer commitment from busy people, budg-
ets are strained, decision-making Often is so widely
shared 'that routine problems can become insurmount-
able, leadership is not in close physical proximity, and
interpersonal conflict may become very difficult to han-
dle. SELL has been cautiously optimistic that OWEA

can overcome such obstacles. The SEEL project dir ctor
will continue to serve on the steering comrhittcN
1979.110, although no SEEL staff support will be avail-

New plans are underwiietofra greater alliance with
similar groups in nearby stated. A northwest regional
conference with a budget to hire a full-time executive
director is on the drawing board. Perhaps a stronger
regional alliance with a more permanent base can over-
come the liabilities of a temporary and totally volunteer
organization such as OWEA.

able.

Summary

SEEL attempted to break down the system arriers
to sex equity in educational administration. As all
change efforts, deliberate, strategy development is im-
portant. Yet "serendipity" or "seizing opportunitie'
must also play a major role. Perhaps SEEL should have
done other things. Perhaps more time should have been
devoted to developing alternatives in reaching out to
practicing administrators. Perhaps time would have
been better spent in more confrontation. Perhaps differ-
ent groups should have been reached. Yet the Sex Equity
in Educational Leadership Project did contribute some-
thing to the training of prospective school administra-
tors and the .retraining of people who presently hold
positions of educational leadership. It assisted in pro-
viding a legacy of change. 'This, perhaps, is its most
valuable contribution to sex equity ty in r gon.

meensilmt...==ed111,
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Achieving Sex Equity:
Changing .

District Hiring Practices



The hiring of administrators \the point at which
individual attitudes-and expectations, interact with sys-
temic processes of preparation and 'recruitment. Ulti
mately an individual or small group a iadividuals makes
the decision to hire a person for an administrative job,
And-their, individuakattitude-sancrexpecta ions'play-an'
important part in that decisitm. Often that means that
the hiring decision is affected by stereotype._ of males
and females and their suitability for admi istrative
positions. But the hiring process is also strongly a ected
by formal and informal norms and traditions. Re ruit-
ment processes are usually determined by formal oli-
cies and practices of the district. At the same time in 1-

viduals and groups who make hiring decisions are in
fluenced by their group processes, patterns of communi-
cation, and influence. Hiring, in short. is the nexus at
which the many lopes that result in sex inequities in
public school administration coincide.

a graphic illustration of the fact thatda focus on chang-
ing attitudes and expectations of individual male admin-
istrators would not be an effective change strategy.

The Oregon Network was not, however, simply the
frustrated reaction of rebuffed feminists. There was a
Clear need for in faring i and net iO iron eqUity nes:

On the onej hand, SEEL was often asked for assis-
tance by aspifanfs. The staff could only refer them to
university piFement agencies or the state administra-
tors' association for; information about job openings.
There was reason to believe that these sources were in-.
adequate. The association's information was limited
and was used primarily by members. Also, many women
were not lisTed in the of university placement offices,
which, like many placement centers, did not encourage
women to apply for jobs that were traditionally male.

On the other hand, many questions had to be an-
swered before an effective change strategy could be

The Oregon NetWork was SEEL's effort to conduct
research on how these various forces influence hiring
patterns' and practices. This chapter describes the re-
search and. service/functions of the Network, the find-
ings of the research, and SEEL's advice to others who
wish to replicate the Network's functions.

The Oregon Netwolk: A Description

The.idea of Tile- Oregon Network took shape during
the "Las Vegas trip" described in Chapter 2, which
was a major turning point in SEEL's history and strate-
gy. SEEL was invited to make a presentation at the na-
tional school administrators' conference in February
1977. Staff members believed that was an important

,

opportunity to reach the "gatekeepers in administra-
tionthose who really needed to heai the equity. mes-
sage. Butout of the 20,000 administrators at the con-
ferenceonly two attended the SEEL program. It was
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shped. A search of the literature on administrative
hiring led to nothing. There had been no systematic
research on the hiring process itself. Furthermore, no
one knew how many administrators in Oregon changed
jobs or were hired each year. It was unclear exactly
what the barriers were. One survey of a large school
district in 1975 indicated that women comprised only
14 percent of the applicant pool for principals. If that
were true, discriminatory practices alone could not
account for inequities. Some data indicated that
women had more classroom experience than men before
they became administrators. Were different criteria ap-
plied to female and male candidates? It also appeared
that screening and interviewing committees were over-
whelmingly male; did that fact make a difference in hir-
ing administrators? Other questions arose. How many
and what kinds of administrative vacancies occurred
yearly in the state? Who comprised the applicant pool?
Who made hiring decisions? What were the criteria
for hiring? Would the addition of women impose an-
other burden on an already tight labor market?

The answers to these questions and others were not
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readily available. Only by comhicting a major research
effort could SEEL answer those questions, anl only by
having those ig'Wers could SEEL devise effective strate-
gies. Thus, The Oregon NefwOrk vls conceived as one
way to generate information that SEEL and others could
use as a basis for designing strategies. A second purpose
of the Network was to generate change by providing
information about candidates and vacancies.

Finallyad perhapsmost importantlythe publi-
cation Sex Discrimination in the Selection of School Dis-
trict Administrators: That Can Be Done ?, by Doris
Timpani) an(( Louise Knight, was brought to the staff's

attention in the spring of 1977.' That description of the
efforts of Career- Women in Education, a Long Island
group which monjtored administrative job vacancfrics,

provided a moddl and impetus for The Oregon Network.
The origins of The Oregon Network, then, are to he

found in I a) the realization that the strategy of altering
' the awareness of gatekeepers by presentations was not

working, lb) an obvious lack of empirical evidence
about barriers on which to found 'effective strategies,
and c I the appearance of a model for monitoring ad-
ministrative vacancies. The new network's mission was
first stated in a letter sent to women administrators in
Oregon in April 1977:

After six monthework on the Sex Equity in Edn-,
rational Leadership Project,.we have learned that
a critical factor is the recruitment, training and -
placement of women in administrative positions.

No matter how many publications we put out, or
conferences we put on, individuals who believe
and act- on the premise that a woman could or
should not perform administrative jobs will not
have their beliefs changed until they see evidence
to the contrary.

Nationally and in Oregon, it is clear t0e respon,
sibility of assisting women to. find administrative
positions is up to us. We hope to do something
about it. We know the formal and informal proc-
esses used in administrative recruitment and selec-
tion that work to favor men. We need a system
that works as well for women.

The result. Was that all administrative openiks in Ore-
gon's K-12 public schools during 1977.78 were docu-
mented. A total of 3,896 applicalions and 335 openings
were reviewed. While women comprised 19 percent of
the applicant pool, approximately 22 percent of The
administrators hire( were w men. The service func-
tion of The Oregon Network n9luded a clearinghouse
of information about candidat and vacancies. Six is-
sues of,the Directory of Administrative Candidates,
listing 192 aspirants-81 males (42 percent) and 111
females (58 percen0were distributed to districts with
administrative vacancies. The Administrative Vacancy
.Listing of 202 positions was sent to aspirants in the
directory.

I Available through NIE Papers on Education'iand Work:
No. 3. NIE/DHEW, Washington, D.C. December, 1976.

We know
the formal and
informal processes
used in administrative
recruitment and.(
selection that work to
favor men.
We need a system
that works
as well for women."
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Gaining; Entry to School Districts
------'

. .

Every research and change project faces the problem
of "entry," of gaining access tothe system to be studied
or changed. and SEEL was no exception. Ilow could
SEEL enlist the cooperation of Oregon districts and
get information about tluir hiring practices? School
districts were not required to give out this information,
and SEEL lacked compliance or monitoring power to
demand it. Further, SEEL members' credibility was sus-
pect: they were seen as feminists, as "university types"
and also as tainted by the money from a federal grant.
It was obvious that it method was needed to give legiti-
macy to SEEL's efforts. .

Through a series of meetings. the endorsement of the
state .administrators' association was granted. The re-
luctance- of this group was voiced by one member who
said. "People who have made it feel like they have ex-
clusive secrets they don't want to share. You are asking
us to share secrets." Nevertheless, at the association's
business meeting in the summer of 1977, a resolution
was passed to "endorse research efforts to promote fair
hiring practices." The association's executive board
shortly thereafter cosigned a letter to all districts sup-
porting the Network's activities. The association's en-
dorsement was very important to the success of the
Network, and probably accounted for the almost total
cooperation of districts. As it turned out, the field co-
ordinators whp. mohitored hiring practices reported
cordial and helpful contact with administrators. Only
two small districts refused Cilcooperate.2

Although several adminis rators expressed dismay
over time demands the effort p aced on them, voiced ini-
tial suspicion of the project, or were guarded about
imparting information, many others seemed to we!.

HAIMIPPOF 111.

Region I was centered in a major city and its sur-
rounding suburbs, but also included two rural counties;
it included 50 districts with more than 500 adminis-
trators n11(1'160,000 students. Region II, in the north
central part of Oregon, had both mountains and deserts;
its 39 districts had 163 administrators and nearly 38,000
students. Region III covered the eastern third of the
state and had 48 mostly small districts, totalling 164
administrators and 49,000 students:Region IV went
frOm the central desert 'to the coast in sbuthwesterr.
Oregon, and had 47 districts, 346 a mistrators, and
71,000 students. Region V _ineiided a metropolitan
region in the upper Williamette Valley and the central
coast; it had 57 districts, 309 administrators, and
80,000 students. Region VI was an L-shaped piece
covering the central valley and northern toast; its 61
districts included 260 administrators and 59,000 stu-
dents. In all, the field coordinators were responsible
for contacting 302 districts having 1,740 adtninistratiVe
positions. Districts with fewer than 50 students were
eliminated from the study.

The coordinators' task was threefold. First, they es-
tablished contact with the administrator in charge of
hiring in each district in their region. The first contact
was primarily .to introduce themselves and the project
to the administrators. Although all administratOrs had
received a mailing cosigned by the researchers and the .

administrators' group, few seemed to remember it. Co-
ordinators asked the administrators to notify them of
vacancies as they occulvd, and described the nature
and purposes of the research..,

Second, follow-up visits were made to districts with
vacancies. The coordinators documented each position
opening, the processes of recruitment and selection, and
characteristics of applicants. Coordinators maintained

come the opportunity to talk with the coordinators and ______phone_and_rriaiLcontact_with their districts to keep track

cooperated fully. It was SEEL's impression that the of vacancies. SEEL also received vacancy listings from

administrators' association leadership, was more cons individual districts, two of the state's three university'

servativc than its constitugncy, perhaps responding more placement offices, and the administrators' association.

to the resistant vocal millority than to the supportive 5:1No single source proved entirely complete, but the field

majority. / /was well covered using a variety of sources:
& Finally, when a position was filled, coordinators re-

v., turned to the district to document final selection pro-
\4 ceclures and decisions. In all, the coordinators logged

more than 20,000 miles of travel in contacting their
districts.

Operations of the Research Function
An Oregon Network Coordinator and six field coor-

dinators were hired." Each field coordinator was as-
signed to a different region of Oregon4:

2 All change projects have their humorous moments. One of
SEEL's favorites occurred the. first time a superintendent in a
very .small mown adamantly refused to cooperate in providing
hiring information. ,SEEUs strategy in a case like that was to
look for others in the town who could get the information if
official sources were not cooperative. The education chair of the
American Association of University Women seemed to be a
good, informed cohtact in many communities. But who was the
education chair of AAUW in this ease? The wife of the super-
intendent! Information was.not obtained.

3 The Oregon Network's effectiveness was due in great part to
the - energy. commitment. and ingenuity of the six field coordi-
nators: Norma (Bean) McFadden. Sara Cogan, Bill Erdman,
Walter Shelli:y..4tnne Stern, and Jim Berman.

r`a

Opevations of the Service Function,,

The Oregon Network provided a clearinghouse ser-
vice function to share information about vacancies and
candidates. Thantent was to provide access to infor-
mation about available jobs and to give districts infor-
mation about the pool of interested and qualified fe-
male aspirants.

The clearinghouse, while useful in itself, was mainly
an adjunct to SEEL's research aims, providing infor-
mation about the nature of the applicant pool, about
hiring processes, and about the usefulness of the clear-
inghouse as a strategy for overcoming barriers to sex
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...quity. There was evidence that directory and vacancy
li'stings were used by districts and aspirants. OWEA
continued publishing the directory, but the vacancy
listing was discontinued.

The Dirreiory of Administrative Candidatelwas be.
gun -by- widely distributing a form to .solicit, persmut
who wished to be listed. It was sent to individuals, dis%
trict offices. other agencies, and every school building
in tlue state. The information for publication included
the a*rant's name, sex. race. address and telephoue,
degree); and certifivati's held, areas of special interest,
and types of positions sought. Additional information,
used only in SEEL's research. included age, marital
status. willingness to relocate. and willingness to con-
sider either permanent part.tirne or job sharing posi-
tions. Iniall mailings and publicity it was made clear.
that SEEL would not screen or rate candidates.

SEEL decided to include men in- -Op ,lirectory, be-
lieving that a list of women only would not be used as
11111(11 or have the necessary credibility. Of the 192 per-

''', suns eventually. listed, 111 (58 percent were women
and 81 142 percent ) were men. Directory listings 'were
sent to districts with known vacancio: by the field co-
ordinators, duns providing a personal link between the
project and districts, and were also sent to SEEL's col-
leagues and other agencies.

Vacancy listings were sent to persons in the directory
and to other agencies approximately once a month. In
eases in which application deadlines fell before the next
scheduled listing, a selective mailing about that vacancy
was sent to persens in the directory who bad expressed
an interest in that kind of position.

Onion Network Results_..

The six Oregon. Network field coordinators docu-
mented -315 administrative positions and 3,896 -appli-
cations in Oregon during 1977-78. Openings included
those vacancies filled by appointment,' transfer, or pro-
motion, zu well as those advertiSed in or out of the dis-
trict. Additionally. SEEL gathered information abOut
persons listed in the directory by a mail questionnaire.
In this seetion, results of The Oregon Network's re-
search are reported, including information on districts,
vacancies, recruitment and selection processes, and
appliCants.

In this section, the figures rutrted arc often not con-
sistent from analysis to analysis. That is, in some cases
an analysis is based on. say. 294 positions while the
next rimy be based on 285 positions. This discrepancy
occurs because The OregT Network did not obtain
complete information on c-"ry position. Rather than
limit these analyses to only those positions for which
complete information was available. it was decided to
use, in each analysis, all positions for which some
information was 'available. The actual discrepancies
are fairly, small and the differences in total figutes do
not significantly affect the overall trends.

I

Districts with Openings
4duninistrat ive vacancies occurred in 129 districts in

Oregon in 1977.78, which was 43. percent of the 302
districts studied. There were no openings in nine of the
state's.36.countieswhich were mostly, rural areas in the
north central, eastern, and southwestern parts of the
state.

Most administrative vacancies occurred in small
districts. Nearly 60 percent of the districts offering
jobs were in rural areas with fewer than 5,000 persons,
while another 21 percent were in small towns. Nearly
half the districts with vacancies hadr fewer than 1,000
students, and another third had between 1,000 and
2,000 students.

The number of vacancies in districts rangedrom a
low of one to a high of 22. It was most common for
only one vacancy to occur in a diStrict (46 percent) ;
in 90 percent of the districts with openings, there were
five vacancies at most. Only six districts in the state
had more than five vacancies each.,

Of those districts, 90 hired men only, while 39 (30
percent) hired at least one woman; Generally, districts
offering More jobs were more likely to hire women.
The three Iffiest di icts with vacancies in -1977-78
I they are among le five largest districts in the state)
combined accounted for 20 percent of the women hired,
although they offered only 15 percent of the available'.
jobs. The six districts studied that offered more Om
five jobs (between six and 22 openings) accounted for
28 percent of the females hired, but only 21 percent
of the jobs offered. All except one of these districts
were in the Willamette Valley.

In fact, there was a striking association between dis-
trict size and location and the hiring of women. The five
counties which contain the state's two metropolitan
areas accounted for .68 percent of-the females hired,
while offering only 42 percent of the available jobs.
Again, all were in the-Willamette Valley. In contrast, no
women were hired in 11 counties in which vacancies
occurred. With the exception of one county in the middle
of the Willamette Valley, all these counties are in the
eastern half of the state or the extreme northern coast.

. All but four of the women hired in 1977-78 found
positions in districts-west athe Cascade mountains. In
the 17 counties lying east of the mountains, only four
women (six percent of the total) were hired in the 30
districts 124 percent of the total districts with vacan-
cies) offering 47 jobs (16 percent of those offered):

In part, not many women were hired in that part of
the state because not many women applied for jobs
there. Only 38 applications from females were reported
in those 17 counties, as compared with 309 applications

.1'Onc district actually had more. However, in that district and
in two other large, metropolitan or suburban districts, the
changes in administrative personnel were by "shufffe"lateral
transfers of principals among buildings. These changes included
no alterations of pay, status, level or type of assignment, or
other features commonly associated with job advancement. The
35 positions that changed hands in this mannerre not included
in this analysis.
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from men. .Winnen thus comprisedrnly 12 percent of
the applicant pool for positions in that region, whereas
the statewide average was approximately 19 icycent.
All but one county in which the proportion of women
in the applicant pool 'was higher than the statewide
average were,in the western part of the state.

There; was no apparent connection between the pro:.
portion of female applicants and the proportion of
women hired. That is, having a higher than average per-
centage of women in the applicant\ pool did not seem
to lead to higher percentages- of women being hired.
Conversely, kring a low proportion of women in the
applicant pool (lid not necessarily result in a low per-
centage of women being hired. Several analyses were
performed. and none produced a clear and, consistent
pattern. For instance. 31 districts in the state hired a
greater,than average proportion of women. Half those
districts had -applicant pools' containing a higher than
average proportion of women, but half did not.

More than 55 percent of the districts with vacancies
had no female line administrators, and another 29 per-
cent had only one or two. No women Staff administrators
were reported in 60 percent of these 'districts, while
another 29 percent had only one or two.

Alth.ough 84 percent of the districts offering jobs re-
ported having an affirmative action plan, 71 percent
had only a policy, 40 percent had specific goals, and
only 25 percent had specific timelines for affirmative
action.

Administrative Openings
Three hundred administrative vacancies occurred

in Oregon in 1977-78, not counting those filled by
"shuffle."5 Of those positions, more than half (167, or
56 percent) were principals or assistant principals.
Another 12 percent (36 positions), were superintendents.
The remainder included 33 director or supervisor
positions (11 percent); 27 coordinators (nine percent),
25 consultants or administrative assistants (eight per-
cent), four, assistant superintendents (one percent),
and six miscellaneous others (two percent).

The positions offered were fairly evenly divided
among secondary (34 percent) . elementary or middle
school .129 percent and central Office (31 percent)
assignments. with six percent 'miscellaneous or un-
known assignments. Nearly two- thirds of the jobs open
165 percent) involved general administrative responsi-
bilities.;, another 13 percent were in the areas of cur-

It is almost certain that the Net'work's field coordinators
missed a small number of openings. It may he that efew open-
ings occurred in the closing days of the project, an administrator
neglected to inform .a Add coordinator of some openings, or
for a variety of,other possible reasonsa vacancy here and there
slipped by unnoticed. Nevertheless, the field coordinators were
extremely conscientious, working in several eases beyond the
period for which they were paid in order to get last-minute
changes, and the figures reported here are substantially com-
plete. Time small number of positions that were missed would
not substantively affect the results.

rieulum and ,instruction and seven percent were in
pupil personnel services a reus. The remaining 15 per-
cent were miscellaneous or unknown duties.

,Approximately half the jobs (51 percent) curried
salaries of between $20,000 and $30,000. Another 18
percent had salaries of less than $20,000, while only
four percent were above $30,000. Approximately,one
fourth of the saldries (27 percent) were either tied to
the district's salary index or were negotiated with the
successful candidate, depending. on expericqco load
qualifi6ations.

About four-fifths of the vacancies filled (79 percent)
were replacements of incumbents, while 61 new jobs in
that year represented an increase of three percent in the
administrative .labor force in the state..,

Recruitment for Positions
Eighty percent of the vacancies were filled through

some competitive Process. More than two thirds (68
percent) were advertised outside the district, while 12
licreent were advertised only within the district, Only
16 percent 'of the positions were filled by appointment.

Line positions such as superintendent or principal,
and positions usually requiring special knowledge or
skills, such as director-supervisor, consultant, or coor-
dinator, were recruited throu-gh widespread advertising.
Approximately 80 percent of ,these positions were ad-
vertised outside the hiring district. In contrast, more
.than 40 percent of assistant principalships and nearly.
80 percent of administrative.. assistant positions were.
filled by appointment or were advertised in-district only.

Of the positions openly advertised; somewhat more
than half were listed with the state's university place-
meat services and slightly less than half were listed in
the, state administrators' association vacancylistings-.----
About 40 percent were advertised out of state. .The
Oregon Network carried notices'of 202 vacancies. About
one out of five (19 percent) of the jobs were advertised
for a period of less than two weeks, while more than
half (53 percent) were open for between two weeks and
a Month; another 25 percent were advertised for be-
tween one and two months.

Seven districts had formal programs of internships
or other mechanisms for grooming and promoting po-
tential administrators, and another 49 reported having
some form of informal grooming program. Although 30
percent. of the districts reported making special efforts
to recruit women and minorities for administrative.po-
sitions, cross-Checking by the field coordinators dis-
covered such special efforts in only 12 percent of the
districts.

k

Selection Processes

.For positions which were openly advertised antrre-
, cruited, there appeared to be a very standard procedure.,

Paper applications were screened, interviews were con-
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ducted, a icebnunindation was made, and top adminis-
tration or the.14chool board offered the position to the
final candidate. 'chi? procedure was used in almost all
the advertised vacancies studied.

It was usually the case that these processes were con-
ducted by administrators who were males. However, in
many cases, these processes were done by committees
which included teachers, board members. or other
persons.

Because of the way figures were reported to the field
coordinators, and because data are missing on many
of the vacancies studied, exact figures on whO was in-
volved in these selection processes are not available. A
general estimate, however, may be obtained by calculat-
ing the proportions of persons in various positions who
were,seported as being involved in various steps in the
selection process, as well as the proportions of males and
females at 'm it step.

Administrators were most heavily- represented at the
screening stage, being slightly more than half of the
persons involved in that step. The figures in Table 1
give the percentages of people in different roles land
of males and females) reported as being involved in
the three major stages of selection. It should be empha-
sized again that these figures are not very "hard," but
the trends seem fairly definite.

TABLE 1

Composition of Groups Reported as Participating in
Scrcroing. Interviewing. and Offering Jobs. By

Position and Sex

Administrators

scr,..ning Interviewing Offering

45'4 32'A

'leachers 16. 3

Board Members 19 28 64.
Others 12 11 2

Males 75 74 82

Females 25 26 18

If numbers translate into influence, then administrators
were most influential at. the,screening and interviewing
stages, but less so at the stage of offering the position.
Board members were correspondingly more influential
at the point of offering the job, but less so in earlier
tages. These figures must be read with two points in

mind. First, it is probable that the strong showing,of
"board members" comes from the fact that 12 percent
of the positions studied were superintendents; board
members are usually more involved in those hirings
than in other positions, and thus may be over-repre-
sented in the figures above. Second, it was often re
ported that "the board" made the final decision to offer

a position; since most boards are composed of five or
seven members. all were counted in these figures, al-
though all may not have been actively involved.

It is clear that women were much less represented in
. the "offering" stage than in earlier stages, and presum-

ably they had less influence.

The Applicants

A total of 3.896 applications, or nearly 13 per
tion, were reported to the Network's field coordinators."
Of that number, 3,153 or 81 percent we> from males
while 743 or 19 percent were from women. Table 2
shows what happened with those applications in terms
of the percentages of males and females represented at
each step.

TABLE 2

Percentages of Male and Female Applicants
Represented at Each Step of Selection Process

Application interview Finalist Hired

Males 81% 78% 77% 78%
Females 19 22 23 22

Comparing each step with the initial applicant pool, 28
percent of males who applied were interviewed, while
34 percent of females who applied were interviewed:
Fourteen percent of males and 18 percent of females
who applied became finalists. Seven percent of males
who applied got the jobs, while nine:percent of females
who applied were hired. Thus, it would appear that the
chances.,of a woman who applied for a position were
slightly better than a male's, but the difference is so
sinall that it is not significant.

In all, 65 women and 233 men were hired for admin-
istrative positions in Oregon in 1977-78, Breakdowns
by position will be described next.

13y calculating the percentage of women represented
in each stage of the hiring process (applications, inter -'
views. finalists. and hirees I, their progress from appli-
cant to successful candidate can be charted. Table 3
presents these percentages.

"'Nils calculation includes positions filled by.appointments,
for which the person. appointed was counted as an "application."
Considering only those wositions which were openly advertised,
the figure is closer io 16 applications per position. Applications
rather than personsare used in these calculations; most appli-
cants applied for more than one position, and it was impossible,
given the Network's policy of maintaining anonymity of informa-
tion, to identify individual applicants.
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TABLE 3

The Percentage of Female Applicants by Stage
of Hiring and by Position

Appli-
cation Interview Finalist

Change
from

Appli-
cation

Hired to Hired

Superintendent 3% 2% 1% 3% 0
Asst. Super. 13 0 0 0 13
Principal 14 19 17 15 + 1
Asst. Princ. 25 23 26 22 3
Director-

Supervisor 15 15 24 24 + 9
Coordinator 28 41 45 37 + 9
Consultant-

Specialist 74 51 60 67 7

Administrative
Assistant 26 25 26 39 +13

Other 26 68 50 50 +24

TOTAL
POOL 19 22 23 22 + 3

It does not appear from these figures that there is one
stage of the hiring process that is an identifiable barrier
to women; that is, in no column lire the percentages
uniformly and significantly lower for"all positions than
the figures in the column to the left of it. Comparing
applications with hirings, proportionately fewer women
are hired than apply for positions of assistant superin-
tendent, assistant principal, and consultant-specialist.
Women are hired in larger proportions than their repre-
sentation in the applicant pool, however, in .the posi-
tions of principal, director-supervisor, and coordinator.

In all, women are hired in roughly the same propor-
tion as their representation in the applicant pool; over-
all, in fact, the rate is slightly higher.

Because the initial applicant pool was so large, it
was impossible to obtain more detailed descriptions of
those persons. Information is available, however, on
the interviewees, finalists, and successful ,candidates.
Table 4 describes those figures.

TA FILE 4

Age, Average'Years of Administrative Experience, and
Average Years of Teaching Experience of Interviewees.

Finalists, and Successful Candidates

Successful
Interviewees Finalists Candidates,

Age 38.10 38.20 39.30
Admin. Exper. 4.34 4.82 6.98
Teath. Exper. 7.84 7.64 8.61

50 56

At each stage (with one minor exception) the persons
who became finalists or successful candidates were
older and had more teaching and administrative ex-
perience than persons who did not advance.

Experience seemed to be the telling factor that af-
fected an aspirant's chances for advancement through
the selection process. At the interview stage, "experi-
ence" was the most frequently cited reason for advanc-
ing some persons and not others, being reported in 35
percent of the cases. At the same time, "lack of experi-
ence" was the reason most often cited for not inter-
viewing women when they apphecl; the most common
reason for not interviewing women, however, was "no
women applied," cited in 15 percent of the cases. Ex-
perience was an increasingly important criterion?being
the most frequently cited factor for both advancement
to the finalist stage (37 percent), and for the selection
of the successful candidate (41 percent). Females' lack
of experience (and the fact that no women applied)
continued as the most frequently cited reason for not
advancing women.

Additional information about applidants and their
aspirations comes from data gathered by a mail ques-
tionnaire to all persons listed in the Directory of Ad-
niinistrativ,e Candidates. The questionnaire was re-
turned by 87 women and 67 men, or 80 percent of those
listed in the directory. While this sample is not, prob-
ably, representative of administrative applicants gen-
erally, the results shed light on similarities and differ-
ences between females and males.

Women and men in the directory fell into two dis-
tinct categories: men who already had an administra-
tive position, and women who were at pre- or entry-
level positions. Among the other important comparisons :

93 percent of the men were married as compared
with 52 percent of women.

O 33 percent of the women earned, bachelor's de-
grees at the three major state universities, while
only eight percent of men did so. Men more often
earned their first degrees at other state colleges.

O 82 percent of the men, compared with 47 percent
of women, held an administrative credential. Thir-
ty-three percent of the menbut only one woman
held a superintendent's certificate.

O Almost 70 percent of the men identified their cur-
rent position as line administration, in contrast
to 24 percent of the women. While 45 percent of
the women listed their job as teacher, eounselor,
etc., only 15 percent of the men did so.

O 39 percent of women identified their immediate
career goal as superintendent, assistant superin-
tendent, principal, or assistant principal; 78 per-
cent of the men, twice as many, did so.

More than 30 percent of men, but less than 20
percent of the women, listed "general administra-
tion" as their major interest; women were more



likely to choose areas sub as particular subjects,
early childhood education or special education,
staff development and personnel relations, and
curriculum development.

83 percent of the men. compared yvith 52 percent
of the women, expressed a willingness to relocate
to take a new job. .

Men made slightly more applications (3.10 per per.
son ) for jobs listed iirthe Network's vacancy listings
than. did women 12.77 per person I. but women (3:12)
more than men 2.53) applied for jobs not listed by
the Network. Districts reported receiving all average
of 1.7 applications frym persons listed in-the directory.
A nearly identical percentage of women (37 percent) as.
men. 36 percent ) were contacted by districts about
openings, although more districts contacted.men (1.91
per male ) than women (1.70).

Questionnaire respondents were also asked to describe
the jobs they applied for and their experiences in
applying. One difference between men and women was
that men were more likely to apply for positions as
superintendent, assistant superintendent, principal, or
assistant principal than females were. Women, in con-
trast, made more applications than men for positions as
director-upervisor. coordinator, head teacher, consul.
taut. administrative assistant or other jobs. There was no
significant difference between the sexes in where they
sent applications. which were distributed fairly evenly
in the western portion of the state. Only nine applica-
tions from men and four from women. however, were
to districts east of the Cascade mountains.

Surprisingly, men cited The Oregon Network's va
coney listing as the source of their information about
jobs substantially more often than did women, and
min more often than women learned of job openings
from university placement services. Women, in contrast,
more often heard of openings-thriugh notices from the
district or from sources labelled "other" on the quest
tionnaire: it is not known what those sources are.

-Men more frequently reported being contacted by the
district to initiate an application, While a higher per-
centage of women than wen reported initiating con.
facts. Once an application was made .women's and men's
experiences were remarkably similar, with roughly
equal numbers of nien and women deciding not to pur-
sue an opening, being turned down before interviews,
being interviewed,- being turned down after interviews,
and being hired.

Changes in Positions

In general. the traditional pattern of what kinds of
positions arch and are not held by women did not change
in Oregon in 1977-78. Table 5 describes the successful
candidates for various positions, by sex.

5;

TABLE 5

Hirees in Oregon, 1977-78, by Position

Position' Total Male Female

Per.
tentage
Female

Superintendent , 35 33 2 5.7
Asst. Superintendent 4 4 0 0.0
Principal 109 93 16 14.7
Asst. Principal 59 46 13 22.0
Director-Supervisor 33 25 8 24.2
Coordinator 27 17 10 37.0
Consultant 12 4 8' 66.7
Admin. Assistant 13 8 5 38.5
Other 6 3 3 50.0

298 233 65

It can be seen from the table that women were more
likely to be hired in subordinate or staff positions than
in superior or line positions. Females were only 14 per-
cent of superintendent, assistant superintendent, princi-
pal, or director-supervisor positions, while they asYere
32 percent of assistant principal, coordinator, consul-
tant, and administrative assistant positions. Table 6
displays the changes in administrative positions, by sex.

TABLE 6

Changes in Sex Composition of Administrative
Positions in Oregon, 1976-77 to 1977-78

Incumbents

Candidates

-

Male Female
New

Position Total

Male
Fein a le

Total

169
25

194

16
13

29

36
1 25

-1

61

.221
63

284

Thus. just under 13 percent of incumbents were female,
whereas some 22 percent of new hirees were women.
While this gain is heartening, it should be viewed with
caution. In the first place, the sheer numbers and pro-
portion of women in administrative positions continue
to be very low, so thatif the present trend continues--
it will be a long, long time before equity is achieved.
Second, other information indicateS that this increase
in Oregon is comparable with-gains in other states, so.
it is unclear what effect The Oregon Network had on
4katterns of sex inequity in administrative hiring.

In terms of level of assignment, women were approx-
imately twice as likely to be at junior high, elementary,
or central office levels than at senior high level, where
they represented. only about ten percent of new
hirees. In terms of areas of responsibility, women were
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much more likely to Ito hired in positions dealing with
particular subject areas tit) percent of female hirer::
were in this area), curriculum and instruction (25
percent I, or pupil personnel services (23 percent) than
in positions with general administrative responsibilities
(12 percent).

In stunniary. women did make gains in educational
administration in Oregon in 1977-7ft There was an
increase in the percentage of females in ,administrative
positions in that year. as well as a net gain in the sheer
numbers of women in administrative positions. These
gains. however. are fairly small when compared with
the distance which must be travelled to gain [ull equity.
Furthermore. women did not make significant inroads
into positions of general administrative responsibilities.
and they were more likely to beThired for sulnirdinate
or stall positions than for superior or line positions.

:Some of the reasons for inequity may be found in the
attitudes and stereotypes of gatekeepers and aspirants
alike. while other reasons' have to do with systemic
processes that result_ indiscrimination against women.
The next section describes ways that others can mount
an effort such as The Oregon Network to attack these
barriers to equity.

Operating a Network

In this section are described ways to operate an ef-

1 fort similar to The Oregon 'Network. Lacking" the re-
sources of federal funding. others may adapt from this
description to fit their own purposes and resources.

A comparit,,,:: can be made between The Oregon Net-
work and Career Women in Education' (CWE), the

Island group described in the Timpano report.
The CWE effort relied on unpaid volunteer monitors in
a compact, densely populated area, while the Network
used part-time paid field researchers to monitor an en-
tire state. Both had a similar overall' purpose, that of
increasing the proportion of women in positions of edu-
cational administration. The reader thus has two models
from which to select the moo appropriate strategies.

The most important conditions needed to launch any
plan include -tt. eriticah mass of people and some re-
sources. School district monitoring requires that people
work hard and have an adequate budget. The people
must have a commitment sufficient to begin and stick
with the task. and they must be supported by appropri-
ate resources.

This section is organized around eight issues or choice.
points that confront organizers of an effort like the,.
Network: pui:poses. functions, territory, coordinator,
monitors. resources. publicity and liaison, and forms.

Purposes

The first choice is that of purposes. Will the focus of
this effort be on gathering, information? providing in-

formation services? educating people? supporting as-
pirants? assisting grievants? The purposes selected
probably depend on the organizers' interests and re-
sources available. Those in academic settings may lean
toward research functions, while people in other set-
tings may be more interested in direct service and action.

A research effort probably' requires greater resources
and effort than a service function. Hiring information
and data about applicants probably cannot be effec-
tively obtained through mail surveys of questionnaires;
titer are hest collected through personal contact. The
process of collecting this information may help raise
some administrators' awareness and it certainly pro-
vides an important basis for identifying barriers and
strategies for equity.

The service .functions are\somewhat less costly to
operate. Doing a vacancy listing requires having timely
access to information about job openings. The candi-
dates' directory is probably the simplest to operate; it
requires sendini,4forms to potential aspirants and dis-
tributing the compiled information to districts. The
vacancy listing can help break clown the "old boys' net-
work" that excludes women from information about
vacancies, while the directory can negate the commonly
heard complaint that qualified female applicants are
not available.

The effort might encompass other purposes such as
providing a support and resource group for female as-
pirants, eonducting workshops to help aspirants pre-
pare for administrative careers, or supporting grievants
in distu'imination cases. In Oregon, these purposes were
served by OWEA rather than The Oregon Network.

Another choice is that of one's stance toward "the
system." Even if the decision to monitor vacancies is
shaped by anger, there are pitfalls in adopting a con-
frontative stance toward sources of information. The
cooperation of the state administrators' association cer-
tainly helped the Network. Obtaining access to applicant
files and eliciting the cooperation of administrators who
took time to dig up information about hiring prac-
tices would have been much more difficult without that
group's support.

Functions: Research and Service

If you'r effort is to include a research function, deci-
sions must be made about what topics to study. If you
want to. operate an infOrmation clearinghouse, you need
to decide whether to offer a vacancy listing, a candi-
dates' directory, or both. Kinds of research topics are
listed here first, and then Considerations for operating a
clearinghouse'.

Research. Information- that might be gathered falls
into five categories.

DIsTincr

1. Identification: name, number, address, telephone,
superintendent or other contact person, size.

k
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2. Personnel: size and sex composition of administra-
tive and certificated staff,

3. Setting: size and setting (city, suburban, rural)' of
town 'in which district is located, unique or particu-
larly salient characteristics of district or town.
Policies: affirmative action policies and plans, for-
mal or informal procedures for grooming prospec-
tive administrators (and whether these procedures
encourage or discourage women).

:"hiring: whether the district makes special efforts to
recruit female applicants and whether the district
usually fills positions from within or outside the
district.

POSITION

1. Title and responsibilities of the position.
2. Assignment (elementary, secondary, dist: ict office) . t,

3. Whether staff or line position (especially whether
the position supervises other adults and has bud-

' getary responsibilities).
4. Salary offered, and whether

"soft" money.
Place within the organizational hierarchy.

.'Whether the position is permanent or temporary,
fu4 or part-time.

7. W)iether the position is a new one or replaces
incumbent (if the latter, whether the incumbent
female or male).

supported by "hard" or

an
is

STRUCTURE

1. Names (if possible) and number and sex of person
or persons receiving and screening initial applica-
tions.

2. The same information on person(s) conducting in-
terviews.

3. The same information on person(s) making recom-
mendation of finalist(s).

4. The same information on person(s) who actually
make the job offer, whether administration or school
hoard.

PROCESS

I. Whether the position is to be filled by (a I appoint-'
ment. transfer, or promotion without competition,
( b I recruitment within the district only, or ( c) re
ruitment outside the district, possibly outside the

state.
2 I f advertised, what channels and media are being

used to recruit for the position.
3. Whether special efforts are made to recruit female

applicants.
1. What particular steps are taken to fill the position.

In the case of open competition, these steps usually
include screening of applications, interviews ( some-
times two rounds ), recommendations by the inter-
viewer( s) to a higher authority. and an offer of the
job to the successful candidate.

3. Whether there are variations in this 'basic process
that seem to discriminate against women or signifi-
cantly reduce their chances for a fair opportunity.

6. 'What criteria are used at each step of the process to
pass some candidates along and weed out others,
with special attention to how women candidates are
treated.

7. Whether the hiring process used in a particular
instance appears to deviate from established district
policy or practice.

APPLICANT POOL

1. umber and sex composition of initial pool of
pplicants and, if possible, comparison of qualifica-

tions of men and women.
2 The same information oh persons interviewed.

ifThe same information on persons in final list of
recommendations.

1.
Characteristics of the person hired, including basic

',demographic information, and data about prior po-
sition, district, and assignment \
Much of this information is valuable because it pro-

vides a complete picture of the filling of a given admin-
istrative position. Other kinds of informatiOn,are valu-
able primarily when they are compad across several
districts. Gaining a composite picture of your territory,
for instance, requires counting positions and noting
which ones are filled by women. Other patterns can be
found by looking at questions such as: Are women more
likely to be hired through appointive or competitive
recrLitment? 'Does district size, sex composition, or
setting make a difference? Are women more likely to
be, hired in staff or line postions; in elementary,
secondary, or central office jobs? /

Service.-Operating a service function also requires
making decisions about the information to be included.
Your vacancy listing or candidates' directory might
include this information:

VACANCY LISTING

1. District, with address and telephone
2. Setting or other special characteristics
3. Salary offered andength of contract
4. Responsibilities and asstnment of the position
5. Deadline for application
6. Materials to he submitted in application
7. Person to be contacted for application and informa-

tion

CANDIOATES' DIRECTORY

1. Name and address
2. Sex and race (optional I
3. Certificates or credentials held
4. Positions sought
5. Areas of particular strength or interest

( In addition, The Oregon Network collected infor-
mation from.aspirants such as age, marital status, will-
ingness to take a permanent part-time or job-sharing
position, gild similar information that was used in
research but was not published. in the directory.)

6°
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Territory

The region you cover may he a single district, a
town, a metropolitan area, a county, one region of the
state, an entire state, or a larger entity. That decision
hinges on one's constituency and resources. It is best
to have a readily-definable territory that already has a
distinct identity. Your constituents can readily see them-
selves as "belonging" to a definable area such as a
county or metropolitan area and thus lend greater sup-
port to your effort.

Generally,, smaller territories are more homogeneous
and thus easier for purposes of comparison among dis
tricts within the territory. Certainly, it is better to han-
dle a small region well than a larger one haphazardly.
The final decision will probably be a tradeoff
the level of effort desired, constituent interest, and re
sources

The second consideration is how to define the area
each monitor will cover; the point is to coyer the full
territory vet insure an equitable workload among mon-
itors. laid monitors can probably cover a larger area
than volunteers because their time--and expenses arc
reimbursed.

Dividing the territory is approached with statistics
and a map. The statistics include information about the
number and size of districts in the territory; the map
helps mark off geographical boundaries. The SEEL staff
divided the state into six regions and then made several
rearrangements to take into account numbers and size
of districts. loyation of easily travelled-roads, and the
like. The result was a compromise that traded small and
densely-populated regions for larger areas with longer
travel times. It is probably a good idea to keep admin-
istrative units 1 such as county lines for intermediate edu
cation districts ) together whenever possible.

Coordinator

You will need a coordinator to carry out your effort.
The experience of both SEEL and CWE suggests that it
is impossible to maintain a strong monitoring effort
without a single. central person in the coordinator's role.
Vor expertise. continuity. liaison with other agencies,
and knowledge of the undertaking. one person is essen-
tial. The functions probably cannot be served by volun-
teers or a rotating membership. It may, though, be pos-
sible to locate research functions in one person and
service functions in another. provided that the two
maintain excellent communication.

The coordinator should have familiarity with equity
issues .and with schools, abilities in organization and
communication, and knowledge about ch< ige processes
and research. If the coordinator is to be t spokesperson
for the effort. he or. she should have p bile relations
skills. While SEEL found no major impe( invent to hav
dig a male as a coordinator, it may he preferable to have
a woman in that role. On the one hand, it may be easier
for a male to gain access to male-dominated adminis,
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trators' groups, but on the other hand, a female might
work better with a predominantly female support group
for aspirants.

Monitors

SEEL hired six monitors at three-tenths time for nine
months, while monitors in the CWE project were volun-
teers. In either case, in monitors you should look for
initiative, interest, and an ability .to work on their own
without close supervision. They should be able to or-
ganize their time, scheduling appointments and other
arrangements to cover their territory expeditiously.
They should be able to maintain cordial working rela-
tionships with school personnel. If they are to travel,
they should have a reliable car and the ability to be
away from home or several days at a time. CWE mon-
itors afis < n y covered one district each; it was up to
each monitor's discretion as to whether she wanted to
contact the top administration. SEEL's monitors cov-
ered an average of 50 districts each and worked directly
with top administration. The monitor's duties and quali-
fications will depend partly on which strategy you adopt.

Whether paid or unpaid, the potential monitors
should have an interest in and some commitment to
equity for women. There was a considerable range of
attitudes toward feminism among The Oregon Network's
mohitors when they were hired; all later reported mov-
ing significantly toward more feminist attitudes during
the course of the project.

The Oregon Network's monitors were hired not only
for their individual qualities and talents; but also with
an eye toward how well they would probably work to-
gether as a group. Some of the most productive and
exciting times in The Network's life occurred during
meetings of the monitors; you should consider group
as well as individual characteristics when signing on
your monitors.

The Oregon Network's monitors 'adopted a fairly
uniform set of procedures that can serve as a model for
your monitors:

Organize. Become familiar with the region assigned,
the project, and necessary forms and materials. Keep
a file system of one .file folder per district, containing
all information about that district plus a log to note
contacts, dates, names, other information. Deter-
mine

territory.
mine most economical routes and schedules for covering

Contact. Make contact with k:--y person in each dis-
trict by a letter of introduction, followed by a telephone
call tt set up an initial appointment. The initial appoiht-
pent should include time to discuss administrators'
concerns about sharing information, explain carefully
the project's purposes, and assure the contact persbn
that individual identification and information will be
kept confidential.

Follow up. Secure a commitment to be informed
when a vacancy occurs; check periodically by phone
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because administrators tend to forget. Gather informa-
tion about each vacancy and report it promptly to the
coordinator, especially if a vacancy listing is being
maintained.

Documentation. Make arrangements with each ad-
ministrator as tohow to document people and processes
in each vacancy. Some administrators will allow access
to the records so the monitor can compile information.
while others will want warning ahead of time so they
can have information available when the monitor visits.
Submit samples of early documentations to the coordi-
nator for checking on information recording and com-
pleteness.

Exit Interview. If the project has a definite ending
point, conduct an exit interview with each administra-

-tor to` collect last pieces of information about the dis-
trict and its hiring and to provide an assessment of the
effort from the administrator's point of view.

Resources and Financing

A critical question is whether staff will be paid or
volunteer. There are problems in relying on unpaid
labor. After initial enthusiasm wanes. other interests
and .commitments impinge on the volunteer's energy;
CWE soon found that people usually became inactive in
the organization after they found jobs and that most of
their volunteers were currently unemployed. The prob
lem with paid persons is that they are expensive: the
greatest share of the Network's budget went to salaries
and related expenses. The coordinator was a half-time
position on the university's faculty pay scale, while
monitors were paid at roughly the same rate as gradu-
ate students, about $400 per month.

The coordinator should probably receive a salary,
even if only a token. (Timpano's being on sabbatical
leave from her administrative position, andthus able
to donate her labor to CWE, was a fortunate circum-
stance.) Even if monitors are not paid; it would be
desirable to reimburse major expenses such as travel.

Your effort will need secretarial and other support
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services. Letters need to be typed, telephones answered,
mailings goiten out, and so on. The Oregon Network
used perhaps ten to twenty percent of the SEEL secre-
tary's time. Because of the mass of data compiled by the
Network, computer analysis was required, which meant
using some of the time of the SEEL research associate
who had computer skills and hiring two coders who
were pail On an hourly basis.

It is important to budget resources fottraining the
coordinator and monitors. SEEL staff mem crs met with
monitors four times, first to orient them o their jobs
and later for problem-solving and progress-sharing ses-
sions. These sessions proved invaluable for exchanging
information and resources, tips on ways to solve par-
ticular problems, and for then comaraderie that grew
out of both work and social events (include a party fund
in your budget . . . you'll need it!). There should be
one final meeting for theinonitors to turn over records
to the coordinator and to recap the experience. At the
final SEEL meeting, staff monitors shared feelings about
the collaboration, talked about future plans, and
debriefed each other about the experience.

Au essential question is how to finance the effort.
CWE supported itself for four months by selling buttons
that read "Support Women Administrators!" After that,
the organization charged dues of $10 for individuals and
$25 for institutions. Additional income sources included
honoraria paid to CWE speakers and consultant fees
for the organization's services. You might also wish to
investigate the .possibility of non-profit tax-exempt
status, which allows you to receive donations.

The Oregon Network was financed by SEEL's WEEA
grant. The Network's budget was fairly substantial due
to seven parttime salaries (the equivalent of 2.3 full-
time positions) and related expenses. In addition to
salaries and expenses, you will need funds for expenses
such as postage, stationery, reproduction' , office, meet-
ing refreshments, telephone hills, printing, and perhaps
computer-related costs.

A directory of candidates could certainly be financed
out of relatively modest clues assessed members; this
is how OWEA will finance thoperatio. of the direc-
tory in future years. The only real costs involved arc

.preparing and duplicating forms, mailing them to po-
tential candidates, compiling the information received,
duplicating it, and mailing it to district and other agen-
cies in your territory.

The vacancy listing is a somewhat more expensive
operation,. since it involves a gieater effo, to acquire
the information needed. There is another complication.
Most universities and many administrators' associa-
tions maintain vacancy listing services for which people
pay money. SEEL was able to use information provided
by those- services for free, an arrangement that was
possible only because of an agreement that The Net-
ivork's listing would operate for one year only on an
experimental basis. Presumably, monitors will be able
to acquire the information needed to maintain a va-
cancy listing, but only if careful groundwork has been
done to cultivate and nourish reliable and timely sources
of information.
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Publicity and Liaison .

Appropriate publicity and the support of important
_groups: in your territory can help you greatly. Publicity
can spotlight the issues and your efforts to deal with
inequities. therehl putting pressure on districts and
helping to recruit members. Liaison with education
agencies and with important organizations of admin-
istrators. teachers, turd school board members can pro-
vide the credibility {on need to acquire information and
provide services.

The important thing is to know which groups hi your
territory arc politically important and whose 'support
you need. Dace -to -fate contacts are probably the-best
way to establish rapport and explain your purposes to
these groups. Expert only minimal° results, from mail-
ings and other ipirsonal forms of publicity. Liven
after several mailings. The Network's monitors found
that mare still had not heard of the
project. Nevertheless. every bit of awareness helps, and
neglect of even a small step like mailings seems to hurt
a lot.

The Oregon Network's coordinator and other SEEL
staff members made a point of contacting important
educational organizations in the state, especially the
state administrators' organization. SEEL found it espe-
cially helpful to secure a public statement of support and
commitment from the administrators' orgaiMation,
which provided a legitimacy that opened doors when
the monitors visited school districts. Another important
liaison was provided through the SEEL project's ad-
visory council,which included influential people from a
variety of agencies and organizations in the state.

Forms
.C7

Nobody likes forMs but they are genuinely essential
for maintaining standard kinds of information and
comparability among data. The number and kinds of
forms you use will depend on your purposes. Forms
used by the Network are listed below, and copies are
included in the Appendix.

Research and
Movitoring Forms

I. School: strict General Information. A description
of each district, including address, names, co mposi.
lion of staff, anticipated vacancies, affirmative ac-
tion policies., and the like.

2. Administrative 'Vacancy Description. A sheet for
each openly advertised position, including title, du-
ties, assignment2 salary, application requirements,
and the like. This _form was often supplemented with
the district's own vacancy notice.

3. Hiring Process Deseription. A description of the
steps by whhil each\position was filled, including
advertising and recruitment; composition of the vari-
ous committees involved in screening, interviewing,
and recommending; data on applicants and inter-
view pool; and charaEter'istics of the successful can.
didate and incumbent.

Final Callback Form. An interviewischedale for the
exit interview each monitor Conducted with the con-
tact administrator, including to The Net.
work and miscellaneous information about the dis-
trict.

Clearinghouse Forms

I. Directory Listing Form. A sheet on which aspirants
listed information about themselves for inclusion in
the directory of candidates, including personal in-
formation, interests, experience, qualifications, po-
sitions sought, and so

2. Directory of Candidates. An alphabetical listing of
candidates, with essential information about edch,
distributed to all districts with known vacancies.

3. Directory Questionnaire. .A survey form sent to all
persons listed in thedirectory including questions
about each person's. experience in seeking a job,
reactions to the service, background, etc.

4. Vacancy Listing. A periodic listing of all known va:
cancies, listed by job catcgory (superintendent, high
school principal, etc.) including information about
job, qualifications, salary, application requirements,
and application deadline.
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Evaluation of the
SEEL Project
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Did the SEEL Project accomplish its goals?
Was there a greater proportion (f Nimen admin-
istrators in Oregon in 1979 as compared to 1976?

. Were, there more women preparing to become ad-
\ ministrators in 1979 as compared to 1976?
* Were attitudes that served as barriers to women's

entrance and advancement in administration
ichange( ?

Were t aining programs altered?
o Did school districts change inequitable hiring

practices?
Was a legacy for change created?

The answer to each of these questions is "Yes, but ...
Although the questions are simple, the answers are not.

There was a greater proportion of women administra-
tors in 1979 in OregOn as compared to 1976, but it is
unclear whether this was due to SEEL. To test the cffi-
racy of the SEEL Project, it must be seen if more
women became administrators in other states:' Perhaps
the rise of women in administration is a national phet
11011101011. Perhaps there would have been an increase
of women in Oregon's public school administration eyed
if a SEEL Project had not existed. The data are clear
that more women in Oregon were enrolled in formal
preparation programs in 1.9-(11- as compared to 1976.
But will these women become school administrators?
There is evidence that some people's negative attitude
toward women as administrators changed. But the data
are selective and subjective. Training programs were
changed. But there is little evidence about training pro-
-grams' effectiveness in cbariging participants' behavior.
The evidence of women binp<yed as administrators in.
dicates some changes in district recruitment and selec-
tion. But will these changes endure? The SEEL staff is
cautiously optimistic that the future is positive regard-
ing more women entering and advancing in educational
administration. But evidence of change in Oregon can
only. be measured in the future.

In other crises, the data are more subjectiye-reports of
impressions, testimonies, conversations, or staff notes.
In he following sections, the six questions presented in
this chapter's introduction are answered.

The Number of Women Administrators
There was a greater proportion of women school ad-

ministrators in Oregon since 1973-74. Table 7 com-
pares the proportion of women in various administra-
tive positions in Oregon (the year after the Oregon

TABLE 7
Percentage of Women in Administrative Positions
in Oregon Public Schools, 1971-72 through 1978-79

71-72 72.73 73.74 74.75 75.76 76.77 77.78 78.79
Superin-

tendent 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.8 1.2 0.8 0.8 1.9

Asst. Snper-
intendent 5.6 4.5 2.9 5.1 1.3 3.8 1.3 0.0

Principal 6.1 5.9 6.1 6.5 6.7 7.4 8.1 8.4

Asst. I

Principal 5.8 6.2 9.1 6.9 11.8 13.3 12.2 14.5
Director/
Supervisor 27.4 24.6 22.6 25.1 20.2 21.0 20.5 18.4

Coordinator/
Consultant 35.3 31.1 28.2 37.1 37.5 37.1 39.6 40.9

Total 12.1 1.1.5 11.2 12.0 12.5 13.1 13.7 14.5.
Total

Positions 1981 2068 2124 2433 2256 2275 2345 2403

Before and After ,SEEL

In this chapter, evaluation data are presented about the
SEEL Project's effectiveness. The dat a were gathered and
prepared by SEEL staff members (primarily Jean Stock-
ard, Ken Kempner and Rita Pougiales I .1 There was a
conscious attempt to use various methods of evaluation
and data collection. In some cases the data are objec-
tive-comparis is of numbers gathered from records.

I For more information regarding evaluation of the SEEL
Project see:
Kempner, Kenneth. "A Framework for--the Evaluation of a

Planned, Social Change Project.". Unpublished doctoral dis-
sertation. Eugene, Oregon: CEPM, University of Oregon,
August 1979.

Kempner, Kenneth; Pougiales, Rita; and Schmuck, Patricia.
"The Documentation and Evaluation of a Social Change
Project: Sex Equity in Educational Leadership." Paper
presented to the American Educational Research Association,
San. Francisco, April 1979.

Kempner, Kenneth; Pougiales, Rita; and Stockard, Jean. "Ideo-
logical Development in Planned Social Change Projects."
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Network began) ).(, 'ile proportional representation in
earlier years. These figures indicate a slight, but steady,
increase of women's representation in general since
1974; the increase is most noticeable in the assistant
principal and coordinator/Consultant posts. The per-
centage increase of women in 1978-79 was higher than
in. any years since 1974.75 (both an increase of 0.8 per-
cent I.. Standard tests of significance show that the long-
term increase in women's proportional reprecntation
from 1p71-72 to 1978.79 cannot be attributed to chance
(z = 2.4, df = 4382, p. < .01). However, the yearly
increase from 1977-78 to 1978.79 (the year in which the
Oregon Network would be expected to have an effect)
may be due to chance fluctuations (z = 0.1, df = 4746,
p. < .50) .
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Unpubl shed doctoral dissertation. Eugene, Oregon; CEPM,
University of Oregon. Forthcoming, 1981.

Stockard, Jean. Sex Equity in Educational Leadership: An
Analysis of a Planned Social Change Project. Newton,
Massachusetts: Education Development Center, 1982.
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While there have been changes in women's represen-
tation in Oregon, it trust he considered whether these
changes were prompted by influences other than SEEL,
including more liberal hiring patterns toward women
throughout the country. One way to examine this pos-
sibility is to compare changes in the proportion of
women administrators in Oregon to those in other
states.

Data on the sex ratio of employees in public schools
were Obtained from the state departufents of education
in four western states: Oregon, Washington, Californie
and Colorado. These states were chosen because of simi-
larities to Oregon in demographic and geographic char-
acteristics or because of their physical proximity and
similar regional interests.

A log-linear analysis of contingency tables of com-
parisons between the four states from 1973-74 through
1977.78 was used. The variables included the state, type
of position held, sex of the position holder and the year.
Efforts were made to minimize the problems of different
titles used, the number of employees and changes in
the number of employees in. the state and .variations
in the number of people in each position?

The analysis indicates Oregon made no significant
changes in the proportion of women in administration
as compared to Colorado. 'Washington, and California;
all four states showed increases in the number of women
administrators. This is shown in Figure 3.

2 See Stockard An Analysis of a Planned Change Project
1980) fur a complete accounting of this analysis.

FIGURE 3

Percentage of Women Holding Positions in All
Levels of Administration by State and Year
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*Washington data unavailable for 1977-78 and 1978-79.

These data, however, should be read with some cau-,
lion. First, the figures for each year represent women
who were employed as administrators. Thus, the year
1977.78 reflects women who were hired in 1976-77
when the SEEL Project began. Thus, Figure 3 reflects
only the first two years of the SEEL Project. Compara-
tive data for 1979.80 were not yet available from Cali-
fornia, Washington or Colorado at the time of this
writing.

Second, while these data indicate Oregon did not
make significant gains in hiring of women administra-
tors as compared to California, Washington or Colo-
rado, SEEL Project goals included changing attitudes
and procedures regarding the hiring of women in the

Imre. The SEEL staff members did not, in fact, expect
to produce dramatic changes in the number of women
hired as administrators in only three years of work.
SEEL Project staff members believed that changes in

people's attitudes and organizational processes would
happen incrementally over the years. Thus, changes
regarding attitudes, preparation programs, hiring proc-
esses, and recruitment of women were also evaluated to
determine whether changes were made in individual
and organizational processes to reduce the obstacles to
women's entry into administration.

The Number of Women in
Preparation Programs

The number of women enrolled in administrative
degree and certification programs:in Oregon has in-
creased. Whereas in 1975 there had been only two fe-

male graduates in the history of the department of edu-
cational administration at the University of Oregon, by
1979 five more females bad graduated. In 1976 eight
females were enrolled in the program, and this number



grew to 32 in 1979. Of the enrolled females in 1978-79,
75 percent had talked to .the SEEL Project director or
a SEEL staff member about their career plans. It must
be noted that the nunfber of male students has also
increased; thus, females' percentage has not dramat-
ically 'increased.

In certification programs, the proportion of females
has also increased. In 1974.75 at the University of
Oregon, women represented,12 percent of certification
students; that figure grew to 23 percent in 1978-79.
In fact the increased representation of women in the
certification program has been so large that it cannot
be attributed to chance.

-]In other depar t ents of educational administration,
however, a simila phenomenon has occurred. A mail
survey of thirteen departments of educational adminis.
tration in Washington, California, Colorado, and Idaho
indicated a similar rise. It appears that in all states
studied, women increasingly are becoming prepared to
enter educational administration.

The reliability of the data, however, is questionable.
Departments have not done an adequate job of record
keeping; data often are not compiled by sex and depart-
ments do not necessarily have common designations of
graduate student status. Furthermore, data about the
number of students enrolled and the number of gradu--
ates are not available.,oWe cannot tell, for instance,
whether enrollments for males and females are discrep-
ant from those for male and female graduates.

Although it appears that women are increasingly be-
coming prepared to enter educational administration,
it remains unclear whether these women will become
employed as administrators. For instance, of the few
females who graduated from the department of educa-
tional administration at the University of Oregon, only
one has become a school district administrator. Most
women are employed by universities, state departments
Or other educational agencies. Their motives for not
entering administration in a school district are varied.
A similar phenomenon occurs with males, also. Fewer
than half of the male doctoral graduate students from
the University of Oregon have become school district
administrators.

Although the increased number of women entering
departments of educational administration is a positive
sign, the question remains whether these women will
bccome district administrators. Will sex selective and
discriminatory selection and hiring practices be changed
with more qualified women in the applicant pool? Per-
haps. Oregon Network data, however, found no rela.
tionship between the percentage of women in the appli-
cant pool and the hiring of women as administrators,
One woman graduate student presented a fairly pessi-
mistic picture: "It seems possible that a woman could.
spend a career getting prepared, only to retire having
chine nothing."3 The question remains will districts
hire women?

3 Sex Equity in Educational Leadership. "Female Doctoral
Students in Educational Administration: Who Are They?" The
SEEL. Report. May, 1978, p. 1.

Attitude Change
Building awareness and providing information about

women in educational administration were two strategies
used by the SEEL Project to change negative attitudes
toward women. Yet psychologists remain unclear about
the connections between attitudes and behaviors;
human behavior is complex and often inconsistent .4
Although SEEL staff members believed that activities/Jo
designed to change individual's expectations and
attitudes toward women were useful, they also believed
a singular strategy focused only on altering attitudes
would be incomplete.

A number of activities were directed at changing the
attitudes of both women and men about inequities in
educational administration. Of particular importance
was changing the attitudes of women toward them-
selves. This emphasis for SEEL was apparent in some
of the SEEL-sponsored conference workshops, such as
"Assertiveness: Woman's Presentation of Self" and
"The Nitty-Gritty Road to Becoming an Adminis-
trator," and presentations to many women's groups
concerning inequities in administration.

Unsolicited testimonials from women and men indi-
eated that conferences, publications, workshops, and dis-
cussions about inequities in educational administration
are useful to help some women free themselves from
cultural stereotypes and to enable male. administrators
to reflect on their differential treatment of men and
women.

Judith Palmer identified five stages of feminist aware.
ness: curiosity, identification, anger, consolidation, and
personal power.' Over three years SEEL members saw
many women, as well as men, travel through these stages.
For instance, in 1976 many female administrator-On
Oregon were in the curiosity stage which involved in-
terest but no clear feminist commitment. One very active
OWEA steering committee member is an example. She
began her involvement by coming to an OWEA meeting
stating, "I am not a 'libber.' I have only experienced
help from males'in my district but I came here to find
out about your organization." She has since moved
through the identification and anger stages to the level
of consolidation as shown by her commitment to work
for the cause of .women in OWEA and within the ad-
ministrators' association. She is also a good example
of demonstrating personal power, by her behavioral
changes. She has become increasingly active as a
participant in all-male groups and has initiated many
programs in the state that would have intimidated her
in previous years. SEEL members have also seen some
men become increasingly aware and committed to the
concepts of feminism.

The SEEL, staff used only one quantitative measure of

4 See for instance, Triandis, H. C., "The Impact of Social
Change on Attitudes," in King, B. and McGennies, E. (Eds.)
Attitudes, Conflict and Social Change.. N.Y. Academic Press,
1972.

5 Palmer, Judith. "Stages of Women's Awareness." Social
. Change. 9,1, 1979, pp. 14
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attitudes, bv giving lire- and postattitudinal teits in the
class on Sex Equity in Education. '11w results were not
significant primarily because students who enrolled in
the course already had high awareness and favorable
attitudes about the issue.

Although data about whether the SEEL Projett influ-
enced attitude changes are not quantifiable, SEEL mem-
bers firmly believed that education about sex roles is
an important process for women, to change their, self-
image and their career aspirations, and for men, to
learn more about the cultural stereotypes which have
influenced their lives and their relationships with their
female colleagues.

Administrative Training
Program Changes

The SEEL staff tried to change programs in three
ways: by introducing content to university program
offerings about sex role issues, by increasing study of
sex role issues as part of the continuing program for
administrative training and by having more women
appear on programs for administrators. Changes are
apparent.

The SEEL class was taught five times and a course
on equity including sex, race, and handicap, has be-
come a regular- part of the Uhiversity of Oregon's
offerings. The continuing education progiam for admin-
istrators now includes program offerings about Title
IX and workshops on antidiscrimination law: The state
administrators' association co- sponsored one workshop
with OWEA on male-female working relationships. Most
of these' programmatic changes were brought about,
however, because of legal mandates as well as the influ-
ence of the SEEL staff and other interested individuals.

Counts were also taken on the number of women ap-
pearing on the annual program of the Oregon and na-
tional administrators' association. In Oregon, propor-
tionally women's representation at the annual conven-
tion was increased from 19 percent :in 1976 to 32 pet-
cent in 1978.. This change is dramatic.compared to' the
proportion of women who appeared on the programs
of the national adMinistrators' association; in 1976,
13 petvent women and in 1978, '15 percent women ap-
peared)m the program.

The SEEL Project made some gains in altering ad-
ministrative training. programs. While staff members
believed these changes were useful to develop awareness
and change behavior, the influence of training. rho.:
gram changes on participants' attitudes and behavior
remains untested. "
School District Hiring Changes

Quantitative data indicate that more women were
hired during the operation of The Oregon Network than
in previous years. Three hundred administrative vacan-

cies occurred in Oregon in 1977.78. Those positions
were filled by 235 men 78 percent) and 65 women (22
percent I. That figure represents a net gain of 36 women
in administrative positions, as the 65 female Ifirees 're
placed 29 women incumbents or filled new positions.

Traditional pattern:5 of female employment in admin-
istrative positions did not change much, however.
Women were more likely to be.. hired in staff or subordi-
nate rather than superior Or line administrative posi-
tions. Women comprised (inly 14 percent of superin-
tendent, assistant superintendent, principal,'or director-
supervisor positions, while they were 32 percent of as-
sistant principal, coordinator, consultant, or adminis-
trative assistant positions. Women were more likely to
he hired in positions dealing with particular. subject
areas (4.0 percent of female hirees were in this area),
curriculum and instruction (25 percent), or pupil per-
sonnel services (23 percent) than in positions with
general administrative responsibilities (12 percent).
Generally, the highest proportion of females hired was
in metropolitan areas which had more job vacancies
than rural areas.

The Directory of Administrative Candidates was
evaluated highly by those people listed. The directory
was used by districts and by individuals;? about one-
third of the individuals listed in the directory were con-
tacted by school districts with openings. This activity
demonstrated to candidates and districts alike that
women were interested and qualified in administration.

-4
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Educational leadership projects funded under
the Women's Educational Equity Act are directed
toward changing individuals, institutions, or both.
An examination of the six projects represented at
the 10791State of the Art Conference on Educa-
tional Leadership reveals that some successful
strategies have been developed to prepare women
for full and fair participation in educational ad-
ministratioo. In addition, some successful strate-
gies have been developed to change organizational
policies anal practices with regard to women's
participation as educational leaders. THERE-
FORE. WE BELIEVE TRIED SUCCESSFUL
EFFORTS TO CHANGE INDIVIDUALS AND
CHANGE ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD BE IM-
PLENIENTED IN DIFFERENT SETTINGS,
AND STATES.

Although we know something of women in edu-
cational leadership positions, less is known, how-
ever, about the participants prior to their decisions
to pursue educational leadership positions and
even less is known about what happens to the in-
dividuals whomve been catapulted in educational
leadership as a direct result of W'F.EA projects.
THEREFORE. WE BELIEVE -FOLLOWUP
STUDIES OF WOMEN AS EDUCATIONAL
LEADERS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN
WEEA FUNDED PROJECTS IS IMPERATIVE.

We have had some success in changing organi-
zational policies and practices, but less is known
about: how change happens within systems such
as departments of educational administration,
school buildings, districts, agencies, and other or-
ganizations. Even less is known about which in-
tervention strategies are appropriate for different
systems. For example, are strategies geared to-
ward changing a state agency also appropriate for
a local school district? Are there different condi-
tions of readiness (i.e.. there may be a develop-
mental process of change where certain strategies
are more appropriate than others) ? WE BE-
LIEVE TIIAT RESEARCH ABOUT DIFFER-
ING STRATEGIES UNDER DIFFERING CON-
DITIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING SEX EQUI-
TABLE POLICIES AND PRACTICES IS
NEEDED.

8 A State, of the ,9rt Conference: WEEA: Women in Educa-
tional Leadership. Paper presented to the Women's Program
Staff, Office of Education. April, 1979.

S

Social intervention projects are guided by values;
they are designed to change people or social processes
to a more "desired" state. All projects under the Wom-
en's Educational Equity Act are guided by the value,
stated in law, of equal opportunities for males and
females. SEEL was no exception to these guiding values.
The SEEL Project was based on the premise that worn-
en's under-representation, prima facie, represented an
unfair and unjust systet.b. Equity would be a reality
when sex segregation and 'stratification no longer existed
in the labor market in general and in educational ad-
ministration in particular.

Rawls' A Theory of Social Justice raises another
consideration for social intervention projects -9 He eval-
uates a Project's worth by whether it benefits the "least
advantaged members" of the system. For schools, the
least advantaged members are students. Will the inclu-
sion of women as educational leaders make a difference
in the live's of students? Perhaps 'eliminating adult sex
segregation in public school may have a positive impact
on boys and girls.

Another ultimate concern raised by SEEL members
was the function of administration itself. Are schools
organized the most effective way to educate students?
Most SEEL members did not ,believe that the structure
of /administrative positions is inherently worthwhile
toisociety or schools. Will the inclusion of women into
pOsitions of administration merely perpetuate ineffec-
tive management or will the movement of women into
educational administration perhaps change the gover-

jnance functions of schools? The sex composition of a
/ position appears to be related to job functions. Perhaps

the proportional increase of women into leadership
may change the processes of decision making, authority
structures, and administrative procedures. Certainly
school improvement must be an ultimate goal of in-
tervention projects in education; SEEL members
believed an employment system that is fair and just
for adults could only have positive benefits for students
and schools.

" Rawls, J. A Theory of Justice. Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap
Press, 1971.
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administration.. It has already been demonstrated that
SEEL's three years' work in Oregon resulted in some
positive changes. Change is possible. But how can these
!earnings in Oregon be translated to other states and
settings? 'What rail you learn from 7 /u' Oregon Story
to effect change in your own district. region, or state?

sEEL staff members did not believe they could pie-
scribe specific courses of action for you to take. Solu-
tions depend upon the problems to he solved, available
resources. and the kinils of influence held by the indi-
vidual or the group initiating change. Consequently, this
chapter was written as a series of questions for you tit
consider the most fruitful mechanisms to bring about
greater equity- in your administrative work force.

The first question who arc you ? Whin power do
You have to initiate changes? What is your job posi-z

Lion? Arc you a lone individual? A group? Do yoU
have legitimate authority to take action?. Where can.
you exert the most influence? A person who worked in
a state department probably would not organize a griev-
ance against a school district unless there were clear--'
compliance violations. Yet if the legality of an issue
is unclear, filing a grievance may be an appropriate
and effective strategy for an independent group.

Second, what arc the identified problems in your
area? The first step toward action rests upon a clearly
identified problem. Although data arc available about
the barriers faring women generally. what are the facts
for your district. region, or state? What is the propor-
tion of women qualified to apply for jobs? Perhaps there
are many women qualified to apply but they have be-
com discouraged from past discriminatory practices.
I low many women comprise the applicant pool? If
women are not well represented in the applicant pool
perhaps your strateXies for action should 'be directedl
toward encouraging female aspirants. changing prepa-
ratory programs for administrators. or reaching those
women who are qualified but do not apply. What is the
proportion of women applicants to women hired? If
women are well represented in the applicant pool and
are not hired. perhaps you would aim action at hiring
practices.

Third. what activities can he accomplished? Most
people will have limited resources. If you are a volun-
teer independent group without staff assistance, you will
have to rely on the efforts of already busy people. Per-
haps holding monthly informal meetings and talking
about barriers facing women is all that you can reason-
ably hope to accomplish. On the other hand, with mini-
mum staff assistance. you might develop a speakers bu-
reau of qualified women speakers to act as role models.
Perhaps you might enlist the resources of your state
department or administrators' association and conduct
research or monitor district hiring practices. Perhaps
efforts should be directed toward writing a proposal and
getting funds to hire an executive director. All people
want their efforts to bear sonic fruit. Set objectives
realistically and systematically carry them out to Ace-
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Lively accomplishaccomplish specified activities.
Fourth, what audience(s) do you wish to reach? Do

you want to reach women aspirants? Do you want to
support women who are already administrators? Are

"school boards important to reach? Administrators' as-
sociations? Superintendents? Do you wish to focus on
the entire state? Your region? Your local district?

Finally, what activities are the most promising? The
Sal. project activities have already been described in
sonic -detail. Do you wish to replicate some activities
already carried out or create new ones? These five
questions are considered in detail ittlie following sec-,
t ions.

7



What credibility do you have?
What power do von have to create change?

Who von are may prescribe certain courses of action.
For instance. an individual or an in(Ieperalent organi-
zation ill not have the same kind Of power and influ-
ence. as a .state task force on equity in the slate depart-
ment of education A well - organized group of teachers.
in a district will have different degrees of influence than
the simerintentlent's cabinet. The degree of power in-
vested in different role groups must le-considered in
planning a change strategy.

II vs. Outsiders'n
To understand the potential bases of power, it is

critical to recognize the dichotomy between being
inside or outside the system targeted for change. The
insider approach and the outsider approach have their
advantages and disadvantages; each has a potential for
effecting change, and each Must rely on different

strategics. Your relationship with the system and
people you are trying to change is an important
consideration.

The SI11:1, Project was composed of outsiders: it was
funded by the federal government and based in a univer-
sity, and it targeted changes toward K.12 schools. Of
course SEEL had the cooperation, collaboration, and
assistance of people inside the ystem. Yet the SEEL
Project had no compliance or monitoring functions
I such as held by a state deportment of education), no
power to require people's attendance at meetings (such

t4 held by a local school district), and no formal access
to policy making groupS (such as held by an adminis-
tratoti's association) . SEEL members developed change

r.strategies appropriate to their role as outsiders. The
strategies were based on attempting to change individ-
uals and organizational procedures by voluntary co-
operation or by exerting political pressure.

Insiders. on the Other hzind, work within the systein.
Administrators in a school district mar he required to
attend meetings or required to...follow fair employment
procedures. School districts arc required to comply with
federal and state policies and procedures. Clearly. people
who work inside the system of public schooling have
different potential for changing policy and procedures
to provide.equity in employmilit than the SEEL Project
or other outside influences. For instance. a screening
committee was charged to select an elementary schodl
principal in one school district in Oregon. They chose
a white male but the male superintendent refused their
choice on the grounds that an equally qualified female
was available. lie defended his ground by pointing to
the affirmative action guidelines of the district and re-
minded the committee of -their obligation. As a result

I For further elaboration of this idea see Kentliner, Kenneth
M.. .4 Framework for the Evaluation of a Planned. Social
Change Project. l'npublished doctoral dissertation. Eugene,.
Oregon: CEPM, University of Oregon. August. 1979.

Thus, change can be required and mandated by those in
positions with authority. Mandates from the top may
lead, however, to mere paper compliance; unfair and
inequitable emPloyment practices may continue in real-
ity, although it appears as if prwedures are equitable.
Outsiders. on the other hand, are invited into the sys-
tem. When such individuals or.groups are invited into a
system, certain individuals are already motivated
and committed to bring about change. An invitation and
collaboration with outsiders mayresult in more deeply
rooted changes. IIowever, groups which perpetuate male
dominance do not tend to invite outsiders to change the
dominant position of the group in power.

Outside groups, however. may have tremendous
power over schools. Schools are particularly vulnerable
to their constituency ; there are many examples of school
programs and procedures changing as a result of an
active community voice. Outsiders often rely on outside
pressure to promote change. Filing grievances, suing,
getting the attention of the media, picketing, public ad.
rocaey at a board meeting, and other methods of de-
manding changes are all examples of outside pressure.
Often these methods work. Indeed, the strategy of exert-
ing outside pregSure has been used effectively by many
disenfranchised groups in the United States.

Outside pressure may have the disadvantage of creat-
ing resistance or polarization, however. A "we-they"
perception can develop and outsiders can be viewed as
threatening and unreasonable people. Several examples
of this occurred during the course of the SEEL Project.
For instance, a female administrator talked to the SEEL
director at a Title IX conference and said. "It's a good
thing we're not at a regular administrators' conference.
If I were seen talking with you. I'd lose all my credibil-
ity." SEEL, members, as outsiders, had only the reluc-
tant cooperation from some agencies and were nega-
tively typecast by others as "libbers." Yet when OWEA
was formed they--as insidershad more active coop-
eration with their peer organizations.

Insiders have the advantage of having legitimate
authority. They have the disadvantage, however, of not
being able to take risks because other aspects of their
job might suffer if they apply too much pressure or
demand too much change. Women and men inside the
system who pressure for change in employment prime-.
tices are also.concerned about other educational issues.
Some people believe their authority will diminish if
they are seen only as an advocate for females. Outsiders
can take' more risks and bit singularly identified with
equity issues and not damage their careers or credibility.

Examples of Initiators of Change
The SEEL, Project certainly is not the only example

of work toward achieving equity in educational leader-
ship. In this section several different efforts will he de-
scribed which illustrate the variety of settings in which
people have initiated change.
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State Superintendent Joseph Cronin convened an inter-
nal Sex Equity Task Force which sponsored a series of
state conferences and helped form a statewide Council
of Women Administrators to help facilitatemore equal
access for women in leadership.

Cronin and Sally Pancrazio of the state department
in Illinois indicate the potential of state departments for
initiating positive change. They said, "... state agencies
must behave as model employers. The chief state school
officers can use Oat; power and influence associated with
their appointments to enhance agency consciousness
and action in equal employment opportunities."2

While the state superintendent may be a tpowerful
force toward equity, other state department people can
also use their power and influence to enhance equal
employment opportunities. For instance, Rosalynn Foris,
Program Manager. for Educational Standards in Alaska, ',-
initiated the first meeting of Alaskan Women in Edu-
cational Administration. She had contact with many
educators throughout Alaska and saw firsthand the
problems facing women in a large and diverse state
such as Alaska. Her individual actions led to the
formation of AWEA. These are examples of the insider
approach to change.

Funded projects. There are now several funding
agencies interested in providing support toward equity:
one excellent resource is Finding Funds /or Programs
Relating to Women's Educational Equity." Funded proj-
ects. which usually have a paid staff, are based in a vari-

y of institutions. The SEEL Project and DICEL,4 for
Instance. were based at universities and funded by the

. Women's Educational Equity Act. (WEEA):. WISAa
and ICES," also funded by WEEA, were based in the
state school' boards and administrators' associations,
'respectively. Two different projects have been part of the

Cronin, .j,";eph and Pancrazio, Sally B., 1979. -Women as
Educational Leaders." l'hi Delta q:pan, April. 1979, pp. 583-
586.

Published by Women's Educational Equity Communications
Network (WEECN), 1978. Far West Laboratory, 1855 Folsom
St., San Francisco, CA 94103.

Developing Interpersonai Competencies in Educqtlonal Lead-
ership, Mail Location #2, University of Cincinnalk'Cincinnati,
Ohio 45221. Nancy Evers,. Director.

Women in School Administration was funded through the
Montana School Boards Association, 2412 Sixth St., Billings,
Montana, 59101. Lois Sindelar, Project Director.

and Support. For a description se Judy Adkinson, Ambiguity,
G A project of Internship, Calicalitin, Equity Leadership

Structure and Organizational Stress in the ICES Structure:
Linking Organizations for Educational Equity. The University
of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 1979.
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are examples of the outsider approach to intervention.

7 Survey: Attitudes Toward 'Women as School District Ad.
ministrators was published by the WEEA Publishing Center
in 1981, and the workshops for women seeking the superin-
tendency were sponsored by the Ford Foundation:

' Sec the Small Grants Program offered through WEEA Wom-
ens Program Staff, U.S. Office of Education, 4.00 Maryland
Avenue, Washington, L/C., 20207. Proposal writing workshops
are offered through Women's Educational Equity Grant Writing
Workshop, Far West Laboratory, 1855 Folsom St., San Francisco,
CA., 94103. Lisa Hunter, Director.



Administration. California Coalition of Women. Alas-
kan Women in Educational Administration" are exam-
ples of groups formed to advocate on the behalf of
women in K-I2 administration. These groups arc an
example Of both outsiders and insiders. Members usu-
ally are employed ill a school district: they are insiders
to that system. The organizatithial membership. how-
ever. usually cuts across school districts and is regional
or state wide. Thus members are also outsiders. These
organizations serve aspirants and ihoride services. such
as the Directory of Administrative Candidates; have
conferences and workshops for information and sup-
port; and exert political pressure such as negotiating

ith different educational agencies or supporting
grievants on sex discrimination charges. Information
on how to form such a group is detailed in the com-
panion publication SEEL: Women Getting Together
and Getting Ahead by Mary Ann Smith.

Women's caucuses and ad hoc groups. Within
many established organizations. women's caucuses have
formed to influence their organizational policies and
practices regarding equity. These often are national or
state groups. Also within school districts or regions. ad
hoc groups of educators and/or parents have been
f4rined. Often these groups do not have a particular

/emphasis on administration but are concerned with
educational and employment equity in general.

SEEL members believed that effective strategies for
change include people who are insiders as well as out-
siders. For example. an employment hearing in one
school district is perhaps most efTective when people
inside the district testify on their own behalf anti when
people outskle the district also present evidence. An
individual of a group. however, must accurately diag-
nose their potential power to make changes.

The addresses of the Oregon, Washington, and Alaska
groups can be obtained from Northwest Women in Educational
Administration, CEPM, Vniversity of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
97103. The Address of the California Coalition of Women is
as follows: I:alifornia Coalition of Women, c/o Bark Landers,
Department of Education, 721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, Cali-
fornia 95814.

The barriers facing women's entrance and advance-
ment ill educational adMinistration have been defined
Here and elsewhere.'" Flow do these facts coincide with
the problems in your area? Remember, facts are the
starting place to define problems and generate solutions.

Find the Facts About Women
in Administration

O What proportion of administrators are women?
® What are the positions held by women admin-

istrators? Vice Principals? Elementary Princi-
pals? Coordinators or Supervisors?
What are the data about women's advancement?

O How many women have been promoted?
The SEEL Project was based on data about women's

roles in administration in Oregon; the clear delineation
of facts was a powerful argument for change. Informa-
tion about women administrators in your district, re-
gion, or state can be obtained from the state department
of education. You should also know which positions
are held by women administrators. Are they primarily
represented in the traditional administrative positions
for women, the elementary principalship or district
coordinator/supervisor? While these roles are ex-
tremely important in the_education of children, they
are not the routes to the most prestigious positions in
education. These facts are important to know as you
identify your problems and general solutions.

Find the Facts About Women
Preparing and Applying for
Administrative Positions

Flow many women apply for administrative
positions?
flow many women are preparing to 'become
administrators?

o What happens to Iv/mien in the screening. inter-
view. and selection process?

Call your university departments of educational ad-
ministration and ask about female enrollment in degree
programs and certification programs. Find out what
experiences are provided to women and men in these
programs concerning equity in employment. You prob-
ably cannot get applicant pool information from dis-
tricts without a careful and deliberate monitoring ac-
tion. Another option-may he to keep records of the
woinen you know who apply for jobs a»11 observe what
happens to them.

10 Stockard, Jean; SOmuck, Patricia; Edson, Sakre; Kemp,
ner, Ken; Smith, 111a,ry'Ann; and Williams, Peg. Sex Equity in
Education. New York: Academic Press, 1980.
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others. A school building can be thought 01 as a system;
certainly the teachers. students. and administrators are
an integral part of that system. But a school is not an
isolated building: it also connects to the adult comtnu-
nity of parents and citizens, to the school board, and to
the. preparation programs in universities and colleges
to supply the needed resources for the school. Individ-
uals within schools also have different groups outside
the school with whom they relate. Administrators usu-
ally belong to an administrative association while teach._
ers usually belong to a teachers' union: These organiza-
tions can be regional. stale. or national. All of these in-
dividuals and their respective systems are. in par re-
sponsible for the inequities which exist between men
and women in educational administraton.

SEI. ::as a shot gun. approach attempting to find
out what target audiences were more likely to yield
fruitful results toward changing inequities. Based on
their experience. they maul:mend the following groups
as important audiences to reach. Which grotip Is 1 you
intend to reach may in part be determined by who you
are. your (d)jectives. and what you- have assessed is pos-
sible to accomplish.

Women Teachers.
Women are not school administrators, in part, because

traditionally few womenkqeachers aspired to become
administrators. Many women did not develop career
plans .which included administration. After two years'
work in Oregon, women composed only 19 percent of
the applicant pool for administrative positions. Women
teachers should be encouraged_taaspire to educational
administration and provided vitli information about it.

Women teachers can be reached in many ways:
materials can. he available about sex-typed occupational
career choices in university classes; presentations can
In made through school districts or through teachers'
organizations, which include content about sex roles.
This strategy was particularly useful in Oregon; an
increased number of women are working on degrees
and in certification programs. SEEL's emphasis, how-
ever, was on doctoral students. Perhaps greater
attention should have been placed oft certification
students. Kempner, the evaluator FEEL, said;

By emphasizing the yeeruitmet of won,!'" to doc-
toral programs. SEEl. did not sufficiently , 1dress
all the woolen who could move into ndminist ation.
Because only 8 percent of adrninistrato n Ore-
gon have a doctorate and because evidence indi-
cates women with doctoral degrees are less likely
to enter employment in the public schools than
men with similar training. SEEL's emphasis on
doctoral students limited the scope of the inter-
vention SEE1, did not sufficiently recruit
( women) teachers to administrative positions.
(p. 172.1 I'

Kempner. 1979.

1'

--Administrator Groups and Associations
Administrators are ultimately responsible for the hir-

ing of other administrators. Administrators tend to
choose people like themselves who tend to be male. Ad-
ministrator groups, particularly, should be influenced
to present material on sex bias in employment recruit-
ment and. selection. Discuss your concerns with your
state association, offer ideas for programs, exert politi-
cal pressure, and influence your association to be re-
sponsible in eliminating the barriers faced by women.
The administrators' association in Oregon has sponsored
many equity related workshops and the number of fe-
male presenters at the state convention increased from
19 percent to 32 percent in only two years.

'Placement Centers
Placement centers are the clearinghouses for jobs;

they are important agencies to assure equity in hiring.
Discuss your concerns with placement center personnel.
Ask about the number of female's who seek their assis-
tance for administrative positions. If the number is low,
perhaps the ',lat.:einem agency does something to dis-
courage women from filing applications.

Future Educators
Sex differentials in administration beginearly itt the

lives of males and females. The career aspirations of
undergraduate students reflect the future segregation of
the sexes. Females tend to be destined toward those areas
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Purpose; To Have More Women as Speakers on Educational Programs

Activity : Develop a Speakers Bureau

Major Person Responsible: Christi

Tasks Required:

L Develop & print information form

2. Solicit speaker names by:
zi. form in the newsletter

b. asking at meetings

What is to Completion
Who is Responsible' be done Costs Date

Srah Form Print $20 4/15

Christi 4/30

PatAAUW
Sam Principal
RuthDelta Kappa

Gamma

c. brainstorm list of speakers Ruth/Cary Prepare list 4/15

d. calling people for references BillSchool Boards
PatAdministrators 5/1

3:vtionipiling the list Christi 5/15

4. Identify groups and agencies who would use
the list

a. develop a cover letter Christi

b. develop a list of agency contacts Sam List of
names

5/1

c. personally contacting the agency with list SamSchool Board
MaryDistricts

6/30

d. mailing the information out Christi $35 Postage 9/15

5. Publishing the list Christi Prepare &
take to
print shop

$150 6/15

6. Evaluate its effectiveness
a. get programs to see who is on them Sam

Get
ptvrams 1/15

b. contacting the agencies to see if the lists
were used

Pat
Ruth

Call all
listed
agencies

4/15

c. contacting the speakers to sec if they were
called

Reeva
Sandra

Call random
sample

4/15

d. making zi report about its effectiveness Christi Compile
info

5/1
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Activity:

Major Person Responsible:

Tasks Required:

2.

3.

4.

5.

Who is responsible What is to be done
Completion

Costs Date

7
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il%1 are sex stereotyped career plans as well as
provide information about how they _Wright help free
their students from cultural restrictions based Ott sex.12

Women Administrators
The few women administrators in our public schoo;s

are important role models for other women and stu-
dents. Women administrators hold varying views to-
ward the %%1)111e115 1110VVIIII'lli: some are open feminists.
others believe that women should not organize On their
own behalf, Regardless of a woman's ideology about
feminism. women in influential positions in education
can plat an important role, Women administrators dem-
onstrate to women and men. boys and girls. that women
can successfully execute the duties of administration.
Women administrators should be encouraged to appear
on educational programs. advise teachers, and assist
women to become administrators.

Policy Boards
There are different levels of policy making. Certifica-

tion agencies. state departments. or legislative groups
often set policy for state systems of education: local
school district policies are set by the school board.
Women tend to be ,under-represented in all of these
groups. While thete are federal mandates requiring
equal employment and affirmative employMent, state
and local policies seem to be particularly' effective in
encouraging and enforcing complianee. These state,
regional, or local boards should he influenced to adopt
equity as an important educational and employment
concern.

State Departments of Education
In each state a department of education provides ser-

vices. technical assistance. resources, and monitoring or
standardization procedures for school districts. The de-
gree of influence and assistance of, state departments,
towever. varies from state to state. Each state is re-
quired to employ a person to ensure federal monies in
vocational programs are sex and race fair and to he in
charge of Title IX. Do you know who those people are in
your state? The state department of education perhaps
may he a powerful influence in your state.

Local School Districts
Women? will be administrators in K-12 schools %%lien

they are hired by local school districts. What programs
exist in your local school district to prepare women to
become leaders? Sonic districts have formal tntern pro-
grams. What,eneouragement do -women rect veto enter
administration? For women to advance?. W miare the

12 The Non-Sexist Teacher Education Project has prepared
materials for instructors in teacher education. Write David
Saner and Myra Sadlter, School of Education, The American
University, Washington, D.C, 20016.
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may focus on a single district or several districts. Local
distriN hiring is the nexus of all plans and actions; it
is here that sex equity in school leadership Will or will
not become a reality.
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:It 1.11,11 ia,
SEL Project and other projects aimed at achieving
equity in administration, Many of the ai.tivities -are
described in detail in earlier sections of this hook.. Brief
examples of s111111` of the activities are presented. Follow-
ing this section is a chart indicating the most appropri-
,ate activities for each target audience described in the
previous section.

ANs'arcItCss Activities
O Teaching university classes or providing con-

tent oil sex roles in education
o ,flaking presentations at conferences. work-

(11'.

o F1111.-i1)-face diSCIISS11)11ti With !flatly 11(.01)1e about

women in atImMistration
Exoutp/c: As educators know, much learning and teach-
ing takes place in one to one interactions. Discussions
with superintemlent, executive directors, personnel rrd-

minisfrutnrs alumt women mut management may he an
cllectire way to.solicit support.

O Gene-rating publicity messages for the media ,

i"slonitoriiig Activities
Tracking administrative openings and h/tIngs
in a state or region

Example::The Oregon Network, Career ir omen in Erin.
cational Administration

o Investigating one district's hirings and inform-
ing about unfair hiring practices.

E.vamp/e: 4 small group of female teachers questioned
the hiring of a white male administrator; although, the
decision was not changed. the school board reaffirmed
armatire hiring. A woman was hired for the next
opening:

Policy Fo rin illation
a Changing state or local policy regarding admin-

istrative training to include content regarding
sex role issues

I....wimple: Oregon now requires all educators to he M-
I armed about discrimination law.

o Changing or affirming policy regarding equal
or affirmative hiring procedures
Changing or affirming policy regarding prohi-
bitions of sex discrimination

o Changing organizational resolutions regarding
sex role issues

Example: (hnc slate administrators' asp:lotion passed
a resolution at their state convention affirming their
support to encourage, identify, hire, and promote quali-
fied women in administration.

Political Pressure
o t sing district or state pioccdures to file a griev-

a rice

8

to pay attention to equity concerns
o Testifying at relevant groupabont inequities
o Enlisting media support to publiiiize the issue
o Ensuring a person with a. feminist viewpoint

will be elected or appointed to relevant boards
or agencies

Service Functions
o Providing a directory of administrative candi-

dates
o Providing job vacancy notices for interested

applicants
o Providing a clearinghouse of candidates and

vacancies
o Providing a speakers bureau of women who can

speak on a variety of issues
o Providing credential, preparation, and career

information to women teachers and administra-
tive aspirants

a Providing Meetings for support and informa-
tion

o Providing workshops and conferences

Research Activities
o Documenting women's role as administrators in

your area"
o Identifying the major obstacles facing women

in your area by interviews and/or question-
naires"

o Identifying different career paths for men and
women in your district or region
Identifying the roles that women and men play
in your district or state educational agencies15
Finding out community sentiment toward the
hiring of women administrators'"

, o Documenting the hiring of school admrstra-
tors in a district, region, or state

13 Example:: of regional or state documentation include:
Lesser, Philip. -The Participation of Women in Public School
Administration." Paper presented at American Educational
Research Association, Toronto, 1978. This paper reports
Women's participation. for the St. Louis Metropolitan area
11968-76).

Schmuck, Patricia A. Sex Differentiation in Public School
Admini.stration, 1976. National Council of Administrative
Women in Education, 1891 N. Moore St., Arlington, VA., 24209.

1-1 See Edson, Sakre K. "Women Aspiring for a First Principal.
ship. Why Do They Persist?" Unpublished doctoral dissertation.
cum, The University of Oregon, Eugene, OR., 1980.

15 Schmuck, Patricia A. "The Spirit of Title IX: Men's Work
and Women's Work in Oregon Public Schools," Oregon School
Study Council Bulletin. October, 1976.

"See Stockard, Jean. "Public Prejudice Against Women
4Administrators," Educational Administration Quarterly. Fall,
1979.
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Teachers

Administrators' Associations

I 'niversities-- Teacher & Administrative
Preparation I lgrams

Women Administrators
-

Local School Dist ruts

Policy I3oards: State and Local

1111, illUlICZ3 11,11L1111.,,11115 a it.,,ous.,

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

x x X '. X

Stale Departments of Education

Other Associations, Personnel
Counselors, etc.

X x x X X

X X

rhanie is pbssible

. . but not easy"

Achieving. sex' equity in educational ad-
ministration isa worthy goal ; it will lead to
a more fair and just system. Perhaps it may
also lead to iMprovements in our schoOls.
In the best of all possible worlds, the leaders
of our nation's schools will be chosen for
their skills in leadership; in such a world,
women and men be equally evident.
Certainly our schools, teachers, and stu-
dents deserve the best people to govern and
manage.

After three years' work, the SEEL mem-
bers ire cautiously optimistic that positive
change is possible. Change is not easy, how-
ever. It will require the enduring efforts of
women and men to continue to work toward
a fair and just educational 'system even in

78

the face of frustration and change progress-
ing at a snail's pace. It must also be realized
that schools are connected to'other social
institutions; women's under-representation
as managers in education is not a unique
phenomenon. Women's demands \ for

_Change are happening inithe face of a dwin-
dling economy, declining enrollments, and
increased competition for jobs. The econ-
omy of the 1980s does not look fortuitous
for women's increased representation in
school governance. The only compelling
factor that leads to our cautious optimism/
is the evident commitment on the part of
women and men to erase cultural stereo-
types that restrict individuals and impede
organizational functioning.
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Every educator has probably attended some kind of conference. Local dis-
tricts, educational agencies, and. professional groups often sponsor a
conference as a one-time activity or as an annual event. A conference

is a public way to present an organizational image.

This appendix is designed to help you plan an effective conference. Al-

though the guidelines presented and the worksheets included can be adapted
for many types of conferences, the major purpose is to explain how to or-
ganize a conference on the topic of sex equity in educational leadership.
You will have to make decisions about the following questions:

1. What are the conference goals?

2. Who will plan the conference?

3. Who will be the conference par' jpants?

4. How will the conference be advertised?

5. What resources can b contributed by others?

6. What is your budget:

7. Where will the conference be held?

8. Who will be on the program?

9. How can participants socialize?

10. Flow can the audience participate?

11. What resources will be available to participants?

12. How will the conference be evaluated?

13. Other, miscellaneous considerations.

For each of these questions, the experiences of Project SEEL and Oregon

Women in Educational Administration (OWEA) in organizing three statewide

conferences are presented, and other suggestions are provided below.

WHAT ARE THE CONFERENCE GOALS?

The/first and most important task in planning a conference carefully is to

define the goals. Some goals might include conducting the organization's,
business, providing new information, exchanging\ideals and experiences, and

providing opportunities for professional and social contact.
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In 1977, the first SEEL conference was held, lts goals were:

1. To provide information and awareness of sex inequities in educa-
tional leadership in Oregon public schools (and secondarily in
higher education)

9. To help organize formal and informal support systems for adminis-
trative aspirants and administrators in Oregon public schools

3. To provide information about sex-role socialization and stereo-
typing

In 1978 and 1979, OWEA held statewide conferences. Their purposes were more

specific:

1. To provide an opportunity for women in administration and women
aspirants to meet one another

2. To inspire and inform women about careers in educational'adminis-
tration

3. To hold a business meeting

WHO WILL PLAN THE CONFERENCE?

The composition of a conference planning committee will be determined, in
part, by the conference goals and the intended participants. Foi example,

the SEEL conference was intended to reach a wide audience. Thus, although
SEEL staff members were responsible for the major portion of conference
plans, the conference planning committee included people from several co-
sponsoring organizations, such as the state department of education, school
districts, and universities. On the other hand, the 1978 and 1979 OWEA
conferences were intended primarily for OWEA members, so the OWEA steering
committee assumed full responsibility for planning. If many people are ir-
volved in planning and organizing, a clear delineation. of tasks is impera-
tive. A checklist of conference tasks is included in the set of worksheets
on pages 93-98.

Wliq WILL BE THE CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS?

Who will be'the conference participants and how you can reach them should

he clearly identified. For instance, the first SEEL conference was de-
signed to reach two audiences: (a) female aspirants and (b) practicing
administrators (primarily male). About 1S0 people attended, the majoriv
of whom were prospective female aspirants and female administrators. Al-

though the conference planners tried to avoid the appearance of a "for
women only" conference, they were not successful; only a few male adminis-

trators attended. In subsequent years, OWEA conferences were primarily
directed toward women. Whereas some organizations plan conferences sole-
ly to attract women, SEEL an" OWEA deliberately included men on their
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programs. ,If the purpose of your conference is to bring together women
and practicing administrators, you should probably include men as well as

women.

110W WILL THE CONFERENCE BE ADVERTISED?
\

It is crucial to advertise the conference. You need effective publicity
and will benefit by spending money to hire a graphic.. artist and to pay
for professionally designed and printed brochures and posters. Since a

conference brochure is a public presentation of your organization, make
sure it is done well. Roughly, the services of a graphic artist and lay-
out, printing, and dissemination .costs for 1,000 brochures will amount
to $450 or more.

Explore media resources in your region or state. Most states have a news
bureau that distributes information to the press.' Call local TV and radio

stations, too. Most often, the media are glad/to receive news. Since many

women are moving into the field of communications, women in the media can

often be very helpful. Almost all SEEL and OWEA media messages were picked
up by female reporters.

The following questions may be helpful in planning advertising:

O Do you have an organizational mailing list? If you wish only to

attract organizational members, you have no problem.

O Do you want to attract a wide spectrum of participants? If so,

the state department of education or a state directory may pro-
vide you with names and addresses for all school districts.

O Do you want to reach only people in ce positions, such as
elementary school/principals, counselors, or personnel directors?
If so, the organization representing people in those positions
or the state/department of education may have a mailing list you

can use. Organizations often rent their mailing lists for a smL1:1
fee (if you obtain a set of preaddressed labels from an organiza-
tion, try to get the adhesive-backed kind of label).

O Have you considered co-sponsors? Professional organizations,
school districts, agencies, or community groups can become co-
sponsors and lend their name, mailing lists, and perhaps other

resources.

WHAT RESOURCES CAN BE CONTRIBUTED BY OTHERS?

Find out who.can provide space, money, food, displays, and speakers. Edu-

cational agencies, other groups, businesses, and/or individuals might pro-

vide additional- -and free -- resources for your conference. At national or

state administrators' meetings, for example, educational supply companies

often sponsor social hours, as well as provide frat handouts and refresh-

ments for social hours. Even if your conference is small, take advantage

of the resources available.
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WHAT IS YOUR BUDGET?

Conference costs vary tremendously.'''The 1977 SEEL conference cost approxi-
mately $6,000, whereas the two OWEA conferences cost approximately $1,000.
This discrepancy was in great part due to the speakers who were invited.
SEEL paid for nationally known people ($1,000 per appearance is average)
and for a professional theater group, whereas OWEA used people in Oregon,
paying an honorarium of "$100 for keynote speakers and a smaller amount for
workshop leaders. Further, most panelists offered their services to OWEA
free. The OWEA conferences were self-supporting.

SEEL and OWEA kept registration fees low ($10 to $20 per person, including
lunch). The conferences were not primarily fund-raising activities; they
were designed for educational purposes. Your budget may, of course, deter-
mine who will be the speakers for your program. Worksheets to help you
plan your budget and keep track of costs are provided on pages 94-97.

WHERE WILL THE CONFERENCE BE HELD?

The town, the building site, and the building's physical arrangements must
be considered.

The

In 1977 the SEEL staff assumed that it was necessary to hold the SEEL con-
ference in a central location in the state and thus met in Eugene. Yet in

1978 and 1979, OWEA attracted even more people when it held its conferences
in a remote.. corner of the state that required at least a three- to five-'
hour drive for most people. OWEA chose .this site because its conferences
preceded the annual conventions of the state administrators' association;
and because a good conference center and lodging in local motels were
available. The selection of a town must take into account the availability
of adequate housing. For the SEEL conference, housing was available in
private homes as well as inloGal-filotels. For the OWEA conferences, in
subsequent years individuals made their own arrangements, and OWEA pro-
vided a list of available motels.

OWEA believed that there was a distinct advantage to holding a yearly con-
ference in the same place, at approximately the same time each year. Many
people made housing reservations for the following year before, they left,
the conference.

The Building Site

The 1977 SEEL conference was held at a local junior high school; the school
district was a conference co-sponsor and contributed the use of the build-
ing. In subsequent years, the conferences were held at a convention center.
Although the rental fee was $100 per day, the center reduced its fee in
exthange for proceeds at a no-host bar; consequently, rental fees were mini-
mal. Motels--often used for conferences--are another possibility.
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Whatever building you choose, be clear about the resources available:

o Do the facilities have audiovisual equipment?

O Will the management supply extension cords?

o Will you be charged for the use of such items?/

o Do you have a contact person who will follow through with arrange-

ments?

O Are the rooms large enough and flexible enough for different types

of grouping arrangements?

0 Will the management insist on doing things its way, or will the

people in charge be flexible enough to accommodate your needs?

Physical Arrangements

The physical setting helps rm the psychological climate of a conference.

A formal, nonparticipatory iference should be arranged in a way that is

different from the way that an informal, participatory, social affair is

arranged.

Do you want intimacy or space? For instance,.at one conference the plan-

ning committee decided to have the keynote address delivered in a small

room. A room for 150 people and a ballroom for several thousand people

were each available. The committee chose the former for its closeness

and intimacy.

Po you want social interaction? If you want a great deal of social inter-

action at meals, for instance, people can be seated at small round tables,

where conversation is easier than at long narrow tables.

Do you want to present a formal or an informal image? If you want to pre-

sent a formal image, make formal arrangements, such as having a head table

for speakers. If you wish to present a more informal image, arrOge to

have guests sit with participants.

WHO WILL BE ON THE PROGRAM?

SEEL invited nationally known people to be conference speakers. Conversely,

OWEA used people within the state, as OWEA wanted to provide a public forum

for outstanding Oregon ducators. OWEA's program provided many women with

an opportunity for visibility, and it gave aspirants an opportunity to see

successful role models.

There are many ways in whiCh you can involve people in your conference pro-

gram and a variety of roles to which people can be assigned. Below are

four kinds of roles for which you might want to recruit program partici-

pants.
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Keynote Speakers

Keynote speakers address the total group. They are invited because they

have a unique message to impart to participants. A female practicing at-
torney, a female secretary of state, and the SEEL Project director were
each keynote speakers at OWEA conferences. ',Keynote speakers may or may
not be people who belong to your organization; typically, they are paid an

honorarium and are reimbursed for travel expenses.

Pan:-1 Members

Panel members are indited because they have certain job experiences or
represent a particular point of view. ,Their purpose is to give informa-
tion. For instance, one panel, "The Nitty-Gritty Road to Administration,"
included a male university professor in educational administration, a male
in charge of state certification, a female administrative intern, and a
female principal. Panel members may or may not belong to your organization.

Offering them an honorarium and reimbursing them for travel expenses are
optional.

Workshop Leader-

Workshop leaders have expert status in a recognized area. They are invited

in order to involve the audience. Workshop leaders typically involve the

audience in an experience or in a practice. For instance, at one workshop,
"Developing Non-Sexist Teaching Strategies," participants analyzed text-
books for sex bias. Workshop leaders are usually paid a small honorarium
and are reimbursed for travel expense:;. If a workshop leader is a member

of your organization, she or flXmight provide services free of charge.

Moderators/Conveners

Each workshop or panel should have: a person assigned to introduce the guests,
watch the time, and get an extra extension cord or whatever else is needed.
Typically, such people belong toyour organization. Paying them an hono-

rarium and travel expenses is not recessary, but you should offer to reim-
burse them for out -of- pocket expenses.

At the OWEA conferences, approximately 40 people assumed the conference roles
outlined above, and most donated their services (registration fees were
waived and lunch was provided free; although OWEA invited everyone to submit
expenses', only a few people asked for reimbursement) . The conference fees
paid for everything and yielded a small profit for the organization.

HOW CAN PARTICIPANTS SOCIALIZE?

Usually, social contact is an important part every conference. However,

social contact as a conference purpose is seldom formalized. Making in-

formal connections, getting to know one another, and developing a support
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network of women were important purposes of the SEEL and OWEA conferences.

The following are examples of the types of structures that facilitate social

contact.

Conference Groups

At the SEEL conference, each participant was formally assigned to a confer-

ence group. Each group was composed of 15 to 20 individuals and an assigned

convener who was trained prior to the conference. The'groups met periodi-

cally throughout the three days, during meals, after sessions, and for an

evening party in a local home. The conference groups were designed so that

individuals could become well acquainted-with a few people and build a sup-

port'system. The conference groups were successful, and many people said

they were the highlight of the conference. Forming such groups is advis-

able if many people do not know one another beforehand. The major drawback

is the amount of time and energy involved in planning.

Advertised Social HoUrs

OWEA announced social hours in the conference brochure and at the registra-

tion table. Holding social hours is a simple and courteous gesture and

makes clear the social purposes of the conference. For instance, when one

OWEA conference began at 7:00 p.m., there was an announcement in advance of

the name of a restaurant at which people could have dinner and meet others

prior to the conference. Nothing was required besides informing the restau-

rant. People who are alone or who don't know many other participants usally

appreciate this simple gesture of welcome.

Social hours may include a no-host bar, which conference centers or motels

arrange, or an informal wine and cheese party in someone's private quarters.

If social contact Is an objective of your conference, advertise such events

and make people feel welcome.

HOW CAN THE AUDIENCE PARTICIPATE?

Providing adequate opportunities for audience participation is part of suc-

cessful planning. Participants generally want and expect such opportuni-

tieS. Using conference groups is an excellent way to provide "air time" for

individuals.. Offering panels and workshops is another way to attract smaller

groups of people who have an opportunity to talk to the presenters and to

one another. You might also wish to consider some of the following ways to

involve the audience in large general sessions.

Question-and-Answer Periods

Question-and-answer periods held after a keynote aJdress often fail to accom-

plish their objectives because the time provided is insufficient or because

such pe iods are placed at an inappropriate spot in the program. Sometimes

a spea er, upon finishing a lecture, asks for questions and is then faced



with an uncomfortable silence. Or sometimes a speaker is deluged with ques-
tions. If you want to ensure a dialogue between speaker and audience,
prompt the audience by (a) asking people to jot down questions on cards to
be collected and given to the speaker, and (b) preparing a few members of
the audience to initiate the questions.

Buzz Groups

Buzz groups are particularly useful when you want to give everyone a chance
to react to a speech or presentation or to discuss its application. Buzz
groups are also useful when you want to sample audience reactions to an is-
sue before making a decision or when you want to enable the audience to
share common experiences.

Buzz groups are formed by dividing the audience into groups of six to ten
people each. Such groups are easily organized, merely by directing people
to form small groups or by asking people to turn their chairs to form
small circles.

Be clear about the purpose and the instructions given to buzz groups, If

instructions are very clear, the groups do not need to be chaired. They
may, however, need to have a recorder, to report their ideas to the total
group.

Listening Sections

Listening sections can be formed by dividing the audience into two or three
groups prior to the presentation and then asking each group to listen to
the presentation from.a particular point of view. For example, if a speaker
is talking about unfair hiring practices, One section might listen from the
school board's perspectiVe,another section from the personnel office's per-
spective, and still another section from the female applicant's perspective.
After the presentation, the chair or the speaker can ask several people
from each listening section to respond with their ideas.

Interview Panel

Using an interview panel can be a good way of promoting a dialogue between
speaker and audience. To form an interview panel, have selected audience
members choose roles (e.g., job aspirants, principals, and university stu-
dents), form a panel, and conduct an interview with the speaker.

Reaction Panel

A reaction panel can be used'to stimulate reactions to and cri,dques of
p,sentations. Ask a representative group of participants to/form a panel
,ind listen to a presentation. Then ask them to list the points with which
they agree or disagree and to state why.

1
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Before you use any of these methods of increasing audience participation,

be sure to inform speakers ahead of time of your plans.

WHAT RESOURCES WILL BE AVAILABLE TO PARTICIPANTS?

Most conference participants expect that some materials will he distributed.

Often a resource packet is handed out during registration or prior.to the

conference. A resource packet is a public presentation of your organiza-

tion, so make sure it is done well.

Pre-Conference Packets

Pre-conference kits can include information about the site- he conference

itself, housing arrangements, travel directions, and other appropriate

materials.

Conference Packets

What is distributed in the conference packets communicates information about

your organization. OWEA conference packets included brochures from differ-

ent state agencies and federal programs, articles, address lists of confer-

ence participants, and other relevant information about women-in administra-

tion.

HOW WILL THE CONFERENCE BE EVALUATED?

Evaluations of this year's conference can help you plan next year's confer-

ence. Evaluations can. be simple or complex. The-two different evaluation

forms below might be included in a conference packet. Make sure that you

direct people's attention to whatever evaluation form(s) you use.



CONFERENCE SUGGESTION SLIP

(To be given out at each workshop or panel)

What did you think of the workshop or panel? Please be frank. Your comments

can contribute a great deal to other conferences/meetings.

1. How did you feel about this w6ikshop or panel? (check)

excellent good all right mediocre

2. What were the strong points?

3. What were the weaknesses?

no good

4. What improvements would you suggest for next workshop?

(Do not sign your name)
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CONFERENCE EVALUATION FORM

1. The purposes of this conference were: (a) to provide information about

becoming an administrator, (b) to meet'new people, (c) to find out about

jobs. (Revise these as needed.)

a. How close .did this conference come to achieving purpose (a)?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Achieved Fully

nothing achieved

b. How close did this conference come to achieving purpose (b)?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

Achieved Fully

nothing achieved

c. How close did this conference come to achieving purpose (c)?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Achieved
nothing

Fully

achieved

2. How well did you like the format of the sessions?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Not at all Extremely well

3. How well do you think the material was presented?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Very poorly Extremely well

4. How interesting to you were the conference topics?

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Not Extremely

interesting interesting

5. Will the information presented be useful in your job?

1 2 3' 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

c) Not useful Very useful

6. Overall, how valuable were these workshops or panels?

I,' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Not valuable Very valuable



7. What did you like best about the conference?

8. What did you like least about the conference?

7p-tions do you Ilve for next year's conference?



OTHER, MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS .

The best advice SEEL can offer to conference, planners is to brainstorm all

potential problems. Now, what haven't you thought about? Miscellaneous

questions you might wish to consider include:

O Will you provide child care?
-),

O Will you send patticipants a suMMary of the conference?

O Will you send participants the names and addresses of all who

attended?

O Have you invited all people who should be at the conference in some

capacity (e.g.,,have you invited. the state superintendent? the di-

rector of the adminiStrators' organization?)?

O Has anyone been left out?'

O Who should be .thanked publicly?

O When will you hold your business meeting?

Finally, following are some worksheets to help you keep track of conference,

planning.
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CONFERENCE PLANNING WORKSHEET

Organization Date

CONFERENCE PURPOSES

1.

3.

4.

CONFERENCE THEME (i f any)

CONFERENCE DATES

TIMES

CONFERENCE LOCATION

CONFERENCE CO-SPONSORS/PLANNERS

Organization Contact Person Address Phone'

Conference planning meetings will be held on:

Date Place Convener
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CONFERENCE BUDGET WORKSHEET

Income Expenses

Conference fees

Contributions from
other organizations
or co-sponsors

Miscellaneous:
Buttons, bumper
stickers

Other

TOTAL INCOME

94

Speakers (list)

Honorarium/
expenses

$

Subtotal $

Panelists/workshop Honorarium/

leaders (list) expenses

Subtotal $

Building rental

Meals

Social hours

Publicity
Cost

Graphic artist

Printing

Mailing

Subtotal $

Other/miscellaneous (list)

Item Cost

Subtotal $

TOTAL EXPENSES $



CONFERENCE WORKSHEET #1

3eneral speaker

Program date
and time

Who is
responsible for
contacting people By when Costs

Checkpoint:
has it been
completed Notes

Large-session convener

Group discussion leaders
for large session

Panels*
Topic

Convener

Panelists

Topic

Convener

Panelists

Workshops*
Topic

Convener

Leader

*If you are having several'panels and workshops, duplicate this page.



CONFERENCE WORKSHEET #2,

Location
`-Town

Who is respon-
sible for making

arrangements By when Costs

Checkpoint:
has fr been
completed

_

/".

Notes

Site selection

Arrangements
(deposit, etc.)

Plans with manager
regarding rooms,
meals, etc.

,

Publicity
Design advertisement

Design graphics

Develop mailing list

Do mailing

Media contact
Newspapers

Radio spots

TV spots

Resource contributions
Businesses

Agencies

Bookstores; other

Social activities
No-host bar

After-conference party

Other

Conference registration
Pre-conference

At conference
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CONFERENCE WORKSHEET #2 (continued)

Resource materials
Pre-conference

Who is respon-
sible for making

arrangements By when Costs

Checkpoint:
has it been
completed Notes

.
.

packets

Conference packets

Resource display

Conference evaluation

Conference recap

.

Conference setup (checking
last-minute details)all

Other (list)assignments



CONFERENCE AGENDA WORKSHEET*

ACTIVITY
(Fill out as appropriate)

)ate

Speaker for
general session

Panels or
workshops Breaks Meals

Business
meeting Other

limes

to

to

to

to

to

)ate

rimes
to

to

to

to

to

)ate

Fimes
to

to

to

to

toe

*When you have completed your plans, compile the agenda on an hour-by-hour basis.
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HOW TO PUBLISH A NEWSLETTER
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Informing individuals about sex inequities in educational administration
is an important element in changing the situation. Newsletters and re-
ports are effective media by which information can he compiled and dis-

seminated. This appendix offers some guidelines to enable any group to
learn how to prepare, produce, and disseminate a newsletter. Publishing
the SEEL Report and the OWEA newsletter provided the experience for de-
veloping these guidelines.

STRIVE TO MAKE YOUR NEWSLETTER OF A HIGH QUALITY

Even the least costly product should be well done. We live in an era of
sophisticated packaging, and the issue of sex equity should not be pre-
sented in a slipshod manner. Remember; your newsletter is a public pre-
sentation of your organization.

BE CLEAR ABOUT GUIDELINES AND REGULATIONS FOR PRODUCTION

If you are an independent organization, you are probably free to publish
any kind of product. If you receive funding assistance, however, become
familiar with the funding agency's regulations. Certain kinds of typeface,
margin allowances, use of photographs, number of copies printed per issue,
and other miscellaneous items are often regulated by funding agencies.

CLEARLY SPECIFY YOUR AUDIENCE AND YOUR PURPOSES

The purposes, appearance, cost, and production time, as well as the tone
and content, of your newsletter should be determined in great part by the

audience you hope to reach. Materials written for publicly avowed femi-
nists, for example, may alienate those who are not convinced of the impor-
tance of feminism.

The SEEL Report was intended to reach a diverse audience of -- educators, to

be! distributed widely. Its purpose was to inform a wide variety of people
about the issue of women's underrepresentation in educational administra-
tion. Great care was therefore taken to base articles on solid data and
to present information in a way-that neither made assumptions about the

reader's ideology nor alienated those readers who were not committed femi-
nists. Care was also taken to make the newsletter a professional-looking
product, so it was typeset and printed on heavy colored paper.
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The OWEA newsletter, in contrast, was a publication for informing OWEA mem-
bers about the organization's activities. Prepared by OWEA's steering
committee, the newsletter did not require the time, energy, or cost that
the SEEL Report did. There were also fewer concerns about the appearance
or ideological content of the OWEA newsletter, since it was intended for

an audience already committed to the goals and interests of the organiza-

tion.
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FIND AND USE YOUR RESOURCES

Publishing a newsletter may appear to be an awesome task. It is tedious

and difficult, and it requires special skills. Yet almost anyone can learn

the tricks of the trade. Apprentice yourself to someone who knows how to

publish a newsletter. Perhaps your organization has an editor, or perhaps

someone you know has published a newsletter. Certainly a print shop has

expert resources. Find someone who knows about publishing a newsletter

and don't be afraid to ask questions. Although the editor of the SEEL Re-

port had never published a newsletter, she found a resource person and,

with his assistance, walked through each step of the process. If you don't

know, ask.

PLAN YOUR NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTION EARLY

Establishing a mailing list and making provisions to mail issues in quantity

are impogtant early considerations as you plan the production of your news-

letter. The initial mailing list of the SEEL Report included every school

district (the state department of education provided mailing labels), school

board chairs, lists developed from previous conferences, and other individ-

ual contacts. The initial mailing list provided about 1,000 contacts, and

self-addressed postcards enclosed with the first issue yielded about 100

additional names. The OWEA newsletter was mailed to its 200 members.

Obtaining a bulk mailing permit is a necessity if you anticipate doing large

and frequent mailings. The minimum mailing quantity with a permit is 200

pieces. Items cost about four cents each. The permit number must be printed

on epyelopes, or placed on the newsletter if it is a self-mailer. Before

investing in your own bulk mail permit, find out whether your mailings could

rightfully be sent under another organization's permit. SEEL, for example,

was under the auspices of the University of Oregon, and thereby used that

perffit. OWEA used file permit of the state administrators' association.

Bulk mail permits can be obtained through the Internal Revenue Service.

Obtaining a permit takes about six months and costs approximately $70.

Check with the U.S. Postal Service concerning' bulk mailing requirements;

there are precise regulations about sorting bulk mail by zip code, etc.

BE CLEAR ABOUT YOUR PLANNING SCHEDULE

The first allocation of time to be made when you plan a newsletter is a

two-week allowance for something to go wrong. It always does. Someone

will fail to meet a deadline, the printing press will break down, or some-

thing will get lost in the mail. Plan on something going wrong.

The content of the SEEL Report included substantive articles and graphics.

At the beginning of each year, the staff brainstormed the four issues, and

all issues were continually in process. Deadlines were set for first drafts

of articles, for critiques, for rewrites, and for planning with the graphic

artist. For the SEEL Report, long-range planning was essential.
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The OWEA newsletter was less complicated. Items were discussed at the
steering committee meeting, and one person was responsible for putting
the newsletter together.

If you plan to produce a substantive newsletter, be sure to consider the
following points:

Deadlines

- for draft copy
- for critiques
- for revisions
- for final copy

0 Length of articles

- ratio of typewritten copy to typeset copy
- the amount of copy that will fit your newsletter size

Final editing should be done when all the copy is in typesetting. Making.
changes in copy after typesetting is possible but very expensive. At least
two people, preferably three, should proofread all typeset proofs.

LEARN THE LANGUAGE OF PRINTING

Find the typesetting and printing facilities in your area* and compare costs.
You will need to make decisions about the following items:

1. What printing process will you use (e.g., offset lithography)?

2. What size will your newsletter be (e.g., 81/2" x 11" and four pages
long)? Standard sizes- are always cheaper.

3. How many columns will be on each page?

4. What grade, color, and weight of paper will you use? Stock on
hand is usually cheaper.

S. What typesize and typeface will you use (e.g., 10 pt. Bodoni,
8 pt. Garamond)?

*In most areas, there will be typesetters and printers and companies that
offer both services; you may want to compare costs of doing business with
two companies, or with jugt one.
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Once you have decided on a typesetter and printer, the following steps
are involved:

1. You will first provide the typesetter with final, typewritten copy,
including specifications for the typeface and typesize of headings
and text. The typesetter can help you with these specifications
and will probably show you a type specimen book.

2. The typesetter will prepare two sets of preliminary (galley) proofs,
one of which you will carefully proofread for typographical errors
and return to the typesetter for the preparation of final (repro-
duction) proofs.

3. From the second set of galley proofs, you will prepare a "dummy"
for the printer. The dummy shows the positioning of all elements
(headings, text, and art such as photos and graphics) as you want
them arranged in the printed newsletter; it is the format for the
printer to follow. You prepare the dummy by cutting up the proofs
and arranging the elements to fit, column by column, on blank
sheets of paper that are the same size as your newsletter will be.
Then you paste the'proofs onto the sheets, indicating where the
art will go, to approximate what the printed newsletter will look
like.

4. For the last step, preparing the reproduction proofs and the art
for printing, you have a choice: (a) you can have your typesetter
and/or printer prepare the final (camera-ready) copy for printing
or (b) you can do this yourself, which requires special equipment
(T-square, drafting table, etc.) and some skill. The SEEL Project
tried both methods and found it preferable to have the camera-
ready copy prepared by the printer.

These steps and methods will vary, depending on the kind of newsletter you
want to publish, the typesetting and printing services and equipment avail-
able in your area, and your budget. Discuss your specific needs with type-
setters and printers as you investigate services and compare costs, and be
sure to establish clear deadlines with whomever you choose.
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February 7, 1977

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Teacher Standards and Practices Commission's General
Review Committee, Bill Sampson, Chair

Richard O. Carlson

Recommendations regarding Oregon Administrative Rules 34-000 to

34-042 which deal with Administrative Certification

I. Recommendations - Oregon Administrative Rule 34-030

A. That School Law Be Required For The Standard Principal's Certificate

The principal must be aware of the legal relationship between

state, federal, and local governments which provide the legal con-

text in which education operates. The principal is responsible

for threshold legal decisions regarding students and teachers.

The principal must make the critical decisions regarding student

discipline, suspensions, freedom of expression, and searches of

students' persons and lockers. It is the principal who must also
adjust building level practices to meet the legal requirements

governing student records, sex discrimination, and the mainstream-

ing of handicapped children. And of course it is the principal's

responsibility to manage the activities and monitor the performance

of teaching personnel. This requires knowledge of teachers' right

to privacy, expression, academic freedom, and constitutionally

acceptable diSmissal procedures.

B. That Contract Management Be Required For the Standard Principal's

Certificate

Course work in collective bargaining contract management should

be added to principal certification requirements because the quality

of teacher-management labor relations is largely a function of the

building level administrator's knowledge of collective bargaining
contract content, contract language interpretation, and skill in

handling and processing grievances.

C. That Equal Employment Opportunity And Affirmative Action Instruction

Be Required for Standard Administrative Certification

Men hold about 42 percent of the teaching posts in Oregon

public schools. The teaching occupation is numerically dominated

by women. In the administrative posts requiring the certificates
under discussion, however, women are markedly in the minority.
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TSPC
February 7, 1977
Page two

Twenty-four women and 1,447 men hold line administrative posts
in the State. Twenty-four as opposed to 1,447.1 The evidence

of imbalance in administrative posts is compelling and the im-

balance is harmful to everyone. Redressing the imbalance is a

complex process. It is clear, however, that a prime approach is

through education and reeducation.

It is no secret that administrators are instrumental and
influential in hiring and assigning personnel. Likewise, it is

no secret that Oregon Administrative Rules advocate and demand

that school districts be equal opportunity and affirmative action

employers. It seems exceedingly desirable and almost obligatory
that neophyte administrators receive instruction about equal
opportunity and affirmative action.

D. That Oregon Administrative Rule 34-030 Be The Sole Source Of
Mandated Curriculum Of Study Leading To Standard Certification

Of Administrators

I believe it is intended that mandated curriculum be speci-

fied in, and only in, OAR 34-030. This is now not the case.

Your attention is called to Standard 1.6, Practicum, of the stan-

dards used by the Commission in determining accreditability of

apnroved programs. The standard reads - "The curriculum of each

program includes directed experiences and/or an internship in
public school settings, of sufficient quality and length to meet

the objectives of the program, in which candidates may demonstrate

that they are competent in areas essential to positions :;Ti school

administration." It is obvious that this standard specifies

curriculum. Similarly, Standard 1.8 prescribed curriculum -
"Each curriculum includes preparation in research methodology

appropriate to school administration and provides experience in

applied research under competent supervision." As matters now

stand, two sources, OAR 34-030 and the TSPC standards for. accred-

itation, prescribe curriculum. One source has the force of

administrative rules,,the other does not. TSPC standards for
accreditation which prescribe curriculum should be deleted entirely,
or placed under OAR 34-030. OAR 34-030 should be the sole source

of mandated curriculum.

II. Recommendations - Oregon Administrative Rule 34-011

A. That A Practicum Or Internship Be Required For The Basic Certificate

The requirements for basic certification for administrators
are weak in the area of school administration. Only nine quarter

1Patricia A. Schmuck, The Spirit of Title IX: Men's Work and Women's Work

in Oregon Public Schools (Eugene, Ore.: University of Oregon, Oregon

School Study Council, Vol. 20, No. 2, October 1976).
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OREGON WOMEN IN EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION

1472 Kincaid Street
Eugene, Oregon 97401

BYLAWS

Following are the OWEA Bylaws as
adopted at the May 18-19 Steering.
Committee meeting.

ARTICLE I: The name of this orga-
nization shall be the OREGON
WOMEN IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRA-
TION

ARTICLE II: The specific purpose
of the Oregon Women in Educa-
tional Administration is to co-
ordinate effort including, but
not exclusive of, the following:

1. To serve as an advocate for
women in administration. The

OWEA Steering Committee will pro-
vide information, assistance and
support for members questioning
their treatment on the basis of
sex. The OWEA Steering Committee
will decide on the action to be
taken with regard to fulfilling
the "advocate" role.

2. To encourage and promote
qualified women to enter admin-
istration.

3. To serve as consultants to
various agencies (State Depart-
ment of Education, colleges, uni-
versities, etc.) requesting as-
sistance.

4. To set up local regional
councils of OWEA.

S. To provide opportunities for
growth through participation in
seminars, workshops, briefing
sessions, legal services, etc.

6. To develop a statewide speak-
ers' bureau of qualified women.
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7. To provide more effective work
with other educational agencies
such as COSA, OSBA and school dis-
tricts.

8. To develop a statewide member-
ship list to be mailed to members.

9. To provide opportunities for
interaction among councils (min-
utes of meetings, program materials,
etc.) .

10. To provide opportunities for
individual members located in areas
where a local council is nonexis-
tent to have contact with other
members and participate in the state
program.

ARTICLE III. Intent. The OWEA Steer-
ing Committee should reflect a vari-
ety of geographic regions and educa-
tional positions within Oregon. We

believe a diverse group can best re-
flect the diversity of OWEA member-
ship concerns and interests.

1. The Steering Committee wil- 1-

sist of 10-15 people representing
the six regions: Eastern, Portland,
Metro, Southern, Lane, and Willa-
mette Valley.

2. Membership of the Steering Com-
mittee should represent different
educational areas (elementary, sec-
ondary, higher education, principals,
central office, school board, etc.).

3. Steering Committee members' terms
will be two years starting with the
annual June conference.

4. Three at-large members may be
voted upon at the annual conference.

S. If a Steering Committee member
resigns, the Steering Committee
shall appoint a replacement.

6. The Steering Committee will
choose its chair(s) annually.

ARTICLE IV. Dues. State dues will
be determined annually by the OWEA
Steering Committee.
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SCHOOLS FACE SEX DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT*

Faced with a sex-discrimination
complaint from Oregon Women in Educa-
tional Administration, the Eugene
School Board decided to hire two men
as "acting" assistant principals Mon-
day night instead of giving them
regular appointments.

The latest in a series of contro-
versies over the selection of Eugene
school administrators involves the
selection last week of Gary Wills as
assistant principal at Sheldon High
School and of Allen Phillips as as-
sistant principal at Kennedy Junior

High. The board was scheduled to
ratify those appointments Monday
night

However, George Rus'sell, the dis-
trict's personnel officer, warned the
board that serious questions and con-
cerns have been raised by the OWEA,
which is considering a class-action
suit against the board and other in-
dividuals involved in the hiring

process.

"The OWEA (Oregon Women in Educa-
tional Administration) contend there
is a pattern of sex discrimination
brought about by the use of and reli-
ance upon the unlimited discretion
of predominantly white male princi-
pals and administrators to hire,
transfer and promote employees in
the district," Russell told the

board.

"The complaint alleges there was,
with respect to the position at Shel-
don, a pre-selection of the candidate
to be hired, and that the procedures
were tailored to bring about that
predetermined result," Russell said.

The Sheldon hiring situation is a
complex one, Russell said, with evi-
dence indicating Bob Newell, the
Sheldon region director, and Charles
Zollinger, the new principal at Shel-
don High School, were at odds over
the selection of the assistant prin-
cipal.

Russell said Newell favored the
hiring of a woman candidate, while
Zollinger pushed for the hiring of
Wills.

Superintendent Thomas Payzant con-

firmed after Monday's board meeting
that he and Newell believe the woman,
a teacher with experience as an ad-

ministrative intern, was "a better
and more qualified candidate" for the
job. However, she turned down the
job when it was offered to her, he
said. He declined to name the woman
or to publicly discuss her reasons
for declining the job.

The woman is not a party to the
sex-discrimination complaint being
posed by the OWEA, Russell said.

"The complaint alleges that al-
though the district has adopted an
affirmative action plan and has made
some progress in that direction, the

action of individual administrators
makes a mockery of the plan," Russell
said.

"They (the OWEA) further contend
that through harassment and intimida-
tion, implied or actual, some male
administrators have managed to dis-
courage and prevent the promotion or
hiring of females into positions as
building administrators; that, in
fact, the good-old-boys network is

*Jim Boyd, "Schools Face Sex Discrimination Complaint" (Eugene Register-Guard,

August 22, 1978), p. Cl.
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as entrenched today as it was prior
to the adoption of an affirmative
action plan and continues to create
a barrier to the advancement of wom-
en by closing the doors to promo-
tional opportunities as surely as
the putting up of a sign that reads
'No women need apply.'"

Russell said the group appears to
be planning to pursue three courses
of action: A,request to the Office
of Civil Rights and the State De7
partment of Education for an inves-
tigation, a request to the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
to seek court action, and initiation
of a private suit against the board
and specific individuals for viola-
tion of the group's civil rights.

Board members voted 5-1 to grant
"acting" status to the two male as-
sistant principals until further
notice, presumably until after an
investigation of the charges is com-
pleted. Jonathan West dissented,
explaining later that he cast a "no"
vote so he would not be subject to
a lawsuit.

The hiring of the two assistant
principals was to be the last in a
series of administrative transfers
and hirings this year that has in-
cluded Brad Templeman's decision to
leave the Sheldon High School prin-
cipalship for a job in real estate
sales, Bert Simmons' transfer from
the North Eugene High School prin-
cipalship to Sheldon, Simmons' sub-
sequent resignation and the board's
decision to overrule Payzant's rec-
ommendation and to appoint Zollinger,
his second-choice candidate, to the
Sheldon vacancy.
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SCHOOL BOARD REAFFIRMS NON-DISCRIMINATORY HIRING POLICY*

The Eugene School Board reaffirmed
its policies of affirmative action
and non-discrimination in hiring
school administrators Monday night
after 11 persons commented that such
action is needed in light of a hear-
ing panel's finding of unintentional
sex discrimination by the school dis-
trict.

As a gesture of good faith, the
board formally adopted the recommen-
dations of a hearing panel that are
intended to neutralize male-oriented
hiring and promoting practices.

However, the board did not prom-
ise--as some persons requested--that
it would make the hiring of women ad-
ministrators a formal board goal to
be adopted Nov. 20 along with other
goals for the 1979-80 school year.

The hearing panel concluded last
month in a report that no specific
female applicant was discriminated
against in the hiring of two men as
assistant principals at Sheldon High
School and Kennedy Junior High School
which was the basis of the complaint.

But the three-member panel found
the school district's general hiring
procedures had a discriminatory im-
pact against women in violation of
Title IX of the 1972 Educational
Amendment to the 1964 Civil Rights
Act.

The panel's report criticized
"word-of-mouth" recruiting, lack of
district-wide posting of job open-
ings, use of subjective criteria to
evaluate applicants and failure to
delineate job qualifications.

The complaint was brought by Lynne
George, assistant principal at Monroe
Junior High School, and Oregon Women
in Educational Administration (OWEA).
George, who was not an applicant for
the jobs at Sheldon and Kennedy,
contended that a significant dispar-
ity exists between the number of fe-
male teachers--55 percent--and the
number of female administrators--16
percent--in the Eugene School District.

"Title IX is more than just a good
idea. It's the law," George told
the board Monday night.

She asked why the district's af-
firmative action plan, which looks
so good on paper, has failed to place
women and other minorities in jobs.
"My personal and.clearest'observa-
tion as to why discrimination con-
tinues is based on commitment," she
said. "The commitment of our super
intendent, which has been very strong,
has not been carried over into the
minds of our current building admin-
istrators.

"I have been told frequently and
earnestly by several building prin-
cipals that 'I'd hire a woman if I
could find one who is interested or
qualified,"' she said. "Each time
I hear this I am reminded of a memo
sent out by the Seattle School Board
in 1948, which reads, 'Will hire a
Negro, if a competent Negro can be
found.'

"We lack commitment to recruit,"
she said. "We lack commitment to
encourage women to aspire to manage-
ment levels. We do not provide sup-
port or opportunities for experience.

*Melinda Eden, "School Board Reaffirms Non-Discriminatory Hiring Policy"

(Eugene Register-Guard,'November 7, 1979), p. 9A.
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61 must ask what level of commit-
ment exists on this board," she said.
"I did not see affirmative action
mentioned in the 18 goals you pub-
lished last week."

The findings of the hearing panel
had been accepted by Superintendent
Thomas Payzant, and no further offi-
cial action was necessary. But board
members said they wanted to reaffirm
the district's affirmative action
policy by adopting the panel's rec-
ommendations.

"The procedures are there," said
George Russell, affirmative action
officer for the school district and
chairman of the hearing panel. "It's

a question of whether we go along
with those and if the commitment is
there." Russell also told the board
the deadline for appealing the panel's
findings had passed.

The district will establish a list
of teachers who wish to be notified
of or be considered for administra-
tive openings, position descriptions
for administrative jobs and formal
selection procedures.

Before voting, board members heard
testimony from 10 other persons, all
of whom urged the board to clarify
its commitment to hiring and promot-
ing female administrators.

Among them was Don Essig, new prin-
cipal this year at North Eugene High
School, who testified in favor of a
balance of sexes on school adminis-
trative teams.

"Having studied for six months
now the administrative tasks neces-
sary to operate a high-school, I'm
firmly convinced there are no tasks
that can't be done by a woman admin-
istrator," he said.

Betty Bergman, assistant principal
at North Eugene High School, said the
number of female administrators in
the Eugene district has diminished
during the last 20 years because fe-

male administrators who have retired
or resigned have been replaced by
men. .Now, Bergman said, she and Sue
Leabo, principal of Churchill High
School, are the only female adminis-
trators at the high school level in
the district.

George, who taught for four years
before she became an assistant prin-
cipal, said she was generally satis-
fied with the board's action in
adopting the recommendations.

"I wanted commitment, and I wanted
affirmative action to be one of their
goals," she said. "The key evidence
for me will be for them to start hir-
ing. When you have to go back to
1975 to find the last female adminis-
trator hired out of the teaching ranks,
that's pretty bad."

George said she filed the discrim-
ination complaint because she "saw a
continuation of the good old boys
network replacing people in positions
with replicas of what was already
there--male, white, Kiwanis Club Pres-
byterians.

"The males started filling posi-
tions with guys like themselves.
They became a support group for the
principal," she said.

"I have applied for one principal-
ship. I also decided that I wasn't
the person they needed at that school
at that time.

"I don't feel like I ever have
been discriminated against, but I
have seen many cases," George said.
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OREGON WOMEN IN EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION

1472 Kincaid Street
Eugene, Oregon 97401

BYLAWS

Following are the OWEA Bylaws as
adopted at the May 18-19 Steering
Committee meeting.

ARTICLE I: The name of this orga-
nization shall be the OREGON
WOMEN IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRA-
TION.
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ARTICLE II: The specific purpose
of the Oregon Women in Educa-
tional Administration is to co-
ordinate effort including, but
not exclusive of, the following:

1. To serve as an advocate for
women in administration. The
OWEA Steering Committee will pro-
vide information, assistance and
support for members questioning
their treatment on the basis of
sex. The OWEA Steering Committee
will decide on the action to be
taken with regard to fulfilling
the "advocate" role.

2. To-encourage and promote
qualified women to enter admin-
istration.

3. To serve as consultants to
various agencies (State Depart-
ment of Education, colleges, uni-
versities, etc.) requesting as-
sistance.

4. To set up local regional
councils of OWEA.

5. To provide opportunities for
growth through participation
in seminars, workshops, briefing
sessions, legal services, etc.

6. To develop a statewide speak-
ers' bureau of qualified women.

7. To provide more effective work
with other educational agencies
such as COSA, OSBA and school dis-

tricts,

8. To develop a statewide member-
ship list to be mailed to members.

9. To provide opportunities for
interaction among councils (min
utes of meetings, program materials,
etc.).

10. To provide opportunities for
individual members located in areas
where a local council is nonexis-
tent to have contact with other
member and participate in the state
program.

ARTICLE III. Intent. The OWEA'Steer-
ing Committee should reflect a vari-
ety of geographic regions and educa-
tional positions within Oregon.
We believe a diverse group can best
reflect the diversity of OWEA mem-
bership concerns and interests.

1. The Steering Committee will con-
sist of 10-15 people representing
the six regions: Eastern, Portland,
Metro, Southern, Lane, and Willa-
mette Valley.

2. Membership of the Steering Com-
mittee should represent different
educational areas (elementary, sec-
ondary, higher education, principals
central office, school board, etc.).

3. Steering Committee members' term
will be two years starting with the
annual June conference.

4. Three at-large members may be
voted upon at the annual conferende.

5. If a Steering Committee member
resigns, the Steering Committee
shall appoint a replacement.

6. The Steering Committee will
choose its chair(s) annually.

ARTICLE IV. Dues. State dues will
be determined annually by the OWEA
Steering Committee.
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SCHOOL. DISTRICT GENERAL DESCRIPTION Date:

(To be completed by Field Coordinator)

District

Address Phone:

Type of District (Elementary, High School, Union, etc.)

Size & composition of district: White White Minority Minority
Male Female Male Female

Line administrators

Other administrative posts*

Teachers/other professionals

*(Include in this category positions such as central office personnel
who do not have supervisory authority over other adults. Examples

might be subject area specialists, program coordinators, or persons
responsible for media, special projects, etc.)

Recent history of district (enrollment changes, etc.) for past 2-3 years:

Does the district have an affirmative action plan?

Do we have a copy? (If "no," explain.)

Does the district have standard application forms?

Do we have copies? --(If "no," explain.)

List administrative openings expected September 1, 19 - September 1, 19

Note which positions will be publicly announced and which will not (use re-

verse if necessary).

Position To Be Announced?
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SCHOOL DISTRICT GENERAL INFORMATION*
Supplement

oregon netuuork

1. Field Coordinator

2. School District

3. Affirmative Action Plan

a. Status (check as appropriate)

District has an affirmative action plan Yes

Date plan was adopted

Date of latest revision

Plan is currently under revision Yes No

Plan is now being developed for the
first time Yes No

b. Quality (check as appropriate) Plan includes:

Policy statement Yes No

Analysis of staffing Yes No

Goals Yes No

Timetable Yes No

4. Apylication Form

a. District has a standard application form used for adminis-'

trative vacancies (may also be used for other types of

positions).
Yes No

b. District's application form asKs only legal questions.

(If "no," specify.)

*Completed by field coordinator.

1J.

Yes No
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ADMINISTRATIVE VACANCY DESCRIPTION
(To be completed by school district
representative or Field Coordinator
for each vacancy.)

Date

The Oregon Network, a research and service activity of SEEL, is collecting
this information as part of a statewide effort to study hiring patterns and
practices in Oregon. This information will be disseminated to potential
applicants, placement services, and other interested agencies unless specif-
ically noted below.

Much of the information here requested may already be available in a written
announcement of the vacancy or a job description. If so, simply attach the
announcement and/or description, completing only those items not included on
them.

Position:

Responsibilities:

Degree Required:

Certificate'Reql ed:

Experience Des;

Other Qualifications:

Salary. Range:

Opening & Closing Dates for Applications:

Date of Employment:

Would you consider filling this position on a permanent part-tima basis?

As a job-sharing position?

To whom should applications be sent?

Name Phone

Title Address

Ditrict

May this position be listed in a compilation of vacancies to be sent to
prospective applicants and other interested agencies? Yes No

The Oregon Network does not knowingly accept or publish notices of vacancies
from employers who discriminate on the basis of race, sex, religion, national
origin, dilekmpiital status, or handicap.
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HIRING PROCESS DESCRIPTION
(To be completed by Field
Coordinator in conjunction
with the "Administrative
Vacancy Description.")

District:

PositiOn:

Date:

Type of change in position:

Replacement of incumbent Change in job function

New position Change in job title

Recruitment Process Information

How is this position being recruited and advertised? Be specific about

media, methods, coverage, and dates. Note especially efforts (or the lack

of effort) to notify and attract female and minority candidates. Note

whether this is an announced or unannounced vacancy.

Selection Process Information

Describe steps in the selection process for this position.
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Describe the persons and/or groups who do the work of selection. Under
"other criteria" note special reasons for this person's inclusion in this
step.

Who receives and screens applications?

Dates of screenings:

Title(s) Race Sex Other Criteria

Who conducts interviews and recommends finalists?

Dates of interviews:

Title(s) Race Sex

Who makes the final decision to offer position?

Date of offer:

Title(s) Race Sex

Other Criteria

Other Criteria

Action by Board of Education (complete only if action is not routine approval,

or if action is in some way noteworthy)

Dates:

Does there seem to be any marked discrepancy between official district policy

(or standard,procedures) for hiring and the .process used to fill.this partic-
ular position? (If "yes," describe)
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Applicant Flow Information

ibe characteristics of persons applying for the position, persons interviewed, those selected for recom-

':ion, and the finalist.

11 Applications (enter number of applicants in each category)

applicants White male , White female Minority male Minority female

Zs Interviewed

Race Sex Age Certificate(s) Degree(s)

Experience Other

Information
a Admin Teach
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Describe the criteria by which these applicants were selected over others
for interviews. Try especially to find out why minority and female appli-
cants were not selected.

Finalists

List the number of those'persons selected from interviewees for recommenda-
tion to the person or group who will make the decision to offer the position.

Person No. Person No. Person No. Person No.

Describe the criteria by which these candidates were selected over others for
recommendation, especially the nonselection of minority and female candidates.

Successful Candidate

List here the person selected for the position. Person No.

Describe the criteria by which this person was selected and why minority
and female candidates were not.
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The Oregon Network

FINAL CALLBACK FORM

Instructions

Cover all the topics listed below, but do not feel you have to use these

exact words; depend on your own judgment.

Not all questions are applicable to all districts. Some pertain only to

districts with vacancies, while you may already have answers for other

questions. Ask the starred questions only of districts which had vacancies.

Field Coordinator

Information source

Introduction

District

Date

This will be my final planned contact for the year. We have just a few

questions which will help us do our evaluation of our research and service

activity. The questions are about our directory of administrative candi-

dates, listing of job vacancies, the Network itself. Thanks for your

cooperation, time, and effort this year.

Directory Listing

*1. Did you use the "Directory of Administrative Candidates" in your

hiring this year? Yes No

If yes, explain how.

Was the directory helpful to you?

3. Would you like to see the directory service continued?

Yes No
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4. What suggestions do you have for improving the directory?

Vacancy Listing

*1. Did you receive applications that you think resulted from The Oregon
Network's Administrative Vacancy Listing? Yes No

How many, would you estimate?

2. Do you think this service should be continued (perhaps by an existing
agency)? Yes No

In either case, why?

3. What suggestions do you have for improving this service?

The Oregon Network

1. What in general is your reaction to The Oregon Network and the research
we have done this year?

2. In what ways has this activity been helpful or unhelpful to your
school district?

3. What is your impression of theimpact of The Oregon Network upon
administrative hiring in Oregon?
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School District Information

1. What is your impression--has this year been typical or unusual in terms
of administrative vacancies, especially the number of openings?

2. Do you have an estimate of positions opening in your district next year?
If so, what do you think their number will be?

3. (Ask only if not already known.) What special efforts does your district
make to attract female and minority candidates for administrative posi-
tions?

4. (Ask only if not already known.) Does your district have a formal intern
program for prospective administrators? Yes No

Please describe.

5. Does your district have an informal method of grooming prospective
administrators? Yes No
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Summary

l. We expect to complete collection of data this summer. We will compile

and analyze data during the year and will report our findings to you.

We will provide you with a copy of the report for your district so you

will be able to react to it before we publish our findings. Data will

be reported only in aggregate form, not identifying individual persons

or districts. What information and format would be most useful to you?

2. We do not now have funding for field coordinators for the year, though

we are exploring sources for funding. Thus, we do not plan to collect

this information again next year. One possibility we're exploring is

changing our function to be "general purpose" persons, similar to agri-

cultural extension agents, to link school districts with answers and

resources they need. If we did this, what kind of assistance, in what

areas or topics, would be useful to you?

3. Do you have any other questions,. comments, or; impressions you would

like to share?
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DIRECTORY OF ADMINISTRATIVE CANDIDATES*

The Oregon Network is compiling a directory of persons interested in

administrative positions in public schools (K-12) in Oregon. The directory

is a tool to facilitate the recruitment especially of female and minority can-

didates, but is open to all persons. The Oregon Network will facilitate this

process and will not interpret information provided by individuals or serve

as an agent between prospective candidates and districts. Persons listed in

the directory will be notified of administrative openings as they are re-

ported to SEEL.

Only information listed in the "Publication Information" section below

will be published in the directory. Information in the "Research Information"

section is for research only and will not be published. Individuals are en-

couraged to complete all information but may decline to do so without preju-

dice.

The Oregon Network is a component of the Sex Equity in Educational Leader-

ship Project at the Center for Educational Policy and Management, University

of Oregon.
Publication Information

Name Sex Race Telephone

Address City

Degrees Held

Certificates Held (be sure to indicate whether teaching, administrative, or

personnel service; whether basic or standard; and endorsements)

Areas of Special Interest

Type(s) of Position Sought

Age Marital Status

Current Position

Research Information

Experience/ Positions Held

Are you willing to relocate?

Would you consider a permanent part-time position? Job sharing?

I understand that the information included in the "Publication Information"

section above will be, included in a directory of prospective candidates for

positions in educational administration and will be circulated widely through-

out the state. 'I give my permission to SEEL to distribute this information

as described.

Signature Date

Return to: SEEL Project, 1472 Kincaid Street, Eugene, OR 97401

*Sent to all school buildings and educational agencies.
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DIRECTORY OF ADMINISTRATIVE CANDIDATES

The Oregon Network

NAME/ADDRESS SEX RACE

DEGREES

HELD

,

CERTIFICATES/CREDENTIALS

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIGNMENTS

DESIRED

Joseph Abernathy

375 Argus Street

Weeksville, OR 97111

Mary Balderson

3560 Patterson

Portland, OR 97203

))

M

F

WHI

BL

BS

M Ed

BA

Standard Teaching

Basic Superintendent

Basic Principal

Standard Elem,qeaching

Special Education

Superintendent; in fiscal manage-

ment, collective bargaining, per-

sonnel evaluation, curriculum

development, public relations

Administrative assistant, education

coordinator, elementary principal;

curriculum staff development, pupil

guidance

q

,
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List

The Oregon Network

DIRECTORY QUESTIONNAIRE

1. LIST DEGREES EARNED:

Degree Year

2. LIST CERTIFICATES HELD:

Teaching: basic standard

Endorsements: elementary

Personnel Services: basic

Endorsements: counselor

vocational

Administrative: basic

Institution

secondary special education

standard.

supervisor psychologist

standard

Endorsements: superintendent pr'ncipal

3. WHICH POSITIONS HAVE YOU HELD, INCLUDING YOUR PRESENT JOB? (Use back

to list additional positions as necessary.) List your most recent posi-

tion first.

Position District From To

19 19

19 19

19 19

19 19

19 19

135

Did you super-
Vise other
adults?

Did you con-
trol a budget?

Yes No Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Yes No .Yes No
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4. WHAT ARE YOUR CAREER ASPIRATIONS? Describe them below by placing a "1"

behind the job you hope to have next, then a "2" behind the job you

would like to have after that, and so on, for as many as apply.

superintendent asst. supt. principal asst. principal

teacher librarian counselor administrative asst.

don't know other (specify)

5. WHERE ARE YOU WILLING TO RELOCATE? Check as many as apply.

not willing to relocate
within commuting distance of present home
Eastern Oregon
Southern Oregon
Willamette Valley
Coast
Portland metro
anywhere in state
out of state

6. HOW DID YOU LEARN OF THE DIRECTORY OF CANDIDATES AND JOB VACANCY SERVICE?

mailing from SEEL
posted in building
told by principal/superintendent
told by, friend
other (specify)

WHY DID YOU TAKE PART IN THIS SERVICE?

make my availability known
--find out about the competition
--find out about jobs open

pass on information to my staff
find out generally re: jobs/qualifications
actively seeking job
other (specify)

7. IF YOU DID NOT APPLY FOR ANY JOBS LISTED IN THE NETWORK'S VACANCY

NOTICES, CHECK REASONS.

no appealing jobs
not certified for available jobs
unwilling to relocate
content with present job
other-(specify)

8. HOW SATISFIED.. ARE YOU WITH THE VACANCY LISTING. OF JOBS AVAILABLE?

very satisfied
somewhat satisfied
neutral
somewhat dissatisfied
very dissatisfied
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9. HOW DO YOU THINK THE VACANCY LISTING COULD BE IMPROVED?

10. HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE DIRECTORY OF CANDIDATES?

very satisfied
somewhat satisfied
neutral
somewhat dissatisfied
very dissatisfied

11. HOW DO YOU THINK THE DIRECTORY OF CANDIDATES COULD BE IMPROVED?

12. DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER COMMENTS?

13. HOW MANY JOBS LISTED IN THE OREGON NETWORK'S JOB VACANCY NOTICES DID

YOU APPLY FOR?

HOW MANY JOBS NOT LISTED IN THE JOB VACANCY NOTICES DID YOU APPLY

FOR?

14. HOW MANY DISTRICTS CONTACTED YOU BECAUSE YOU WERE LISTED IN THE DIREC-

TORY OF CANDIDATES?

15. DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCES IN APPLYING FOR POSITIONS BY FILLING IN AND

CHECKING THE APPROPRIATE COLUMNS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE.
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Experiences in Applying for Positions in the Past Year

'P HOW WAS

APPLI-

CATION RESULTS OF

SOURCE OF INFORMATION INITIATED? APPLICATION

Position District
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ADMINISTRATIVE VACANCY. LISTING

Listing #1

Position: Superintendent

District: Liberty
Salary: $30,000 - negotiable
Deadline: March 1, 19

Begin: July 1, 19
Contact: Harold Haroldson, Liberty Superintendent Search, P.O. Box 34,

Jonestown, OR 97000; phone (503) 498-3214. Send letter of

application, resume, credentials.

Position: Elementary Principal

District: Marysville-Sloan
Salary: Salary schedule
Deadline: Not stated
Begin: August 15, 19

Contact: John Dugan, Deputy Superintendent, 310 Arrowhead, Marysville,

OR 97077; phone (503) 631-5577.
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